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Foreword

Revolutions come in all shapes and sizes and 
they impact life in different ways. The Plastics 
Revolution: How the Netherlands Became a Global 
Player in Plastics is about the profound change 
brought about in our lives by the emergence of a 
new category of materials – plastics, or polymeric 
materials as they are also known. The book looks 
back at the invention and development of plastics 
between the two world wars, their ‘revolutionary’ 
growth after the Second World War and their 
widespread adoption in the subsequent decades. 
The book also reviews the current debate on the 
long-term sustainability of plastics and some of 
the prevailing ideas about future developments.

Although the book’s focus is on the Netherlands, 
the authors place the history firmly in the context 
of developments in the wider world. They discuss 
the role the Netherlands played in the rapid 
growth of polymer science and technology and 
the expansion of the plastics industry. Having 
lagged behind in the first half of the twentieth 
century, the Netherlands soon succeeded in 
securing a place among the world’s leaders. Not 
only in terms of production output and per capita 
consumption of plastics, but also as a strong force 
in polymer research and innovation. By the 1970s, 
the Netherlands was being hailed by some as ‘the 
new plastics centre of Europe’. 

In and around the Second World War, the 
emergence of plastics was experienced as 
a boon, enabling the replacement of scarce 

conventional materials such as metals and 
wood. Advances in technology led to their mass 
production, making them cheaper, more widely 
accessible and capable of fulfilling the needs of 
a burgeoning consumer society. During the rapid 
industrialisation of the post World War II era, 
plastics quickly became fully entrenched in our 
way of life and our economic infrastructure. Over 
the past decades, the use of plastic materials 
has spread to every single sphere of human 
life: household articles, building & construction, 
packaging, electrical and electronic devices, 
transport, as well as healthcare and medicine. 

As the book shows, universities initially played 
only a marginal role in the development of 
the polymer sector in the Netherlands. New 
developments came mainly from the laboratories 
of big industrial companies with large research 
budgets. Alongside major foreign companies 
such as DuPont, Dow Chemical, ICI, IG Farben 
and BASF, the research and innovation efforts 
of Dutch companies such as Shell, DSM and 
Akzo not only gave the world many new life-
enhancing products but also helped to build a 
strong knowledge base in polymer science and 
technology. It is interesting to see that these 
companies often explored the same strategic 
routes, such as diversification and forward 
integration, in pursuit of expansion and growth: 
Shell went into PVC piping, for example, and 
DSM into plastics processing and building & 
construction. The companies were often faced 

For the Global 

Imaginations exhibition 

held in 2015 at De 

Meelfabriek complex in 

Leiden (Netherlands), 

volunteers help with 

the construction of the 

artwork “Plastic Bags” 

by Pascale Marthine 

Tayou.
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with the same challenges: how to find the right 
balance between fundamental and applied 
research, how to secure the supply of raw 
materials, whether to develop new production 
processes in-house or licence them from others 
and how to build a balanced, profitable and 
innovative product portfolio in an increasingly 
competitive market. 

In the years immediately following the Second 
World War, polymer research in the Netherlands 
was still largely limited to the industrial sector. 
Polymer science was not a prominent feature of 
the academic landscape. The plastics industry 
had the advantage of knowledge exchange 
through a thriving plastics platform, an open 
network consisting mainly of chemicals and 
plastics production companies. The scientific 
expertise at the heart of the plastics platform 
came primarily from these companies, which 
included foreign players, and from TNO.

From the 1960s onwards, polymer science 
gradually began to gain a foothold at the 
universities, thanks partly to incentives provided 
by industry as well as the government. The 
ministries of Economic Affairs and Education 
& Science increasingly recognised the 
importance of materials and materials science. 
Their initiatives helped to boost research 
and innovation. For example, the Innovatieve 
Onderzoeksprogramma’s (IOPs, innovative 
research programmes) set up by the Ministry 
of Economic Affairs in the 1970s stimulated 
structural collaboration in R&D between industry 
and public-funded knowledge institutions. Also 
in the early 1970s, KRITNO (TNO’s Plastics and 
Rubber Institute) began offering multi-client 
contract research programmes for industry. 

Later still, in the 1980s and 1990s, several new 
impulses followed that gave a boost to polymer 
research. One was the creation of the Adviesgroep 
Materialen (AGM, advisory group on materials) at 
the joint initiative of the two ministries mentioned 
above plus NWO (the Netherlands Organisation 

for Scientific Research). In a crucial report issued 
in 1991, AGM recommended a doubling of the 
country’s polymer research effort. This led, 
among other things, to a major public research 
programme for polymer science – the Priority 
Programme for Materials (PPM) – which was co-
funded by NWO. A logical next step of PPM was 
the establishment, in 1997, of Leading Technology 
Institutes such as DPI, which had a crucial impact 
on the growth of research in polymer science, a 
strong increase in collaboration between industry 
and academia, and the building of a solid research 
infrastructure. 

In reviewing the current situation and future 
prospects, The Plastics Revolution looks at the 
ambivalent public opinion and widespread 
concerns about plastics in the larger context of 
sustainability and the impact on human health 
and the natural environment. One of the issues 
highlighted in the book is that of plastic trash 
in the oceans – the so-called “plastic soup” – a 
problem that has ramifications extending beyond 
the pollution of the oceans and forming a threat 
to marine life as well as to human beings. The 
“miracle” materials of yesterday have today 
become a source of worldwide concern. While 
they have become indispensable to human life, 
their production, use and disposal are beset with 
a multitude of problems. The “Epilogue” section of 
the book brings the various strands of the debate 
together, discusses the main issues and reviews 
current thinking on the way forward. 

It is clear, for example, that the future of plastics 
– indeed the future of industry and society – lies 
in a shift from the current linear and open-ended 
economy to a circular, closed-loop economy that 
is “restorative and regenerative by design, and 
aims to keep products, components, and materials 
at their highest utility and value at all times”1. 
This implies a transition towards product and 
process development based on considerations 
such as the cradle-to-cradle principle, the use of 
renewable and – where appropriate – biobased 
feedstocks, a new approach to energy production 
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and utilisation, and an eco- and cost-efficient 
waste management system. Although steps to 
initiate the transition towards a circular economy 
are already being taken, there is as yet no broad-
based, coordinated effort either at the national 
or at the international level. What is needed 
is a holistic approach in which the plastics 
predicament is seen in conjunction with other 
scientific, economic and societal challenges.

Besides new economic models, we undoubtedly 
need new ideas, new scientific concepts. Perhaps 
even a paradigm shift. But these cannot be 
made to order. Nor can we simply wait for them 
to happen one day. There is so much more 
that we can already do if we share a sense of 
urgency. New ideas and concepts need to find 
their way into society and be translated into 
practicable solutions. Although industry will play 
an important role in this process, we must realise 
that by its very nature an industrial company – 
within the framework of the prevailing business 
models – is limited in terms of time, scope and 
money to address general societal problems. That 
is why coordination and collaboration between 
the private and public sectors is important for 
securing sustainability. Many of us will remember 
the definition of sustainable development 
formulated over three decades ago: “Sustainable 
development is development that meets the 
needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their 
own needs…”.2 Today, this still calls for a sense 
of ownership and a commitment to work on 
both short-term and long-term goals. This is a 
challenge that will hopefully be taken up by a new 
generation of companies with a novel business 
and sustainability model. 

How can we achieve the turnaround needed to 
ensure a sustainable future, a future in which 
there is a place for the plastic materials that 
we cannot really live without? As The Plastics 
Revolution indicates, a second plastics revolution 
– towards a circular economy – is both necessary 
and imminent. Indeed, the Dutch chemicals 

sector believes that the next few decades will 
witness such a revolution, one in which the 
Netherlands might once again be a major driving 
force. This seems a credible scenario. But we 
must bear in mind that given the globalised 
nature of both scientific and economic activities 
and the global dimensions of many of the 
problems associated with plastics, the revolution 
will need to have an international reach and 
impact. 

The ambition expressed by the Dutch chemicals 
sector is not unrealistic, but a major transition 
on such a vast scale will demand concerted and 
parallel efforts on the part of several stakeholders. 
The ideal scenario would include sufficient 
monetary and other incentives designed to de-
risk investments by individual stakeholders and 
creating room for responding to short-term needs 
as well as pursuing long-term goals.

Jacques Joosten
Managing Director, DPI

1   http://www.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/circular-
economy/overview/concept

2   http://www.iisd.org/topic/sustainable-development



Box 1

19th century 

1839  Charles Goodyear, vulcanisation of 
natural rubber 

1856  Alexander Parkes, Parkesine, nitrocelluloid 
(semi-synthetic plastic based on nitrocellulose 
or gun cotton)  ➞  buttons, medallions, letter-
openers, etc

1870  John Wesley Hyatt, nitrocelluloid- 
camphor  ➞  billiard balls, trinkets, children’s toys 

1888  John Dunlop, rubber tyre

1892  Charles Cross, Edward Bevan and Clayton 
Beadle, viscose based on cellulose fibre  ➞  
artificial silk stockings and garments 

Late 19th century  Plastic as a substitute for 
conventional materials such as wood, glass, 
stone, ivory and metal

Late 19th century  New market for imitation 
products, plastic jewellery, ashtrays, buttons, etc

1900-1940 

1907  Leo Baekeland, Bakelite  ➞  switches,
 wall sockets, mounting plates, later: objects such 
as door knobs, telephone receivers, Formica and 
light fittings

1912  Eerste Nederlandsche Kunstzijdefabriek 
(‘First Dutch Artificial Silk Factory’) opened in 
Arnhem

1912  Friedrich Klatte, PVC. Production of  
PVC commenced in the 1930s.

1920  Internationale Kunsthoorn Industrie 
(‘International Artificial Horn Industry’) founded 
in Amsterdam, manufacturing artificial horn from 
casein

1920  Herman Staudinger, publication of article 
on polymerisation (‘Über Polymerisation’, Ber. 
Chem. Ges. 53 (1920) 1073)

1923  Philips of Eindhoven, production of 
Bakelite components for radios and electrical 
equipment  ➞  1929  Philite plant

1929  Gebr. Van Niftrik, production of Bakelite 
components for electrical equipment 

1930  Paul Frankl (designer) predicts the advent 
of ‘a veritable plastics century’

1931  Julius Nieuwland in partnership with 
DuPont, synthetic rubber

1933  Eric Fawcett and Reginald Gibson at ICI, 
polyethylene

1935  Wallace Carothers at DuPont, nylon

1936  Herman Mark and C. Wulff at IG Farben, 
commercial production of polystyrene

1938  Earl Tupperware, Tupperware Home 
Parties (1951)

1939  DuPont’s nylon stocking

1920s and 1930s  Plastic discovered by 
designers and the middle classes as a material 
for contemporary design 

Plastics markets  Consumer products (such as 
trinkets, garments and toys), electrical equipment 
and electronics

1940-1945 

1941  Rex Whinfield and James Dickson at
Calico Printers Association, polyester (PET)
The war acts as a catalyst for the further 
development and production of plastics: nylon for 
parachutes, aircraft radar domes, etc 
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Box 1

1945-1970 

Development of mass market for plastic
consumer products

New markets for plastics: building & construction 
industry, packaging and automotive industry

1945  Establishment of industry association of 
synthetic powder resin-processing companies, the 
forerunner of the Dutch Federation of the Rubber 
and Plastics Industry (NRK)

1946  Establishment of TNO Plastics Institute, 
later renamed the TNO Plastics and Rubber 
Institute

1946  Journal of Polymer Science, first scientific 
journal for the discipline of polymer science

1948  Plastica, later renamed as Kunststof en 
Rubber (‘Plastic and Rubber’), the first Dutch 
trade journal for the plastics industry

1946  Libelle: article in Dutch women’s magazine 
under the heading: ‘Plastic. The wonder-product’

1950  Plastics consumption in the Netherlands 
stands at 1.7 kg per capita

1950  Shell, production of PVC. Start of plastics 
production

1951  Plastics processing industry consists of 
46 companies employing a workforce of around 
2,700

1952  DSM, production of caprolactam (base 
material for plastic); start of production of 
plastics and raw materials for the production of 
plastics

1953  Paul Flory, publication of Principles of 
Polymer Chemistry, a milestone in polymer 
science

1953-55  Karl Ziegler and Giulio Natta, catalytic 
process for production of polyethylene and 
polypropylene 

1960  Plastics consumption in the Netherlands 
stands at 9.1 kg per capita

1964  Plastica: ‘…astounded to see that the hike 
in output from 79,500 tonnes in 1960 to 134,500 
tonnes in 1963 [ed.: in the Netherlands] is likely to 
be followed by a doubling in output over the next 
three years…’ 

1970-2015 
 

1970  Chairman of the Dutch Society for 
Industry and Trade: ‘... One of the most important 
problems of our time is the role played by 
plastics as an environmental pollutant.’

1970  Plastics consumption in the Netherlands 
stands at 35 kg per capita

1972  Akzo, superstrong Twaron fibre

1973  Article in Der Spiegel on ‘Dangerous Plastic’

1973  James Guillet, biodegradable plastic

1974  Hideki Shirakawa, Alan McDiarmid and 
Alan Heeger, electrically conductive plastics

1979  Paul Smith and Piet Lemstra,  
ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene 
(UHMWPE), superstrong Dyneema fibre

1980s and 1990s  Akzo/AkzoNobel withdraws 
from synthetic fibres to focus on coatings, paints 
and adhesives

1981  ACT, Industrial Moulding and MAGO, the 
first fully plastic garden chair

1990s  Shell withdraws more or less entirely 
from the plastics market

1990  Richard Friend and Andrew Holmes, 
plastic light-emitting diodes (LEDs)

1997  Establishment of Dutch Polymer Institute 
(DPI)

1997  Charles Moore reveals the existence of a 
‘plastic soup’ 

2001  Spinoza Prize awarded to Bert Meijer, 
founder of macro-organic chemistry (of which 
polymer chemistry forms part)

2002  DSM sells bulk plastic production 
activities to the Saudi company SABIC; decides 
to focus on high-performance plastics

2011  Teijin Aramid, production of superstrong 
Endumax tape in Emmen

2011  Plastics processing industry comprises 
approx. 1,300 companies employing a workforce 
of around 30,000

2012  Plastics consumption in the 
Netherlands stands at between 110 and  
120 kg per capita (estimate)

2013  Boyan Slat, founder of The Ocean Cleanup 
campaign

2015  Spinoza Prize awarded to René Janssen for 
research into plastic solar cells

Future

Scenario  Biopolymers and the bio-based 
economy

Scenario  Solar fuels, building blocks for plastics

Scenario  The closed plastic loop and  
the circular economy

source: 
H. Meijer, U. Suter, N. Stingelin and  
P. Smith, ‘A brief history of polymers’, 
presentation given on 24 October 2006.  
See also this book (The Plastics Revolution).
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1. ‘We’re on the threshold of  
a plastics revolution’

In the spring of 2015, the New Institute in 
Rotterdam organised an exhibition on the future of 
plastic.1 The central message the exhibition sought 
to convey was that a bright, new future beckoned 
for plastic. It’s a material that is omnipresent in 
the world around us: it’s in clothing, furniture, 
paintings, household appliances, coatings and 
building structures, to give just a few examples. It’s 
used in packaging, bags, cups, shoes and all sorts 
of other products. In short, plastic is a common, 
everyday material. Unfortunately, though, its use 
comes with a downside.

‘We use plastic all the time, without ever actually 
stopping to think about it,’ the exhibition 
designers made clear.2 Plastic is produced at 
low cost, in huge volumes and all over the world. 
At the same time, it’s a disposable material that 
places a tremendous burden on the environment. 
This situation has got to change. Fortunately, the 
route to change lies open. New plastics are now 
being developed that are either biodegradable 
or are made from organic raw materials. Plastic 
waste can be turned into new products. And new 
technologies are making it possible not only to 
produce plastic products closer to the markets 
where they are needed, but also to design them 
in such a way that they meet very specific 
requirements. 

In other words, ‘blind consumerism’ is now giving 
way to ‘responsible consumerism’. At the core of 
the new trend are consumers who can actually 

produce their own plastic products from plastic 
waste. Sounds great. There must be a hitch. And 
there is: if one thing is made clear by history 
textbooks, it is that future plans do not always 
work out as intended. Any attempt to seek out 
pastures new invariably involves a clash between 
new and existing interests, between new and 
existing patterns of consumption, and between 
the heart, the mind – and the purse. The aim 
of this book is to describe how these clashes 
have affected the history of plastics in the past 
and how they are likely to affect their future 
development.

The chemical industry in the Netherlands has 
also claimed that we will undergo a ‘plastics 
revolution’ by the year 2050. By the middle of 
the century, so chemical manufacturers reckon, 
the Netherlands will have gained a reputation for 
itself as the heartland of a new, ‘green’ chemical 
industry.3 In this vision,

‘… raw materials sourced from biomass have 
become the principal ingredients in the 
production of foodstuffs, energy and plastics. 
The chemical industry has designed clean, 
sustainable production processes that are 
capable of converting biomass into a wide 
range of new and existing products…’ 

The aim is also to ensure that, by 2050, the 
Netherlands ranks as one of the world’s top three 
leading producers of ‘smart’ materials: 

Poster of the exhibition 

‘PLASTIC. Promises of 

a Home-made Future’ 

held at Het Nieuwe 

Instituut in Rotterdam, 

16 January – 6 April 

2015.
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‘… Dutch-based companies are making 
creative, innovative products with high added 
value. They include materials for storing 
energy, catalytic converters made from easily 
accessible materials that are in plentiful supply 
(rather than from rare metals that are in short 
supply, for example). Plastics are lightweight, 
self-healing, self-cleaning and fully recyclable.’

Plastics play a pivotal role in the joint position 
paper (entitled “Innovation Contract 2012”) 
issued in the Netherlands by the government, 
the chemical industry and knowledge institutes.  
Plastics (and the polymers that form their building 
blocks)4 are among the most important materials 
of the 21st century, and deserve close examination 
for this reason. They form the core of the Dutch 
government’s ‘Smart Polymeric Materials’ 
programme.5 

Three research strands for the future

The hope is that researchers will eventually come 
up with ‘biobased materials’ such as biobased 

plastics made from for example lactic acid, 
biobased catalysts to replace fossil catalysts and 
biobased alternatives to toxic additives such as 
bromine (used as a flame retardant) and calcium-
zinc (used as a heat stabiliser). 

Research also needs to be performed into ways 
and means of closing the plastics cycle. A closed 
plastics cycle does not require the input of any 
new materials except for its own growth. The 
processes of extraction, separation and recovery 
are designed in such a way as to generate a base 
material that is of high enough quality to enable 
new materials with equivalent characteristics to 
be produced. 

Finally, research also needs to be performed into 
superior materials, i.e. materials that are not 
just sustainable, but also smart (for example, 
self-cleaning materials and shape-memory 
materials), more effective (meaning that they 
can meet the same performance requirements 
with less material use or that they can meet 
higher performance requirements with the same 
material use) and healthier or safer (by reducing 
the emanation of toxic substances such as 
styrene, for example). 

Why the Netherlands?

But why should all this take place in the 
Netherlands? Why should the Netherlands 
take the lead in producing a new generation of 
plastics? For a start, the Innovation Contract 
reckons that the Netherlands is in an excellent 
starting position. It claims that the chemical 
industry is varied – in terms of companies, 
commercial activities and forms of international 
cooperation – and that it holds a strong 
position on the world market, including as it 
does a number of global players. The country’s 
universities and research institutes are a source 
of valuable expertise. The small and medium 
sized firms (SMEs) operating in the sector (and 
not just the chemical industry in general, but the 
plastics industry in particular) have a reputation 
for innovation.6 
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Do these claims hold water? Is the Netherlands 
indeed potentially capable of playing a leading 
role in the development of plastics technology 
and becoming one of the three leading countries 
in the world, as the Innovation Contract would like 
to see? This is one of the questions addressed in 
Part I of this monograph.

A look at the past

Is such a role for the Netherlands warranted 
by past achievements? An examination of past 
events suggests that this ambition is indeed 
justified. As we shall see, the Netherlands was a 
European centre of plastics at the beginning of 
the 1970s. This is striking enough in itself: during 
the period immediately after the Second World 
War, the Netherlands was a pretty insignificant 
plastics producer. The US and Great Britain 
were the front runners then. Although the war 
had deprived Germany of its former lead, it 
would soon join in the fray once again. And yet, 
despite all the powerful foreign competition, the 
Netherlands managed to take the lead. How did 

it achieve this? This, too, is a question we shall be 
trying to answer. 

The development of plastics after the Second 
World War has been nothing less than a 
revolution. Playing merely a marginal role just 
before the war, plastic had become one of the 
most important materials in the world just 
30 years later. By 1970, the volume of plastics 
produced around the world had risen to 36 million 
tonnes, more than one hundred times as much as 
the comparable figure in 1938 (see Table 1.1). The 
only material to be produced in a greater volume 
was crude iron. The output of other materials 
such as aluminium, copper, zinc, cotton and wool 
was much lower. Plastics had surpassed them all 
– and in just a short space of time.

In the space of a few decades, plastics consump-
tion per capita in the Western world rose to 
startling heights: whereas the US (the leading 
consumers of plastics) had been consuming 
around 0.7 kg per capita in 1938, this figure 
had risen to 6.4 kg in 1950, before shooting up 
to around 42 kg in 1971.7 By this time, the US 

 

1938 1950 1960 1970

Plastics:

-  Synthetic rubbers
-  Synthetic fibres 
-  Other synthetic materials

0.31
  

0.01
-

0.3

2.12

0.5
0.12

1.5

8.25

1.9
0.65

5.7

36.0

4.5
4.5

27.0

Crude iron 88 153 241 448

Aluminium 0.5 1.3 3.6 8.1

Copper 1.8 2.3 3.7 6.1

Zinc 1.4 1.8 2.4 4.0

Cotton 5.2 6.0 7.1 9.1
Wool 1.6 1.7 2.1 2.2

Natural rubber 0.92 1.9 2.0 2.9

table 1.1  World output of various materials, 1938-1970 (in millions of tonnes)

source: UN Yearbook of Statistics (New York 1961); UN Monthly Bulletin of Statistics; C. Freeman and L. Soete, The economics of industrial  
innovation (Third Edition, London 1997), 107, table 5.1

Prologue ‘We’re on the threshold of a plastics revolution’
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For Europe in the early post WWII years, America was the 

beacon towards a brave new world of plastics. This photo 

shows a housewife surrounded by a variety of products made 

from PVC.
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had been overtaken by West Germany, which 
consumed 62 kg per capita in 1971. For their  
part, the Dutch consumed 35 kg per capita in  
the same year. 

Within just a few years of the end of the 
Second World War, there were already around 
one thousand brand names in circulation in 
the plastics industry. A Dutch reference work 
published in 1949 needed over 20 pages to 
list them all.8 With plastics growing in public 
popularity, they were spread over a huge range 
of applications. Never before had a new material 
become so widely accepted so quickly.

The period from 1945 to 1970 could be regarded 
as constituting the first plastics revolution. Which 
would mean that the present time heralds the 
start of the second revolution. If this is true, 
it is the context in which we should view the 
Chemicals Innovation Contract. And there is every 
reason for doing so. Plastics are under fire at the 
moment. There is a broad groundswell of unease 
about plastics, a feeling that gathers into fierce 
resistance from time to time. An issue that has 
been the focus of considerable debate recently 
is that of ‘plastic soup’: floating ‘rubbish dumps’ 
of plastic waste in oceans covering millions 
of square kilometres. The ‘soup’ is a plastics 
cemetery, fed by flows of waste from all over the 
world.9 

Simply doing away with plastics is not an option, 
though. Plastics have drilled far too deep into 
society and permeated far too widely for them 
to be scrapped. The applications range from 
coatings in the paints industry, fibres in textiles, 
films in packaging, laminates in buildings, organic 
solar cells in the energy sector, plastic machine 
parts, countless car components, hundreds of 
consumer products and applications in medicine, 
IT and transport. The list is endless. A new 
generation of plastics is needed to meet the 
demands of sustainability. The question is: what 
exactly are sustainable plastics? With plastics 
now used in so many different forms and ways, 

it’s not an easy question to answer. However, 
we’re going to try and formulate an answer in this 
monograph.

From bulk to specialty

Sustainability is not the only aspect of the 
second plastics revolution. The chemical 
industry in the Netherlands has embarked on 
a new course, shifting from bulk chemicals to 
specialty chemicals. This also applies to Dutch 
plastics producers, DSM, AkzoNobel and Shell 
in particular. As mass producers of plastics such 
as PVC, polyethylene, polystyrene and nylon, the 
three companies used to have to contend with the 
cyclical nature of the market, with its high peaks 
and deep troughs. It is worth bearing in mind, 
though, that bulk plastics are still produced in 
the Netherlands – by foreign producers such as 
SABIC.

Today, however, the emphasis lies on the 
production of specialty plastics tailored to offer 
specific characteristics and functionalities for 
specific applications. These high-tech products 
are produced in smaller quantities and are less 
susceptible to the swings of the trading cycle. 
Dutch manufacturers believe that they are now 
in a better position to compete on the world 
stage than they would be as bulk producers. If 
high production costs in the Netherlands are the 
problem, then specialisation with high added 
value is the answer. 

The second plastics revolution is about the 
combination of sustainability and high tech. We 
will be tracking down the historical roots of this 
combination in Part II of this monograph. After 
all, we cannot place the revolution in its context 
without painting a clear picture of the historical 
developments leading up to it.

Prologue ‘We’re on the threshold of a plastics revolution’
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Any explanation of the first plastics revolution 
generally starts with the innovations that took 
place shortly before the outbreak of the Second 
World War. Research in the 1920s and 1930s had 
led to the discovery of new plastics that were 
capable of being mass produced and many of 
which combined outstanding characteristics with 
a relatively low price. It’s the classic explanation 
for the emergence of a new key technology, in 
which the supply side (i.e. research, production 
and enterprise) plays the dominant role. 

Having said this, it’s also possible to come up  
with an explanation based on demandside factors 
such as the market situation, consumption and 
users. It’s the demand side that we’re going to 
take as the starting point for our own analysis.

The market

The main market for the small number of plastics 
produced before the war – products such as 
celluloid, Bakelite and rayon – was that for 
household articles and appliances and products in 
day-to-day use. They were used in the production 
of utensils such as beakers, tableware, jugs 
and buttons; luxury items and baubles such as 
statuettes, medallions, trinkets and chains; and 
toys like dolls and beads. Although these products 
were traditionally made of wood, leather, glass, 
clay, metal or ivory, there was no reason why they 
shouldn’t be made of plastic. 

The same applied to consumer durables such as 
cupboards, tables and chairs: they could also be 
made of plastic or coated with synthetic coatings. 
Dresses, shirts, stockings and other knitwear 
garments were also capable of being produced 
with synthetic fibres. These were all products to 
be found in the homes of many a middle- and 
upper-class family. In other words, there was a 
huge latent market.

In the period before the Second World War, the 
burgeoning demand from the growing middle 
classes, particularly in the US, showed how much 
potential the plastics market offered. It was they 
that bought the plastic imitations of marble 
ashtrays, wooden figurines and ornate wooden 
cupboards. These imitations were cheaper – and 
frequently a lot cheaper – than the originals made 
from natural materials, which were difficult and 
time-consuming to produce. Indeed, at the outset, 
imitation formed the core of plastics applications.

A paradise beyond the reach of 
the working classes?

The pre-war market was relatively small-scale, 
compared with the huge potential presented by the 
future purchasing power of the working classes. 
In the Netherlands, the town houses of the middle 
and upper classes were like castles compared with 
the cramped terraced houses occupied by working 
people. Working-class houses were generally only 

2. The events leading up  
to the plastics revolution 

Production of radio casings 

at Philips’ Philite plant in 

the 1940s
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spartanly furnished; their contents consisted only 
of essentials – there were no luxuries. Working-
class mothers cooked on a stove, using a single 
pan from which the whole family would eat. There 
would have been a few plates and mugs, but no 
tea set or 30-piece dinner service. The house 
would contain a few items of furniture and perhaps 
some prints, knick-knacks and simple toys, but 
nothing else. For a long time, working-class people 
regarded the world of the rich as a paradise that 
was beyond their reach.

During the course of the 20th century, however, 
that same paradise gradually began to beckon in 
the distance. In many countries, pressure from 
socialist and left-wing movements had resulted 
in the enactment of new legislation laying 
down minimum requirements for working-class 
housing. Wages began to rise and the working 
classes gradually found themselves spending 
less and less of their pay packets on food, drink, 
clothes and housing. More income was now 
available for spending on luxury items. Although 
the rise in prosperity did not necessarily mean 
that workers were ready to move into stately 
homes, they could start looking forward to buying 
small-scale imitations. Plastics manufacturers 
made plans for catering for this new market – 
which did not fully materialise until after the 
Second World War, with the US leading the  
way and Western Europe following suit. It was 
this mass market which, alongside the demand 
for imitation products, formed the second 
essential aspect of the growth of the plastics 
market.

The consumer society

At the same time, a new trend was also 
overtaking a section of the middle classes. 
During the period between the two world wars, 
civil servants, teachers, engineers and other 
white-collar workers began to experiment with 
new technologies that had emerged around the 
turn of the century.10 They became acquainted 

with new services such as telephony and with 
consumer durables such as radios. They spent 
their disposable income on visits to the cinema, 
holidays, photography and other ‘modern’ 
activities. New ideas about comfort, hygiene, 
beauty, adventure, personal development and 
quality of life altered the nature of their day-to-
day lives. It was they who paved the way for the 
advent of the consumer society.

The new middle classes embraced new art 
forms, new building styles and new designs.11 Art 
Deco, the Bauhaus and Stijl movements, and the 
architecture of Le Corbusier were all expressions 
of the pervasive sense of progress and modernity. 
The new trends were underpinned by new 
industrial materials such as reinforced concrete, 
aluminium and stainless steel. Designers sought 
to create modern shapes using modern materials. 

The same applied to the plastics that were on 
the market at the time, with European designer 
émigrés to the US taking the lead. For example, 
in around 1930, the Vienna-born architect and 
furniture designer Paul T. Frankl predicted the 
advent of ‘a veritable plastics century’, with its 
own, new idiom, all made possible by malleable 
materials that were remarkable for their ‘detail, 
durability and stability’. He proclaimed himself 
opposed to the principle of cautious imitation, 
claiming that imagination was needed in order to 
‘visualise and realise the potential of new materials 
and to treat them on their own terms – in other 
words, to acknowledge the autonomy of the new 
media.’12

Modern design

The arrival of the radio signalled the entry into 
the private home of modern design with plastic. 
In the 1930s, radio casings made of shiny, black 
laminate became the streamlined symbols of the 
start of the electronic age for the living room. In 
designers’ eyes, plastics formed an invitation to 
paint elegant wooden furniture black, to design 
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tables with a glossy top and a chrome steel 
frame, and to combine polished Bakelite with 
brushed metal in furniture. Phenolic laminate 
(or Formica, as it was more commonly known) 
became a popular material in cafeterias, railway 
carriages and other public spaces which needed 
to project a modern image. Instead of being 
assembled from a number of component parts, 
items could now be made from a single piece of 
plastic. The cast or moulded casings of radios, 
telephones, clocks and scales became the black 
boxes of modern technology. Designed in flowing, 
sculpted lines, they concealed the electronic and 
moving parts within them. Plastic acquired a 
new image alongside that of imitation and mass 
production: it now stood for modernity, creativity 
and functional convenience.

Up to the Second World War, the consumer 
market was the main market for plastics, with 
electronics forming an important segment. With 
their outstanding insulating properties, plastics 
such as Bakelite were highly suited for use in 
switches, wall sockets, mounting plates and as 
components in electrical lighting, telephony and 
radio communication. A wide range of industrial 
markets also beckoned. 

The properties of plastics varied according to 
the type, with some types being more water and 
abrasion resistant, pliant and strong than others. 
Manufacturers designed products for applications 
in the building & construction industry, textiles, 
packaging and the automotive industry. However,  
it was ultimately from a totally different direction 
that the development of plastics received a huge 
boost: war, and the military market. Polyethylene, 
for example, was needed for the production of 
aircraft radomes, i.e. protective housing for radar 
antennae, as it was transparent to radio waves. 
Nylon was immediately snapped up for use in 
parachutes, after Japan had placed an embargo 
on exports of silk, the material traditionally used 
for the production of parachutes. In short, new 
products were needed in order to meet these 
various needs. 

The supply side of the market

Which brings us nicely to the supply side of the 
plastics market. The first question to ask is: what 
exactly is a plastic? It’s difficult to come up with 
a generally accepted definition (see also the 
text boxes entitled ‘What is a polymer? What is 
polymerisation?’ and ‘Plastics and polymers’). 
Most definitions from the early years of plastics 
consist of three elements:13 
. their macromolecular character (plastics 

consist of very long chains of mainly carbon 
atoms which, as molecules, are between 1,000 
and 100,000 times bigger than water or sugar 
molecules, for example);

. the term ‘synthetic’ is generally used to indicate 
that plastics do not occur naturally;

. their plasticity, from which plastics derive their 
function as a material. In other words, there 
is a stage of the production process at which 
plastics are either malleable or liquid, after 
which they then take on a more or less solid 
state.

Parkesine

Malleable, or mouldable, materials were the 
subject of a great deal of experimentation in the 
mid-19th century. Materials such as papier-mâché 
(made from paper and paste) and vulcanised 
natural rubber (made from natural rubber and 
sulphur) were not generally categorised as 
plastics – as indeed they still are not. Parkesine, 
which was named after its inventor, Alexander 
Parkes (1813-1890), was the first material to 
be designated as a plastic, albeit with certain 
qualifications.14 It was referred to in some circles 
as a semi-synthetic plastic, as it was derived 
from cotton.15 The cotton was treated with nitric 
acid and sulphuric acid before being mixed with 
vegetable oil and organic solvents. The result was 
a mouldable dough-like substance that could 
be used to mould, shape, cut and paint a wide 
range of products such as medallions, billiard 
balls, buttons and letter-openers. Unfortunately, 
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the material was also brittle, fragile and 
combustible. The addition of camphor proved a 
great improvement, as this made it both strong 
and pliant. It was an American inventor called 
John Wesley Hyatt (1837-1920) who succeeded in 
producing the new material (commonly referred 
to as ‘celluloid’) and its derivatives on an industrial 
scale at the end of the 19th century.16

Bakelite

Bakelite was the first ‘fully synthetic plastic’ to 
appear on the market. Again, it was named after 
its inventor, the Belgian-American chemist Leo 
Baekeland (1863-1944), who emigrated to the US 

in 1891. Bakelite was formed from a reaction of 
phenol (from coal tar) with formaldehyde (made 
from a combination of coal and water). The 
phenol resin resulting from the reaction was then 
mixed with different fillers such as wood flour, 
asbestos fibre, cotton fabrics and pieces of paper, 
all of which produced forms of Bakelite with 
different properties. 

Bakelite was initially used mainly for the 
production of electrical insulators, but the 
General Bakelite Company (founded in 1910) 
soon turned its attention to products for the mass 
market, including door knobs, light fittings and 
telephone receivers. The company’s carefully 
planned marketing campaign in the 1930s was 

Leo Baekeland in his 

laboratory
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the first attempt to give plastic a modern image. 
Designers were invited to design new Bakelite 
products and their designs then formed the 
subjects of fresh publicity campaigns. 

Until then, most of the research into plastics 
and ways and means of commercialising them 
had been undertaken by inventors, either in 
conjunction with a commercial firm or after 
setting up a business of their own (as in the case 
of Hyatt and Baekeland). They spent many years 
working in small laboratories and workshops, 
experimenting with small teams of helpers with 
the aid of capital from friends and relatives. Once 
they had patented their inventions, they could 
then cautiously start producing their plastic and 
processing it into end products. The laboratories, 
workshops and production plants all formed part 
of one and the same workflow. In some cases, 
the laboratory took up part of a factory, in others 
it was located in a separate room close to the 
production hall. However, this form of innovation 
was to become less and less common during the 
later development of new plastics.

Chemical giants 
 
Just about all the main plastics introduced 
after the First World War were produced by 
big chemical companies boasting extensive 
research and development facilities. Most of 
these chemical giants were founded in the US 
and Germany at the end of the 19th century. Their 
growth was given a huge boost by the emergence 
of new technologies in the fields of electricity and 
chemistry, the development of which required 
massive investments in research. Due to the 
high cost of development, certain products were 
profitable only if they were produced on a large 
scale. This also meant that big markets needed to 
be found for them, which in turn meant investing 
in distribution, marketing and management. 
These were things that only large companies were 
able to do: they were the first organisations to 
build large research laboratories.

The mass markets now coming into view for 
plastics justified the massive investments by big 
chemical companies in this branch of technology. 
The Second World War was another important 
factor: the countries at war were at risk of being 
cut off from their supplies of natural resources (or 
indeed had already been cut off) and were keen 
to find suitable alternatives. This was the case 
with rubber in Germany, for example.  The three 
plastics that were later to dominate the market 
during the post-war period were developed by 
large chemical conglomerates: polystyrene was 
developed by two chemical companies, Dow 
Chemical from the US and IG Farben from 
Germany; polyvinyl chloride (PVC) by IG Farben; 
and polyethylene by ICI, a UK-based company. 
The most important of the synthetic fibres, nylon, 
was invented by DuPont, a US chemical company. 
Let’s take a closer look at these four plastics. 

Polystyrene

Polystyrene is made from styrene, a derivative of 
benzene (at the time based on coal tar). Under 
the combined influence of heat and a catalyst 
(to speed up the reaction), the styrene molecules 
combine to form a polymer chain, thus gradually 
transforming from a liquid into a glassy solid. The 
process had already been discovered in the 19th 
century.17 A medium-sized US chemical company 
first started commercial production in 1925, but 
this was not successful. Then, in the 1930s, both 
Dow Chemical and IG Farben, working entirely 
independently of each other, attempted to master 
the technology. They found that polystyrene was 
easy to process and work with, very clear and 
a good electrical insulator, and that it had good 
mechanical properties. Production went into 
overdrive after the war.

PVC

IG Farben was also successful in another branch 
of plastics technology: the development of PVC. 
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Prior to the outbreak of the Second World War, 
the company was known as the biggest chemical 
producer in the world.18 It was formed in 1925 
following the merger of a number of German 
firms. One of the reasons for joining forces and 
forming a trust was the need to bring together 
and fund research activities in plastics technology. 
In certain years, the amount spent by the 
company on research was more than the amount 
it distributed to its shareholders in the form of 
dividend. IG Farben was a big patent-holder, 
possessing 20% of all the industrial patents 
filed around the world between 1931 and 1945. 
However, even IG Farben was unable to develop 
PVC on its own – although its groundwork was to 
prove of immense value.19 

Both vinyl chloride and polyvinyl chloride had 
already been produced in academic research labs 
in the 19th century, without this leading to any 
industrial applications. Vinyl chloride could be 
produced from acetylene (extracted from coal tar) 
in a reaction with hydrochloric acid. In 1912 and 
1913, a German chemist called Fritz Klatte, who 
worked for Hoechst (which became part of IG 
Farben in 1925), was granted a series of patents 
that had a bearing on the production and use 
of PVC. Unfortunately, though, it proved to be a 
challenging material:20 it tended to break when 
exposed to light, was extremely difficult to process 
and produced chlorine gas when heated. All these 
problems needed to be solved by a combination 
of additives and careful process control. In the 
end, IG Farben was only able to do this with the 
help of expertise from Bayer (which also became 
a member of the IG Farben group in 1925) and 
various British and US companies, and with the 
close cooperation of the academic world. Various 
types of PVC were soon used for electrical cable 
jacketing, piping, fibres (clothing), shoes and so on.

Polyethylene

Polyethylene, which grew to become the main 
bulk plastic after the Second World War, was 

discovered by accident by Imperial Chemical 
Industries (ICI), a company that was formed in 
1926 as a conglomerate of four British firms.21 
At the time, ICI was working on a long-running 
research programme into high-pressure chemical 
reactions. Its research chemists discovered 
polyethylene during one of their experiments in 
1933, in an attempt to get ethylene to react with 
benzaldehyde at an extremely high pressure 
(1900 bar) and a temperature of 170°C. They 
reported finding a ‘waxy solid in the reaction 
chamber’, which was attributed to a defect in 
the equipment. The material’s good insulating 
properties were soon recognised. However, it took 
many years – and huge investments – before the 
company was able to develop safe, high-pressure 
equipment.

Interestingly, the Dutch physicist and researcher 
Professor Teun Michels (1889-1969) played 
an important role in the development of 
polyethylene.22 Apart from helping to construct 
a high-pressure lab and train laboratory staff, 
he designed special-purpose research tools and 
assisted in the design of a compressor, which 
was a crucial component of the pilot plant where 
production was launched in 1938.

Nylon

Nylon is the common name for a polymer made 
up of a chain of amides, a so-called polyamide. 
It is normally produced using dicarboxylic acids 
and diamines. Amino carbonic acids (in their 
cyclic form known as lactams) are also used as 
raw materials. Nylons are most widely used in the 
form of synthetic fibres. Another application is the 
use of nylon as a base material for plastics.

Nylon was first produced in DuPont’s 
laboratories.23 Its spiritual father was the 
brilliant researcher, Wallace Carothers, who 
joined DuPont in 1928 and devoted himself to 
researching polyamides. It took him five years to 
test the chemical reactions before a nylon-like 
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synthetic fibre was discovered on a laboratory 
scale. It then took a further five years before 
the discovery was commercialised. During this 
second period, DuPont invested large sums of 
money in the development of the production 
process and the necessary production equipment, 
formed alliances with textile manufacturers and 
undertook painstaking market research. 

In the event, nylon proved to be one of the biggest 
commercial successes in DuPont’s history.  After 
the first nylon stockings appeared on the market 
in 1939, a staggering 64 million pairs were sold 
within the space of one year. The success of nylon 
was a huge boost to future industrial research 
into plastics.

The story of these four plastics is ample 
illustration of just how much time, money and 
energy (expended by big research teams) went 
into their development. Even in those cases in 
which a plastic was invented outside a large 
chemical lab, a big chemical company was still 
needed to bring its development to fruition. The 
route to profitable production and a commercial 
market was so labour- and capital-intensive as 
to be out of the reach of small and medium-sized 
companies. 

Processing techniques

The development and production of new plastics 
is just part of the story of the supply side of the 
market. Plastics needed processing, for which 
special equipment was required. The principles 
underlying the majority of the processing 
techniques used after the Second World War 
dated from before the war. These included 
compression moulding, injection moulding, 
extrusion and casting. Shaping malleable 
materials was a centuries-old technique that had 
a number of advantages. Basically, it required 
much less labour to produce a series of simple 
products compared with the traditional methods 
(such as planing, drilling and milling) used for 

working natural materials such as wood and 
iron. The techniques used for injection moulding, 
extruding and moulding plastics were early-20th-
century inventions.

Compression moulding involved forcing the 
plastic in powder form into a mould (which in 
certain cases was preheated) at high pressure. 
In the case of injection moulding, the plastic 
was first melted in a moulding machine before 
being injected horizontally into a mould at high 
pressure. Extrusion involved first turning the 
plastic into viscous form, before using a worm 
wheel to press it through the aperture of a mould. 
Casting was used to produce complex shapes 
or sheets and films. Plastic film could be made 
with the aid of calendering, which involved 
passing a viscous plastic through two or more 
rollers. Sheeting could be made by planing or by 
cutting off a sheet of plastic from a larger piece. 
Lamination was another familiar technique: layers 
of paper, fabric, glass fibre or other material were 
soaked in synthetic glue or resin and then pressed 
together. Nylon fibres were produced with the aid 
of a spinneret, a technique previously used for the 
production of artificial silk or rayon.

The revolution in plastic production after the 
Second World War was not merely the result 
of the important inventions that took place in 
the US, Britain and Germany in the 1930s. The 
history of plastics goes back a lot further in time. 
Experience had already been gained with plastic 
and plastic products in the 19th century, albeit on 
a small scale. However, even then, people realised 
that plastic was potentially capable of satisfying a 
mass market demand for day-to-day products. 

The consumer society took on concrete shape 
before the Second World War, particularly in 
the US, where vital production and processing 
machinery had already been developed. The 
foundations for the post-war plastics revolution 
had in fact been laid over the course of the 
preceding century – in technical, economic and 
cultural terms. It was simply a question of waiting 
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for the right conditions in which to bring the 
technology to full maturity. This is what happened 
in the years between 1945 and 1970.

Was the Netherlands ready?

But was the Netherlands ready for a plastics 
revolution? The Netherlands already harboured 
a modest plastics producing and processing 
industry.24 When Philips began producing and 
processing Bakelite in 1923, it was probably 
the first Dutch company to do so. Bakelite was 
used to make loudspeakers, radio housings and 
insulation panels for X-ray equipment, as well 
as light fittings, plugs and switches and later on 
even non-core products such as pen trays and 
fruit bowls. The ‘Philite’ plant (as it was called) 
built in 1928 was one of the biggest and most 
modern in the world. Apart from Philips, a number 
of Bakelite moulding plants, including Gebr. van 

Niftrik in the province of Brabant, made products 
for electrical equipment used by the Dutch post, 
telegraph and telephone service and the Dutch 
railways. 

With a little licence, one could also regard the 
artificial horn and artificial silk industries as 
forming part of the plastics industry. In reality, 
these were semi-synthetic plastics (to use  
the term that was in vogue at the time), given  
that artificial horn was made from casein, a  
by-product of the dairy industry, and artificial  
silk was made from cellulose obtained from wood 
and cotton. A company called Internationale 
Kunsthoorn Industrie (‘International Artificial  
Horn Industry’, or IKI), for example, was a  
member of the plastics industry. ENKA (nv  
Eerste Nederlandsche Kunstzijdefabriek, or ‘First 
Dutch Artificial Silk Factory’, to give it its full 
name), which was founded in Arnhem in 1912, 
was the first Dutch manufacturer of artificial  

Products made from 

Philite, the ‘Bakelite’ 

material that Dutch 

manufacturer Philips 

introduced in the years 

before WWII
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silk. Other new plants soon followed. ENKA 
acquired one of these, the Hollandsche Kunstzijde 
Industrie, in 1928, before merging in 1929 with 
Vereinigte Glanzstoff Fabriken AG to form a new 
company called Algemene Kunstzijde Unie NV  
(or AKU). 

Research

The Netherlands also had a modest research 
infrastructure.25 Philips already had its own 
research labs: a Chemical Laboratory (founded 
in 1910) and a Physics Laboratory (1914). AKU set 
up a research lab of its own in Arnhem in 1925. 
This was accorded the status of a public limited 
company in 1933 and became the focal point for 
all Dutch research activities. It was styled NV 
Onderzoeksinstituut ‘Research’. In 1941, AKU 
founded the Institute for Cellulose Research in 
Utrecht, where researchers enjoyed a greater 
degree of freedom than their counterparts in 
Arnhem. As far as we are aware, none of these 

entities was actually on a quest to discover new 
plastics before the Second World War. 

After the war, however, the Dutch chemical 
industry became keenly aware of the gathering 
revolution. A reference work published in 1949 
opened with the following passage: ‘Apart 
from atomic physics and radar, no single field 
has probably appealed as much to the public 
imagination in recent years as plastics has. All 
over the world, new materials have been adopted 
and new applications found, resulting in either the 
emergence of new industries or the unparalleled 
growth of existing industries. The process has 
been largely concentrated in the US, Britain and 
Germany. The Netherlands has shared the fate of 
most European countries, where the war has been 
a powerful brake on developments.’26

The intriguing question is, therefore: how did 
the Netherlands manage to join the pioneers of 
plastics technology so soon after the Second 
World War?

AKU laboratory in the Netherlands in the 1950s
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Box 2

What is a polymer?
What is 
polymerisation?

In 1920, the German chemist Hermann 
Staudinger (1881-1965) caused incredulity among 
his colleagues by postulating the existence 
of very long molecules. None of them had the 
slightest inkling that he would later be awarded 
the Nobel Prize for Chemistry for this very idea. 
Macromolecules, as he called them, could be 
made by stringing together a large number 
(upwards of 10,000) of short molecules to form 
a sort of chain. He claimed that rubber, starch, 
cellulose and proteins all consisted of this type of 
extremely long molecules. Most of his colleagues 
were sceptical, believing this to be impossible.

The 1930s brought proof for Staudinger’s 
theory. Wallace Carothers, a chemist working 
for the American company DuPont was bent on 
testing Staudinger’s hypothesis. He discovered 
various types of macromolecules during the 
course of his study, including nylon. This new 
synthetic material was to become a huge 
commercial success for DuPont. The result was a 
breakthrough in a fascinating branch of science 
and technology that continues to produce new 
discoveries and Nobel prizes even today. 

The Austrian chemist Hermann Mark (1895-
1992), who had emigrated to the US, described 
the very long molecules as ‘high polymeric’, 
because they consisted of a large number of 
molecular elements known as ‘monomers’. The 
shortened form, ‘polymer’, was adopted as the 
standard international term around 1950 and 
was reserved explicitly for very long molecules. 
Staudinger did not like the term and retained 
a preference (right up to his death in 1965) for 
the term ‘macromolecule’, the scope of which is 
broader than that of ‘polymer’ and which in theory 

encompasses all large molecules. In Germany and 
the Netherlands, the terms ‘macromolecule’ and 
‘polymer’ are used interchangeably. 

Polymerisation is a reaction in which a large 
number of small molecules or monomers form 
one very long molecule called a polymer. Such 
reactions constantly occur all around us in 
the natural environment. That’s how trees and 
plants produce cellulose and the human body 
makes proteins and DNA. Around 1900, natural 
polymers such as lactoprotein (milk protein) 
and cellulose were very popular raw materials 
for the production of buttons and artificial silk. 
The first person to make a fully synthetic plastic 
with the aid of polymerisation was the Belgian-
born chemist Leo Baekeland, when he produced 
Bakelite in around 1907. Other synthetic polymers 
– such as PVC, nylon and polyethylene – were 
invented and commercialised in the 1920s and 
1930s. Ethylene is the monomer in the latter case, 
providing the basis for the formation of a polymer, 
i.e. polyethylene, by means of polymerisation.

Other types of polymerisation needed to be 
developed for new polymer applications. For 
example, the inclusion of two or more types of 
monomer (instead of one) in the polymer chain 
– in a process known as ‘copolymerisation’ – 
results in the formation of polymers with specific 
characteristics (in terms of elasticity, melting 
point and chemical resistance) and hence with 
other applications.

Conventional polymerisations use monomers 
obtained from coal or petroleum. Now that 
sustainability has become a standard goal, a new 
field of research is opening up: polymerisation 
with the aid of biomass.

What is a polymer? What is polymerisation?
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1953
Hermann Staudinger

for ‘his discoveries in the field of 
macromolecular chemistry’

1963
Giulio Natta – Karl Ziegler

1974
Paul J. Flory

for ‘his fundamental achievements, both 
theoretical and experimental, in the physical 
chemistry of the macromolecules’

1991
Pierre-Gilles de Gennes

for ‘the discovery that methods developed for 
studying order phenomena in simple systems 
can be generalized to more complex forms 
of matter, in particular to liquid crystals and 
polymers’

2000
Hideki Shirakawa
Alan G. MacDiarmid
Alan J. Heeger
for ‘the discovery and development of 
conductive polymers’

Nobel Prize winners in polymer science

for ‘their discoveries in the field of the 
chemistry and technology of high polymers’
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Plastics 
and polymers

When the famous scientist Hermann Mark visited 
the Netherlands in the late 1940s, he made a 
lasting impression on an audience of rather 
startled students in a packed university lecture 
theatre by laying out a collection of colourful 
plastic objects on a table in front of him. Hardly 
anyone had ever seen these types of plastics. 
The best known plastic was Bakelite, which was 
commonly used to produce dark radio casings. 
But thanks to the fact that (unlike Bakelite) the 
new plastics could be softened and coloured after 
production, they could be made into all sorts of 
different shapes and colours.

These days, the number of plastics in circulation 
runs into many thousands. Most of them are made 
up of a given type of polymer that is blended 
with additives in order to obtain certain specific 
product characteristics – such as a particular 
colour, impact resistance, elasticity, electrical 
insulation, fire resistance, and so on. The 
additives, including pigments, fillers, plasticisers, 
anti-oxidants and stabilisers, constitute a global 
market of their own.

Plastics can be classified in a number of different 
ways. A commonly used classification is based 
on a division into three categories: thermosetting 
plastics, thermoplastics and elastomers. Bakelite 
is an example of a thermosetting plastic. 

Thermosetting plastics

In the case of thermosetting plastics, molecules 
(monomers) bond together to form long chains 
(polymers) that are strongly bonded together 
by means of crosslinking. The presence of this 
‘mesh’ (or network) of polymers means that a 
thermosetting plastic will not tend to melt or 

liquefy when heated. Thermosetting plastics such 
as Bakelite are moulded into their definitive shape 
during the production process.

Thermoplastics

When a thermoplastic is formed from monomers, 
the bonds connecting the long chains of polymers 
are relatively weak. This type of plastic can be 
softened fairly easily by heating and moulded into 
a wide range of objects. There was a sharp rise in 
the popularity of thermoplastics after the Second 
World War.

In terms of its behaviour, rubber lies halfway 
between thermoplastics and thermosetting 
plastics. This type of plastic is known as an 
elastomer – and with good reason. The polymer 
molecules acquire elastic properties because of 
the special way in which they are linked to one 
another. Thanks to the Dutch rubber plantations 
in Indonesia, particularly during the period prior 
to 1950, the Dutch used to have a thriving latex 
(natural rubber) industry. During and shortly 
after the war, Dutch companies gained their 
first experiences with synthetic rubbers such as 
isoprene, meshed polyurethane (PUR) and styrene 
butadiene rubber (SBR). 

Five big families 

Plastics may also be divided into the five families 
of bulk polymers that dominate today’s world 
market: polyethylene (PE), polypropylene (PP), 
polystyrene (PS), polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET). Each family 
comes with its own applications and market.

Polyethylene (PE) is used for making products 
such as plastic bags, plastic cups, plastic bottles, 
shrink-wrapping film, toys and flexible tubes. PE 
is the largest family among the plastics. The most 
widely used plastic in the world, it subdivides into 
high-density polyethylene (HDPE), low-density 
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polyethylene (LDPE) and linear low-density 
polyethylene (LLDPE). 

Polypropylene (PP) has a higher melting point 
and is stronger than polyethylene, making it 
suitable for certain niche packaging markets, 
such as barrels and containers. Cars are full of 
polypropylene: it’s in the upholstery, housings, 
dashboards and bumpers, to name just a few 
applications. 

As an outstanding heat insulator, polystyrene (PS) 
is eminently suited for use in disposable cups, 
for example. As it can also take the shape of a 
strong, hard plastic, it can be used in cartridges, 
disposable cutlery, clothes hangers and test tubes. 

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is a highly versatile 
material that comes in all manner of different 
shapes and can readily be mixed with additives. 
Among the objects made of PVC are walls and 
ceilings, as well as pipes, flexible medical aids and 
jackets for electrical and steel cables. The most 
common application of polyethylene terephthalate 
(PET) is in the familiar PET bottles. It is also used 
for industrial fibres, textile fibres (such as fleece) 
and cooking utensils.

Alongside these five big families, there are 
other, smaller plastic families, such as the 
phenolic resins (which include Bakelite) and the 
polyamides (one of which is nylon). There are 
some 20 families in total that researchers use to 
develop new plastics and which serve as a basis 
for manufacturers to produce the many thousands 
of plastic varieties.

SOURCES:

A. E. Schouten and A.K. van der Vegt, Plastics. Hoofdlijnen 
van de huidige kennis en toepassing van de synthetische 
macromoleculaire materialen (Utrecht 1966, 5th edition 1974)
S. Freinkel, Plastic. A Toxic Love Story (Boston 2011), 61-62; 
236-239
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Part I 
The First Plastics 
Revolution 
(1945-1970)
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3. Manufacturing industry: 
production, processing and 
application 

Plastics were the fastest growing industrial 
sector in the Netherlands after the Second World 
War, posting some amazing growth rates in the 
1960s in particular (see Graph 3.1). Even Plastica, 
the trade journal for the Dutch plastics industry 
(which was pretty used to turbulent markets) was 
‘astounded to see that the hike in output from 
79,500 tonnes in 1960 to 134,500 tonnes in 1963 
is likely to be followed by a doubling in output 
over the next three years…’1 

At the same time, in terms of output per capita, 
the Dutch still lagged a long way behind the pack 
leaders, West Germany and the US, a situation 
that was set to change quickly in the years ahead 
(see Table 3.1). Such was the speed with which 
plastics manufacturers raised their production 
capacity that, by the mid-1970s, production 
capacity in the Netherlands was the highest in the 
world in relative terms (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3).

Exports

The Netherlands was soon a big plastics exporter. 
According to an article in Plastica, in terms of 
kilos per capita, the country had become the 
world’s leading exporter by the mid-1960s.2 On 
the other hand, the Dutch were also big importers 
of plastics (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3). The fact 
was that the Netherlands played a vital role as 
a transit country – a role that was to change 
dramatically in later years. By the mid-1970s, 

together with West Germany, Japan and the US, 
the Netherlands was up there among the four 
biggest plastics exporters in the world in absolute 
terms (see Table 3.3). 

The bulk of Dutch plastics exports went to West 
Germany and other European countries (see Table 
3.4). Labour productivity in the Netherlands was 
high, and productivity per plant was also high, 
compared with the US, West Germany, Japan and 
some other countries. This was due mainly to the 
structure of the Dutch plastics industry, which 
revolved around high-volume production (see 
Table 3.5).

Consumption 

Apart from exporting plastics, the Dutch 
were also consumers of plastics. Domestic 
consumption rose from 1.7 kg per capita in 1950 
initially to 9.1 kg in 1960 and further to 35 kg in 
1971. Initially, the Dutch consumed much less 
plastic than the Americans, who were the world’s 
leading consumers. However, the gap between 
the US and the Netherlands (and other West 
European countries) narrowed in the 1950s, 
so that by around 1970, the Germans were the 
biggest plastics consumers, at 62 kg per capita 
per annum. This was over one and a half times 
as high as consumption in the Netherlands, and 
more than twice the amount consumed in the UK 
and Italy (see Table 3.6).3

So-called ‘instant home’ 

made of plastics, built 

by the Dutch company 

Fokker, 1964
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Household goods (including furniture, furnishings 
and toys), textiles, electrics and electronics were the 
main markets for plastics both before and after the 
Second World War.4 In addition to these traditional 
markets, three other sectors were also big users of 
plastics, viz. the building & construction, packaging 
and transport industries (see Table 3.7).5 Building 
& construction and packaging were to evolve 
into the principal markets in the Netherlands and 
several other countries in the 1960s.6 Despite 
the fact that plastics accounted for just 2% of 
all construction materials, such was the size 
of the construction industry that a 2% share of 
the market was equivalent to 29% of aggregate 
plastics consumption in the Netherlands.7 

Building & construction

Plastics were put to all sorts of different uses. 
Apart from in toilets and bathrooms, washbasins, 

kitchen worktops, gutters, rain pipes, drainpipes 
and other water pipes, they were also used as 
building materials, albeit in non-load-bearing 
structures such as window frames, ceilings 
and partitions. Plastic film was used for damp 
proofing, for covering construction materials and 
for protecting construction sites from frost. Other 
applications included heat and sound insulation, 
the coating of steel plates and the construction of 
inflatable structures.

Packaging

Plastics were also used as packaging, during 
transport and for storing products in houses, 
shops and warehouses. They were used to make 
bags, boxes, bottles, containers and crates, and 
for shrink-wrapping magazines and foodstuffs. 
Even entire pallets loaded with products were 
wrapped in plastic.

Sale of nylon stockings 

by lottery in the 

Netherlands (1946). 

During World War 

II, nylon – which was 

needed for parachutes 

– had come into short 

supply for applications 

such as stockings, 

which therefore came 

under rationing.  
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Transport

The third market was transport, where plastics 
were used primarily in the automotive industry 
and shipbuilding. New cars built in 1955 
contained an average of 5 kg of plastic, a 
figure that had risen to 45 kg by the year 1970. 
Hundreds of car parts were made of plastic, 
including cooling fans, fuel pipes, gearwheels for 
windscreen wipers, handles for sliding roofs, and 
front panels for car radios. The future potential 
was seemingly huge: cars consisted of some 
13,000 components so there were plenty of 
opportunities for making further use of plastics. 

Countless possibilities

In shipbuilding, a rosy future beckoned for 
polyester fibreglass boats, where applications 
were not confined to small boats and yachts 
alone. Fibreglass proved a viable construction 

material for relatively large boats – and not just 
pleasure craft. There was also interest in naval 
applications, for example, as radar found it hard to 
pick out boats made of plastic.

In short, the sky was the limit and between 24% 
and 35% of all applications were in areas other 
than those listed above. Plastics were used in the 
machine-building industry (as machine parts), 
in the paint industry (in producing paints and 
lacquers), in agriculture (in the production of 
wheelbarrows, feeding troughs and protective 
coverings), in shoe-making (as a leather 
substitute) and in the medical industry (for sterile 
packaging, injection syringes, plastic catheters, 
artificial bones, plastic tubing and so forth).

Plastics producing industry

These were all markets served by the plastics 
industry, which consisted of two main 

Paint shop at the DAF 

factory in Eindhoven 

(Netherlands), 1959
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components, i.e. the plastics producing industry 
and the plastics processing industry. To begin 
with the plastics producing industry, this was 
responsible for the three main bulk products 
produced after the Second World War, i.e. PVC 
(polyvinyl chloride), polyethylene and polystyrene. 
As far as the Dutch market was concerned, PVC 
was produced by Shell in Pernis and by DSM in 
Geleen at the beginning of the 1970s (see Table 
3.8). Shell was the bigger of the two companies. 
DSM was the main producer of polyethylene, 
which was also manufactured by two foreign 
companies, Dow Chemical in Terneuzen and ICI 
in Rozenburg. Polystyrene was made by Hoechst 
in Breda and also by Dow Chemical. DSM and the 
Rotterdamse Polyolefinen Maatschappij (RPM) in 
Pernis (which was 60% owned by Shell) produced 
polypropylene.8 Nylon was the most important 
synthetic fibre and was produced by AKU in 
Emmen and also by ICI. There were also various 
other plastics, which were manufactured both by 
DSM and by foreign concerns such as DuPont 
and General Electric.

Plastics processing industry

Shortly after the Second World War, the plastics 
processing industry consisted of 46 companies 
employing a workforce of almost 2,700 (situation 
in 1951). By 1960, however, the industry had 
expanded to comprise 230 businesses employing 
a total of 7,000 people. However, exactly which 
companies were and were not defined as forming 
part of the plastics processing industry was not 
entirely clear. On the basis of a limited definition, 
Statistics Netherlands claimed in 1968 that the 
industry consisted of 166 businesses (employing 
at least 10 people) and a total workforce of around 
12,200. These businesses owned some 160 
compression moulding machines, 370 extruders 
and 380 injection moulding machines.9

The plastics processing industry was initially 
dependent on American machines.10 However, it 
was not long before European engineering firms 
also started to produce highly sophisticated 
machinery. West Germany was in the lead, 

Polyester boat at 

the Macro Plastic 

Trade Fair in Utrecht 

(Netherlands), 1962
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followed by Britain, France and Italy. Dutch 
engineering firms played only a modest role, with 
Stork being one of the few companies producing 
machinery for the plastics industry.

Success factors

Growing prosperity and lower oil prices were 
two of the reasons for the revolution that took 
place in plastics after the Second World War. 
The potential plastics markets saw a period of 
unparalleled growth after the war. With oil prices 
at an all-time low, plastics were in a favourable 
starting position compared with other materials 
such as wood, metal, cotton and wool (see 
Graph 3.2 and Figure 3.1). Other factors paving 
the way for the revolution were the synthetic 
nature of plastics, their tremendous diversity, the 
ongoing improvements in functionality and the 
opportunities for mass production.11 The latter 
were the results of the advances made in plastics 
technology.

That the Netherlands managed to build up a 
strong position for itself in the international 
plastics industry came as something of a 
surprise. After all, the Dutch had definitely not 
been among the leading exponents of plastics 

technology before the war. On the contrary, they 
lagged well behind the Americans, the Germans 
and the British. And the war actually widened 
the gap between the Dutch and the Americans. 
Within a period of about 25 years, however, the 
situation had totally changed: the Netherlands 
was up there among the world’s leading plastics 
producers.

One of the main reasons for this turnaround was 
the availability of raw materials for the production 
of plastics. DSM was conveniently located above 
the coalfields in the south of the country. Shell 
had access to both oil and oil refineries on its 
Pernis site. Pernis and Europoort were to grow 
into the biggest oil storage and transshipment 
sites in Western Europe. The combination of 
these factors attracted foreign companies to the 
Netherlands. The plastics industry thus became 
a representative of a typically Dutch branch of 
industry: industrial processing based on trade 
flows.

There was yet another crucial factor: the 
Netherlands managed to master plastics 
technology and to acquire excellent skills in the 
production and processing of plastics. It was a 
difficult process that forms the subject of the next 
chapter.

New oil refineries under 

construction at Pernis 

(Netherlands), 1967
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Production  
per capita (kg)

1963

Estimated production 
per capita ( kg)

1975

West Germany 24.3  78

US 20.6  45

UK 13.7    ?

Italy 12.4    ?

Netherlands 11.2 106

France 10.5   41

Production
(kton)

Imports
(kton)

Exports
(kton)

Domestic  
consumption 

(kton)

Net exports 
(kton)

Aggregate availability =
production + imports =

domestic cons.+ exports

US  3,900   80 478 3,502 398 3,980

West Germany  1,400 156 420 1,136 264 1,556

UK     737 151 266    622 115    888

Italy     625   54 244    435 190    679

France     508 143 156    495   13    651

Netherlands     134 105 124    115   19    239

table 3.1  Plastics production per capita in various countries, in 1963 and 1975 (kg)

table 3.2  Estimated production, imports, exports and domestic consumption of plastics in various countries, in kilotonnes (1963)

source: For 1963, see A.G. Wansink, ‘De Nederlandse kunststoffenindustrie in 1963 en enige toekomstaspecten’, Plastica 17 (1964), no. 9, 453, table IV. 
For 1975, see ‘Enige internationale statistische gegevens over kunststoffen’, Plastica 31 (1978), no.1, 2, table 4. Table 4 contains data on per capita 
consumption in the various countries. These figures have been converted into production per capita using the aggregate production and consumption 
figures in table 2. See note 24 in Part I on the reliability of the data.

source: A.G. Wansink, ‘De Nederlandse kunststoffenindustrie in 1963 en enige toekomstaspecten’, Plastica 17 (1964), no. 9, 453, table II, in combination with H.B. Sprietsma,  
‘De betekenis van de Nederlandse kunststoffenexport’, Plastica 19 (1966), no.12, 571, graph 2. The import and export percentages in this graph refer to 1964 and have been used for 1963.
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Production
(kton)

Imports
(kton)

Exports
(kton)

Domestic  
consumption 

(kton)

Net exports 
(kton)

Aggregate availability =
production + imports =

domestic cons.+ exports

US 9,626      76 1,002 8.620    926 approx. 9,662**

Japan 5,167      79 1,260 3,986 1,181        5,246

West Germany 6,446* 1,517* 2,431* 5,532*    914*        7,933*

France 2,030     911    901 2,040     -10        2,941

UK 1,968     335    363 1,940      28        2,303

Netherlands 1,376     409 1,450    335 1,041        1,785

Sweden    440     370    255    555   -115           810

Australia    366     133      34    455     -99     approx. 495**

Country %

West Germany 309 33.8

Belgium and Luxembourg 122 13.3

France 116 12.7

Italy   57   6.2

EEC (subtotal) 604 66

UK   43   4.7

US     7   0.8

Scandinavia   80   8.7

Others 181 19.8

All countries, excl. EEC (subtotal) 311 34

Total 915  100

table 3.3  Production, imports, exports and domestic consumption of the plastics producing industry in various countries in 1975

table 3.4  Dutch plastics exports in kilotonnes per importing country, 1970

source: ‘Enige internationale statistische gegevens over kunststoffen’, Plastica 31 (1978), no.1, 1, tables 2 and 3. See note 3 on the reliability of these figures.
* These figures refer to 1976.
** In these countries, the sum total of production + imports does not equal the sum total of domestic consumption + exports. The discrepancy is not very large. The figure quoted is 

the average of the two totals.

source: H.B. Sprietsma, ‘De Nederlandse kunststoffen-industrie in 1970’, Plastica 24 (1971) 5, 203, 
table 10.
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1950 1960 1971

US 6.4 13.8 42

UK 2.3 8.7 27

West Germany 2.2 13.6 62

Netherlands 1.7 9.1 35

Italy 0.9 5.4 29

France 0.9 7.2 34

Japan 0.2 5.9 37

Sweden 11.0 35

World   9

Output (kton) Workforce Number of  
production 

plants

Labour productivity 
(in tonnes  

per employee)

Plant productivity 
(in tonnes  
per plant)

US 9,626 360,000   8,000 26.7 1,203

West Germany 5,047 179,378   1,976 28.1 2,554

Japan 5,167 112,642 13,354 45.9    387

France 2,030   84,000   1,300 24.2 1,562

UK 1,968 117,800   2,500 16.7    787

Netherlands 1,376   15,700      240 87.6 5,733

Sweden    440   37,000      800 11.9    550

Australia    366   30,833      759 11.9    482

table 3.6  Estimated plastic consumption per capita in various  
countries, in 1950, 1960 and 1971 (in kg per annum)

table 3.5  Output, production plants, workforce and productivity of the plastics producing industry in various countries in 1975

source: A. E. Schouten and A.K. van der Vegt, Plastics. Hoofdlijnen van de huidige kennis en 
toepassing van de synthetische macromoleculaire materialen (Utrecht 1966, 5th edition 1974), 
278, table 11.4.

source: ‘Enige internationale statistische gegevens over kunststoffen’, Plastica 31(1978), no.1, 1, tables 2 en 3.
Note: Plastics production in the Netherlands centred on bulk plastics. This is probably the main reason for the differences in labour and plant productivity between 
the Netherlands and other countries.
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Building & 
construction

Packaging Transport Household 
articles

Electrics, 
electronics 

and domestic 
appliances

Furniture and 
furnishings

Miscellaneous 

Netherlands 29 23 6 5 3 1 33

Australia 22 19 5 4 10 9 31

UK 20 25 6 5 8 5 31

US 17 27 7 10 9 6 24

Japan 14 28 5 8 10 35

Name of company Type of plastic produced

DSM PVC, polyethylene, polypropylene, ABS,  
SAN, melamine resins 

Shell PVC, epoxy resins

RPM* Polypropylene

AKU Nylon, PETP (fibre)

Foreign companies:
- Dow Chemical
- ICI
- Hoechst
- RPM*
- Marbon
- General Electric
- DuPont

Polyethylene, polystyrene, ABS, SAN
Polyethylene, nylon, PMMA, PETP (film)
Polystyrene
Polypropylene
ABS
Noryl, PC
POM, PTFE

table 3.7  Plastics consumption in various countries in 1975, by market (%)

table 3.8  Leading plastics producers in the Netherlands in 1973

source: ‘Enige internationale statistische gegevens over kunststoffen’, Plastica 31 (1978), No.1, 1, table 6.

source: A. E. Schouten and A.K. van der Vegt, Plastics. Hoofdlijnen van de huidige kennis 
en toepassing van de synthetische macromoleculaire materialen (Utrecht 1966, 5th edition 
1974), 280-281, table 11.3. See also: H.B. Sprietsma, ‘De Nederlandse kunststoffen- 
industrie in 1970’, Plastica 24 (1971) 5, 198, table 1.
*RPM was 60%-owned by Shell.
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graph 3.2  Falling prices of various plastics and  
natural rubber, 1956-1964 (in Dutch guilders per kg)
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graph 3.1  Production and consumption of plastics in 
the Netherlands, 1950-1972
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source: H.B. Sprietsma, ‘5 miljoen ton kunststoffen in 25 jaar’, Plastica 25 (1972) 12, 543, 
graph 1.

source: : J.M. Goppel, ‘Nieuwe kunststoffen, verwerkingstechnieken en toepassingen in 
Nederland’, Plastica 18 (1965) 9, 430, figure 5.
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figure 3.1  Cost comparison of metals and plastics on volume 
basis, US, 1965 (in dollar cents per cubic inch)
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source: J.M. Goppel, ‘Nieuwe kunststoffen, verwerkingstechnieken en toepassingen in 
Nederland’, Plastica 18 (1965) 9, 432, figure 8.
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Box 4 Plastic pipes

Plastic pipes

It took a long time for certain plastic products to 
be accepted for everyday use. It was many years, 
for example, before PVC pipes were accepted by 
plumbers and gas fitters working in the building & 
construction industry. PVC piping first appeared 
on the market in around 1950. At first, there was 
not much difference in price between plastic 
and copper piping, so that copper remained 
the material of choice. Professionals were used 
to working with copper, and were wary of the 
unknown risks that might be involved in making 
the switch to plastic. In 1949, a manufacturer 
of plastic pipes called Polva applied to KIWA, a 
testing and certification body for water piping 
products, for a ‘KIWA Quality Mark’. Once KIWA 

had drawn up a list of certification criteria in 
conjunction with the TNO Plastics Institute, Polva 
found that it needed to increase the wall thickness 
of its plastic pipes. In the meantime, a competitor 
called Wavin had also applied for the same quality 
mark, which it was awarded in April 1954. 

The outbreak of the Korean War in the early 1950s 
led to a sharp increase in the price of copper, 
lead and steel, which in turn encouraged water 
companies, engineers, contractors and architects 
to take more interest in plastic pipes. 

Nevertheless, despite this growing interest, 
plastic piping did not feature in the 1956 edition 
of the official manual for the water industry, 
published by the Association of Dutch Water 
Company Operators (VEWIN). A textbook for 
secondary technical schools published the 

Warehouse of Polva,  

a Dutch pipe 

manufacturer
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Box 4 Plastic pipes

following year did however discuss the use and 
processing of plastic pipes. 

As a potential market for miles and miles of 
plastic piping, the water companies formed the 
plastic manufacturers’ prime targets. The latter 
did not supply fittings such as bends and tees 
(T-fittings), however, as the fitters working for 
the water companies preferred to make all the 
connecting pieces and brackets themselves. For 
plumbers working in the building & construction 
industry, fittings such as bends and tees were a 
vitally important means of joining plastic pipes. 
The job of making branches, bypasses and 
Y-pipes proved a tough one and the widespread 
use of plastic piping was hindered by the lack 
of fittings. In 1954, Wavin performed a series of 
tests with connecting pieces and organised a 
contest among its staff to find alternative options. 
It eventually started producing plastic fittings in 
1958. 

Once fittings and other technical devices such 
as valves could be introduced into a system of 

pipes with the aid of the conventional method of 
flanges, and once the pipes themselves became 
subject to certification, the popularity of plastic 
piping soon began to grow. By 1961, the use 
of plastics for a wide range of pipes and tubes 
had become so commonplace that the prices 
were listed in a trade journal. It is clear from 
the recommended prices that electrical piping, 
water supply pipes, drain pipes, sewage pipes 
and rainwater pipes were cheaper when made 
from plastic than when they were made from the 
materials originally used for such purposes. In 
short, plastic pipes had acquired a permanent 
place for themselves.

SOURCE: 
E.M.L. Bervoets and F.C.A. Veraart with assistance from 

M.Th. Wilmink, ‘Bezinning, ordening en afstemming  

1940-1970’, in: J. Schot, H. Lintsen and A. Rip, Techniek in 

Nederland in de twintigste eeuw (Zutphen 2003), Part VI, 

224-229.

Preparations underway 

for laying plastic water 

supply pipes
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Plastics technology as an 
industry platform

As principally the products of scientific research, 
plastics acquired a contemporary, scientific 
image in the 1930s. The main novelties of the 
pre-war years, materials such as PVC, nylon 
and polyethylene, originated in the research 
laboratories of big chemical companies.12 Slowly 
but surely, researchers began to understand more 
and more about the chemical structure of plastics. 

The process was given a big helping hand 
by the concept of a ‘macromolecule’, a term 
that was coined by Hermann Staudinger, 
a German professor, in 1924. It referred to 
molecules consisting of a very large number of 
interconnected atoms (see Box 2). Staudinger 
reduced the complex structure of a plastic to a 
chain of repeated atomic patterns (or monomer 
units). In other words, a ‘macromolecule’ or 
‘polymer’ is made up of a chain of one or more 
monomers.13 The macromolecule concept gave 
researchers a better understanding of the 
processes underlying the formation of plastics.

A turbulent period of global research into – and 
theorising about – plastics and polymers followed. 
The chemical industry invested massive amounts 
of money in research, including research into 
plastics. In 1959, out of all Dutch industries, it 
was the chemical industry that spent most on 

research, as measured in terms of either the 
percentage of turnover spent on research (1.5%) 
or the amount of money spent per employee (797 
guilders). The chemical industry also employed 
the largest number of university and technical 
college graduates (at 17.6 and 24.6 per 1,000 
employees respectively).14 With good reason, the 
chemical industry was regarded as being science-
based.

The craft of plastics processing

And yet this is just one side of the coin. The 
plastics producing industry may have been 
science-based, the plastics processing industry 
was most definitely not. Indeed, the processing 
of plastics was seen as more of a craft than an 
industry. Han Meijer, researcher at DSM in 1986, 
described the situation as follows: ‘In the old days, 
people would start out by setting up a second-
hand machine in a shed and, using a bag of 
plastic granules, either injection mould or extrude 
plastic products.’15 This was also the image that 
was used to justify the institution of Meijer’s part-
time chair at Eindhoven University of Technology, 
where he researched the modelling of plastics 
processing. 

Nonetheless, the authenticity of his description is 
borne out by those who witnessed the beginning 
of plastics processing. A manufacturer of plastic 
products complained about the amateurism 

4. Plastics: platform, research 
and development 
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DSM for laminating 

kitchen elements and 
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in the industry: ‘When moulding machines are 
demonstrated at exhibitions and trade fairs, 
they are used to produce fairly simple products 
using easily processable materials and in many 
cases by automated processes. As a result, 
people tend to think that plastics processing 
is a piece of cake. “Hang on, that’s something I 
can easily do myself!” is what they think. Even 
private individuals start musing about the idea of 
building their own factory….’16

Not so easy

The image presented above is an exaggeration, 
of course. Even in order to manufacture the 
simplest of products, plastics processors had to 
think carefully about the production process and 
gain experience. They had to make a choice from 
a huge variety of plastics, machines and moulds. 
If they wanted to have a new mould made for a 
product design of their own, they would first need 
to make the necessary technical drawings, work 

out the best possible mould construction and then 
find an experienced mould-maker to do the job for 
them. Mould-makers needed to factor in material 
shrinkage, for example, given that plastics tended 
to lose up to 10% of their volume as they set in the 
mould and during the rest of the cooling process.17 

Production itself also required experience: for 
example, the machine temperature and the cycle 
time needed to be set very carefully, as the quality 
of the product depended on them. And things 
could always go wrong. For example, products 
made of urea resins had to be very carefully 
cured. The exterior of the product might well be 
fully cured even though the interior was still in 
the process of curing. This meant that the interior 
was easily capable of absorbing moisture and 
swelling up as a result, leading ultimately to the 
product exploding.18 

Plastics processing was about more than just 
injection moulding, compression moulding 
and extruding. Depending on the nature of the 
product, processors would have to be capable of 
welding, gluing, clamping, hot-forming, cold-
forming, lathing and polishing. In short, plastics 
processing required a number of essential skills 
and experience.

New companies 

Yet it was fairly straightforward to start a plastics 
processing plant, especially if simple products 
were involved. So it was that, in 1950, two friends 
started producing plastic hammerheads, ink pots, 
stamp dampers and screwdriver handles in a tiny 
shed in the southern Dutch town of Eindhoven. 
Just a few years later, they were already exporting 
their products to other countries and even opened 
a branch in Venlo to cater for the German market. 
Thus was born a firm called Tiger Plastics, which 
is known today mainly as a producer of bathroom 
articles and which has outlets in almost every 
European country and in Japan.

Hermann Staudinger

The First Plastics Revolution Plastics: platform, research and development
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Old companies

Operating alongside the young start-ups were 
the established companies, who might set 
aside a corner of one of their production halls to 
explore the possibilities of working with plastic. 
They realised there were good opportunities to 
manufacture either entire products or certain 
components from plastic. These companies had 
the advantage of knowing both the market and 
the requirements that their products needed to 
meet. 

One of them was called Hollandsche Draad- en 
Kabelfabriek (‘Dutch Wire and Cable Factory’, 
or Draka for short). The company was extremely 
interested in the possibility of using plastic as 
cable sheathing and in 1947 it set up a special 

division known as Draka Plastics for this purpose. 
A few years later, it started producing plastic 
piping.19 

In 1953, Verblifa (whose full name was Verenigde 
Blikfabrieken, or ‘United Tin Factories’), a 
manufacturer of tin packaging materials, started 
producing polyethylene tubes and bottles.20 And 
in 1956, a company called Beccon Doetinchem (a 
metal casting, enamelling, galvanising and tinning 
plant) began making a range of household articles 
from polyethylene.21 

Traditional plastics producers

The third and final category consisted of 
companies that had traditionally been members 

Laying plastic 

water supply pipes 

underground at 

Odijk, near Utrecht 

(Netherlands), 1953
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of the plastics processing industry and that had 
already manufactured plastic products before 
the war. These included Nederlandsche Omnite 
Fabriek (‘Dutch Omnite Factory’), which had been 
founded in 1928,22 and Gebr. Van Niftrik (‘Van 
Niftrik Brothers’), which dated back to 1929. 
All these businesses already had considerable 
experience with the processing of plastics.

Platform-like industry

All in all, companies were quick to learn how 
to process plastics. The fact was that it was 
relatively easy to join the plastics processing 
industry – easier, at any rate, than it was to join 
the plastics producing industry. This was all to 
do with the platform-like nature of the plastics 
industry. The industry rapidly evolved after 
the war into an open network of production 
companies, laboratories and knowledge 
institutions. The members of the industry worked 
with a common set of technologies and standards 

that formed the basis for joint innovations. 
Newcomers were able to form alliances with 
different parties and thus launch new activities. 

At the heart of the platform were the big plastics 
producers, companies such as DSM, Shell, Dow 
Chemical and ICI, big engineering firms like 
Stork, and organisations such as AKU and the 
Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific 
Research (TNO), in the form of the TNO Plastics 
Institute (which later became the TNO Plastics 
and Rubber Institute, KRITNO). It was they who 
produced the plastics and semi-finished products, 
who had research labs that enabled them to 
roll out foreign innovations in the Netherlands, 
develop new plastics and processing machines, 
and supply plastics with specific properties to 
suit a client’s specific requirements. TNO also 
played a key role in the development of standards 
for the supply and use of plastics. Within this 
constellation, the universities were conspicuous 
by their absence.

The director of Dutch 

manufacturer WAVIN 

demonstrates the shape 

retention properties of 

his company’s plastic 

pipes by having a car 

driven over a water pipe. 
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Plastic piping for water mains

A good example to illustrate the role played by 
the plastics platform is the production of plastic 
piping by the regional water supply company for 
the Dutch province of Overijssel.23 Before the 
war, water mains were made of cast iron and 
lead, and tended to corrode as a result of the 
combined action of water and soil. Although there 
were two standard alternatives, i.e. copper and 
asbestos cement, there was also the possibility of 
producing plastic piping.

When the water company needed to expand 
the water distribution system in one of its 
districts in the early 1950s, it decided to take a 
serious look at the possibility of manufacturing 
its own mains. The problem was that Dutch 
manufacturers were simply unable to supply 
asbestos cement pipes in the quantities required 
by the company, while foreign-produced pipes 
were prohibitively expensive. The company 
decided that the answer lay in starting its own 
plastics processing operation and to produce PVC 
water pipes. It decided to call in the help of Shell, 
which was known to have been producing PVC 
since 1950. Together, the two firms approached 
manufacturers of extrusion (injection) moulding 
machines in Paris and Luxembourg. Although 
the demonstrations and experiments were not 
unqualified successes, the water company 
nonetheless decided to buy an extruder.

A further series of experiments followed in the 
Netherlands, aided by Shell, on the basis of 
which the machine was deemed to be capable of 
producing small-diameter piping. The production 
costs represented one third of the market price of 
copper piping and half that of asbestos cement 
piping. The resultant savings were invested in a 
further series of experiments. With large-diameter 
pipes proving difficult to manufacture, it was 
decided that what was needed was a dedicated 
programme of research, plus talks with the 
Luxembourg-based manufacturer of the extrusion 
press.

All in all, the production capacity of the 
equipment far exceeded the water supply 
company’s needs. When talks with another 

manufacturer of plastic piping failed to deliver 
a successful outcome, the company decided it 
might just as well sell the pipes itself and to this 
end set up a sales company of its own. Electricity 
pipes formed an attractive potential market and 
a distribution contract was signed with a trading 
company called R.S. Stokvis en Zonen. 

However, objections arose to the company’s 
decision to launch a sales company of its own, on 
the grounds that this represented an undesirable 
mixture of public and commercial interests. And 
so, in 1955, the company incorporated a new 
company with three shareholders: itself, Shell and 
Stokvis. It was called Wavin, an acronym made up 
of the Dutch word for ‘water pipe’ and ‘vinyl’. In 
short, one of the regional water supply companies 
in the Netherlands had produced a successful 
innovation with the aid of the plastics platform. It 
is worth noting that the platform also included a 
number of foreign parties.

Nylon stockings

There were also instances in which the plastics 
platform had very little to contribute. For example, 
when a hosiery manufacturer called Jansen de 
Wit first decided to produce nylon stockings, 
this proved to be a fairly easy process involving 
only a small number of parties.24 It was not long 
before news of the success of nylon stockings had 
reached all corners of the Netherlands. As soon 
as the Second World War ended, Dutch hosiery 
manufacturers decided that they wanted some 
of the action. Despite the shortage of nylon in 
the Netherlands, Jansen de Wit had nonetheless 
managed to obtain a small quantity through its 
foreign contacts and began experimenting with 
it. The company had read in the literature (and 
had also been told by other manufacturers) that 
it would need to adjust its knitting machines 
to the new material. After visiting machine 
traders and manufacturers in the US, one of the 
directors, Mathieu Jansen, selected a firm called 
Lieberknecht as the supplier of new machines for 
the company. 

In the meantime, however, the Dutch firm AKU, 
which produced synthetic fibres, had succeeded 
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in producing nylon. In 1950, AKU supplied 
the first batch of cones of nylon yarn from its 
pilot plant to Jansen de Wit, which the latter’s 
experienced staff then managed to use as the 
basis for the production of nylon stockings.

Benefits of the plastics platform

The plastics platform offered a number of benefits 
to the plastics processing industry. First of all, 

manufacturers were able to make use of the 
scientific expertise at the heart of the platform. 
Both the plastics and the machines used for 
processing them became increasingly more 
knowledge-intensive. Moreover, discussions 
about the type of plastics and machinery that 
were required were invariably accompanied by 
a transfer of knowledge between the parties 
involved. The result was a mutual sharing of 
information and experience, in which the plastics 
processors contributed their knowledge of 

A factory worker in the 
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products, production technology, markets and 
consumers. Information on risks and costs was 
also shared. Generally speaking, the processing 
of plastics did not require any university or higher 
education qualifications. At the same time, steps 
were taken to set up courses in construction 
with plastics.25 ‘In reality, plastics processing 
remains in certain respects more of a craft than 
an industry,’ was the judgement of the trade 
journal Plastica in 1966. ‘…If this situation is to 
improve, higher qualified technical staff will 
need to be employed in the production plants. … 
Although there is a sufficient supply of people 
with the right technical qualifications, they tend 
to conglomerate in laboratories, particularly those 
operated by producers of raw materials.’26

There was nothing new about technology 
platforms. They were also around when the 
steam engine made its entry in the 19th century 
and when the first electric motor appeared 
on the scene in the early 20th century. They 
are still relevant today, playing a role in the 
development of Linux-based software, in the 
emergence of 3D printing for product design 
and manufacture, and in the development of 
apps for mobile applications and services.27 
They enable a wide range of parties – not just 
researchers and manufacturers, but also traders, 
customers, users and consumers – to contribute 
to the development of a particular technology, to 
set up new businesses with the aid of the new 
technology, and to innovate with standardised 
technologies and building blocks allowing some 
degree of tweaking. 

So what lay at the heart of the plastics platform in 
the Netherlands? Underpinning the platform was 
an ability to produce plastics. This is how Plastica 
described the situation in 1952: ‘That’s why it’s 
so important that the greatest possible quantity 
of raw materials is produced in our own country, 
given that the manufacturers are generally fully 
acquainted with the properties of their products 
and that it’s much easier to work in close 
collaboration with the manufacturers …’28 

This was a view endorsed by the Dutch 
government, which supported the plan conceived 
shortly after the war for setting up a single, big, 
national plastics group.29 It was during this period 
that AKU, DSM (at that time ‘the Dutch State 
Mines’), Shell and Philips got together to discuss 
ways and means of implementing the plan. When 
the talks failed to produce any concrete action, 
Shell decided to go it alone, DSM and AKU 
agreed to join forces, and Philips concluded that 
plastics and other chemical activities did not form 
part of its core business. 

The following sections take a closer look at the 
three main Dutch plastics producers, i.e. DSM, 
Shell and AKU. The question is: how did they 
come to master the technology and learn to 
produce plastics? 

We will also be taking a detailed look at the 
research activities at TNO, the Netherlands 
Organisation for Applied Scientific Research. 
TNO was then – and indeed still is today – the 
country’s biggest independent contract research 
centre and played a vital role in the accumulation 
of knowledge on plastics. The chapter concludes 
with a brief analysis of the role played by the 
universities.

DSM: the company that 
changed itself 30

In 1973, the Dutch State Mines decided that they 
would henceforth be known by the abbreviated 
form of their name: DSM. This coincided with the 
closing of the last of the Dutch coalmines, thus 
ending the company’s association with mining. 
That was not the only reason for changing the 
name, however. The main reason was that, over 
a period of 40 years prior to then, the company 
had undergone a successful transformation into a 
chemical company. 
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This transformation had taken place in two 
stages. During the decade before the Second 
World War, the company had started producing 
fertiliser alongside coal and coke. It then built 
up its own plastics division during the three 
decades after the war. This was a tremendous 
achievement, due largely to the work of a 
generation of ambitious chemists, mechanical 
engineers and physicists – people like Gé 
Berkhoff, Jan van Aken, Dick van Krevelen and 
Leen Revallier. They had to fight their way into 

an industry that was heavily dominated by 
corporations from the US, Britain and Germany, 
all of which had a long and varied history in the 
chemical business.

‘Very interesting!’ was what Frits van Iterson, 
the Technical Director of the Dutch State Mines, 
wrote in 1939 in the margin of a technical 
report on synthetic fibres. ‘…Every big chemical 
company ought to make raw materials for 
synthetic fibres.’31 Although the war prevented 
DSM* from making any progress in this area, 
the spotlight swung back to synthetic fibres 
immediately after the war. DSM set its sights on 
caprolactam, as a raw material for nylon, although 
it added other raw materials to its wish list in 
the 1950s. The company also started to produce 
plastics itself, mainly polyethylene, synthetic 
rubber and melamine. Let’s take a closer look at 
the research DSM performed into caprolactam in 
order to gain an impression of the complexity of 
such a route.

The caprolactam route

In 1942, AKU asked DSM whether the latter 
would be prepared to join forces in the production 
of synthetic fibres. DSM’s initial response was 
non-committal: it wanted to wait until the war 
was over before making any move. In 1946, 
however, DSM contacted AKU again and talks 
began on how to proceed. AKU was keen to take 
up production of nylon 66, which was patented by 
DuPont. At first, however, DuPont was reluctant 
to grant a licence. This changed when anti-trust 
legislation was adopted in the US. DuPont was 
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now willing to grant a licence, but without any 
technical assistance to go with it and without 
involving DSM in the equation. Whereupon 
AKU signed a contract with DuPont, but without 
DSM. At the same time, AKU formed an alliance 
with DSM in embarking on another route for the 
production of nylon. This route involved the use of 
a monomer called caprolactam, that DSM would 
produce and which AKU would then polymerise 
and process into nylon 6.32

The caprolactam route had two big advantages. 
First, it was a good way of circumventing the 
patents held by DuPont. Secondly, the basic 
expertise that was needed was already freely 

available – given that IG Farben and a number of 
other German companies had already discovered 
the route. Thanks to the German reparation 
payments, both the patents and the technical 
reports were freely available after the war, thus 
allowing both AKU and DSM to profit from the 
huge potential for innovation that the German 
chemical industry had built up over many 
decades.33

And so it was that DSM began performing 
research into caprolactam in 1946. It had set up a 
‘Central Laboratory’ shortly before the war, which 
was now responsible for all research activities 
involving coal and fertiliser. The lab had a staff 
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of just under 200 at the end of the war. Apart 
from the Central Laboratory, DSM also operated 
a number of pilot plants where processes could 
be scaled-up and products could be tested. By 
around 1950, more than a quarter of the research 
activities at the Central Laboratory revolved 
around the preparation of caprolactam.

One of the routes for making caprolactam 
began with phenol and used the following 
route to produce caprolactam: cyclohexanol → 
cyclohexanone → cyclohexanon oxime → crude 
caprolactam → pure caprolactam. For each of 
these steps, choices had to be made, studies 
performed, pilot plants designed, processes 
optimised and products tested. It was not all 
smooth sailing, however. Take, for example, the 
choice DSM faced with regard to phenol: to buy 
it on the open market or produce it in-house. The 
in-house production option was an attractive 
one, given that phenol could be extracted from 
benzene, which was in turn readily available as 
a by-product of coke production. Moreover, DSM 
had another possible application for phenol: it 
could also be used in the production of synthetic 
resins.

DSM’s phenol plant

In the event, however, the construction of a phenol 
plant proved to be a disaster. The conventional 
production process did not work, as it generated 
large quantities of undesirable by-products. 
Although DSM obtained an exclusive licence for 
an improved production process, this process 
had not yet been tested on an industrial scale. 
So the researchers at the Central Laboratory 
concentrated all their efforts on scaling it up – 
sadly, to no avail. Despite the fact that both a pilot 
plant and a fully-fledged production plant were 
built, the production process proved so complex 
that there was no way of producing phenol in a 
reliable and profitable manner. The suggestions 
made by DSM’s researchers for altering the plant 
in order to solve the technical problems had very 
little effect and, in 1955, DSM decided to close 
down the plant and buy phenol instead.

Nonetheless, DSM remained interested in 
producing phenol in a plant of its own. To this 
end, the company explored the possibility of 
working together with external partners. After due 
consideration, DSM decided that Dow Chemical, 
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which had designed a production process of its 
own, had the best papers. The partnership offered 
other new opportunities, as the US company 
was also interested in the caprolactam-based 
production route for nylon 6, which meant that 
there was plenty of scope for knowledge-sharing. 

Unfortunately, the construction of the joint 
production plant was plagued by big delays. 
And when the price of phenol collapsed, the two 
partners faced the prospect of severe losses 
on the production plant. Dow Chemical made 
it clear that they wished to withdraw from the 
project and, in 1964, the plant acquired the status 
of a wholly-owned DSM subsidiary. The name 
was changed from NV Staatsmijnen-DOW Fenol 
to Chemische Industrie Rijnmond (‘Rijnmond 
Chemical Industry’) at the same time.34

Most experiments were not quite as dramatic as 
that with the phenol plant, although it was by no 
means an easy ride. Starting in 1948, the situation 
was as follows. DSM had built a pilot plant for 
the production of caprolactam. Four years later, 
the plant began producing caprolactam on an 
industrial scale, with a limited capacity of 3,600 
tonnes per annum. However, all process steps 
needed to be improved. Production yield needed 
to be increased, with fewer undesirable by-
products, and the technical bottlenecks needed to 
be resolved. The product also needed to be purer, 
as the quality of the caprolactam was the main 
determinant of the quality of the nylon.

In-house research

If DSM was to master the caprolactam production 
routes and all their process steps, it was 
absolutely vital that it should perform its own 
research. To carry out the broad-based research 
programme that was required, the Central 
Laboratory mobilised all the available expertise 
from the various groups at its disposal – including 
inorganic chemistry, catalysis and analysis. There 
was a semi-technical department at the lab, as 

well as a pilot plant for dealing with the countless 
problems with equipment and scaling-up. The 
lab also had its own service department, which 
was initially known as the ‘Spinning House’ but 
was later rechristened as the Fibre Intermediates 
department. The staff of the department tried to 
solve problems encountered by customers. Help 
was also provided by other DSM departments: 
for example, the works laboratory at the ‘Organic 
Pilot Plants’ was closely involved in the studies 
into the purification process.

In-house research was not enough in itself, 
however. Success was not achievable without 
close cooperation with other companies. The 
Central Laboratory had links with many other 
companies, some of them sporadic and others 
more systematic. These external partners 
included AKU (Netherlands), Dow Chemical 
(US), Holtzverzuckerungs AG (Switzerland) 
and Montecatini (Italy). DSM bought and sold 
licences, and signed cooperation agreements. 
Research into the caprolactam routes was fairly 
open, with many different companies willing 
to exchange, buy and sell expert knowledge. 
There were just two basic requirements: DSM 
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should be a relatively equal partner and it should 
have something to offer in return. The Central 
Laboratory managed to build such a position.

With an output of 100,000 tonnes in 1966, DSM 
had become one of the leading producers of 
caprolactam. It was a tremendous achievement. 
And yet there was no time for anyone to rest on 
their laurels. Of the total output, only 73,000 
tonnes were sold. Prices fell and soon began to 
draw near to the cost price. BASF and Bayer 
were both planning to step up their output of 
caprolactam. Higher production had resulted in 
a sharp increase in the volume of ammonium 
sulphate, a by-product that was not always easy 
to sell. Finally, keen as they were to produce more 
nylon 66 in Europe, both ICI and DuPont had 
stepped up their technical services for customers. 

In short, the scene was set for more heated 
competition between caprolactam-based nylon 6 
and ‘conventional’ nylon 66. If DSM was to retain 
its market share, it would have to come up with 
further innovations in caprolactam.

Gentlemen’s agreement

Right up to the mid-1950s, caprolactam (the raw 
material for the production of nylon 6) and nylon 
salt (the raw material for conventional nylon, i.e. 
nylon 66) were the Central Laboratory’s main 
objects of research. However, DSM’s aim was to 
be more than just a supplier of raw materials for 
the production of plastics. It was keen to start 
producing plastics itself, but realised at the same 
time that it needed to tread carefully. While the 
polymerisation of caprolactam would be the 
first step in the right direction, there was a tacit 
understanding that this was the preserve of AKU. 
DSM informed AKU in 1957 that it was planning to 
ignore this gentlemen’s agreement. This particular 
road to plastics production was now open.

DSM had another card up its sleeve. The 
company had another line of business, which 

was the production of fertiliser. The raw material 
used to produce fertiliser was urea, which could 
also serve as the base material for melamine. Like 
Bakelite, melamine was a thermosetting plastic; 
it was crystal clear and easy to dye – which was 
an advantage compared with the dark-brown 
Bakelite. After some study, DSM decided in 
1963 to build a production plant with an annual 
capacity of 10,000 tonnes of melamine. In the 
event, such was the success of the product that 
it was decided just a few years later to quadruple 
the plant’s output.

DSM also had access to another in-house 
raw material, i.e. ethylene, a by-product of 
coke production. This presented DSM with 
an opportunity to produce polyethylene, a 
thermoplastic with huge future potential. It was 
this interest in polyethylene (PE) that resulted 
in one of the biggest research programmes the 
Central Laboratory carried out in the 1950s and 
1960s. 

Polyethylene

Polyethylene had been invented by ICI, which was 
a big patent holder and which had developed a 
reliable production process. Production took place 
in extreme conditions – a very high pressure of 
between 1500 and 2000 atm. Getting a licence 
from ICI was not easy, but DSM eventually 
managed to acquire one. In 1957 DSM, in close 
consultation with ICI, built a plant with an annual 
production capacity of between 7,000 and 10,000 
tonnes of polyethylene.

Another production process had been developed 
in previous years, however. In 1953, Karl Ziegler of 
the Max Planck Institut für Kohlenforschung had 
succeeded in making polyethylene with the aid 
of special catalysts at atmospheric pressure. The 
properties and applications of this low-pressure 
PE differed from those of high-pressure PE. In 
this new process, metal catalysts were used to 
produce totally unbranched polyethylene, i.e. 
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consisting of very long, straight chains. This 
was unlike the old process, in which ethylene 
molecules were randomly attached to each 
other in a branched pattern. The unbranched 
polyethylene produced with Ziegler’s catalyst had 
a relatively high crystallinity, which meant that it 
had better thermal and mechanical properties.35

In 1955, DSM decided also to acquire a licence to 
use the Ziegler process. However, having a licence 
did not mean DSM could implement the Ziegler 
process straightaway. It had only been tested 
in the lab, and the problems to be resolved in 
scaling-up the method from lab to semi-technical 
scale, and then on to a pilot plant and industrial 
scale production, were simply enormous. It was 
not until 1962 that production of low-pressure PE 
could finally get underway in a production plant 
with the same capacity (7,000-10,000 tonnes per 
annum) as the high-pressure PE plant built earlier.

Synthetic rubber

The research on PE was among the Central 
Laboratory’s major undertakings, but not its 
biggest. That distinction goes to the synthetic 
rubber programme, based on previous research 
by Ziegler and the Italian chemist Giulio Natta. 
One of the outcomes of their studies of new 
catalyst systems was the synthesis of polymers 
that were very similar to natural rubber. In 1955, 
the Central Laboratory quickly picked up the 
basic ideas underlying the principle and started 
experimenting with catalysts that were covered 
by the existing Ziegler licence. The first batch of 
synthetic rubber, known as EPDM rubber, was 
produced in a pilot plant in 1962. Industrial-scale 
production began five years later.

The same strategic challenges

These plastics threw up the same type of 
strategic questions as had occurred in the case 
of caprolactam. How, for example, should one 

choose from the many attractive production 
routes, and from the wide variety of plastic 
products? Who were the ideal partners for the 
Central Laboratory? What was the better option 
– buying a technology or developing it in-house? 
Which patents offered the best prospects? How 
strong was DSM’s own patent position? And so 
the questions continued.

The answers tended to vary, of course, depending 
on the plastic in question. In the case of high-
pressure PE, DSM had bought the technology 
from ICI and there was hardly any need for in-
house research. What was needed, however, was 
the competence to adopt the technology. In the 
case of low-pressure PE, it had been necessary to 
conduct a full programme of in-house research 
and subsequent scaling-up. These were high-risk 
routes that took many years – in some cases more 
than a decade – to complete.

As a part of this process, full attention also 
needed to be given to the applications. The plastic 
had to be tested and its composition had to be 
described. Customers needed information on the 
plastic’s properties, its behaviour in the machines, 
and the characteristics of the end product. There 
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were special units at the Central Laboratory 
that dealt with these matters – units such as the 
Spinning House and the Plastics Technology 
department. In short, what was needed in order to 
sell the product was a knowledge of applications 
and customer service.

AKU and Akzo: searching for 
their future roles

Based in the eastern Dutch town of Arnhem, the 
international AKU group was one of the world’s 
biggest producers of rayon, or artificial silk. Rayon 
was a semi-synthetic viscose fibre made from 
cellulose. DuPont’s discovery of nylon 66 posed 
a direct threat to AKU’s market share. AKU’s 
claims that a rosy future beckoned for viscose 
fibres – and which it continued to make until late 
in the 1950s – were in fact made against its better 

judgement.36 DuPont had already substantially 
stepped up its production of nylon. Nylon was 
now being produced by a range of companies in 
Western Europe, Eastern Europe, the US and the 
Far East. 

At the same time, studies were also underway 
into other types of fully synthetic fibres. ICI 
bought the rights to a polyester fibre with a high 
melting point. The German chemical company 
Bayer was looking into the possibility of using 
acrylic fibres as a wool substitute.37 DuPont and 
the Italian firm Monsanto were also interested 
in this type of fibre. Polypropylene fibres were 
developed in the late 1950s by various companies 
including Montecatini, an Italian firm, and 
Hercules, a US company. DuPont also managed to 
devise a process for spinning polyethylene fibres. 
Synthetic fibres had all sorts of applications: they 
were used not only in clothes and floor coverings, 
but also for other purposes such as ropes and 
car tyres. The question was: was AKU capable of 
standing up to these international giants? One 
thing was clear: success would depend on its 
research capability.

The research labs at AKU

AKU’s research infrastructure in the Netherlands 
dated from the 1920s (see Chapter 2: The events 
leading up to the plastics revolution).38 The 
research facility in Arnhem was responsible for 
developing, testing and approving viscose fibres 
and the raw materials needed to produce them. 
The activities were distributed over a number of 
laboratories. There was the Physics Laboratory, 
for example, which tested the elastic properties 
of tyre cord fabric, a product that was designed to 
strengthen a car tyre carcass and which had gone 
into production at AKU in 1949.39 The Textile Lab 
accommodated a department that housed the 
most commonly used textile machines, which the 
researchers were able to use to test the quality 
of the viscose fibres from the production plants. 
These tests acted as an additional quality check 
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over and above the routine checks performed 
by the works labs at the plants themselves. The 
Textile Lab also produced prototypes of new 
product variants, as well as samples that the sales 
team could use to demonstrate the properties of 
both new and existing products to prospective 
customers.40

There was also a research department known 
as the Institute for Cellulose Research. Founded 
in 1941, this was located in Utrecht, at some 
distance from the production site in Arnhem. 
The thinking behind this was that this would 
prevent the researchers from being bothered with 
practical problems from the plant.41 The institute’s 
research activities covered a wide area and 
ranged from in-depth studies aimed at acquiring 
new knowledge to short-term projects designed 
to generate practical results.42 The institute was 
headed by Petrus Hermans, who had previously 
been employed by Hollandse Kunstzijde Industrie 
(‘Dutch Artificial Silk Company’, better known 
as HKI), where he had gained wide experience 
thanks to the time he had spent in both 
production and research.43 The institute was a 
breeding ground for talented researchers and one 
of the major suppliers of university professors 
(see Table 4.1). In 1952, Hermans decided that it 
should henceforth focus on fully synthetic fibres.44 

All in all, the AKU research labs employed a 
workforce of around 530 in 1950, a figure that 
was to double during the course of the decade, 
so that, by 1960, the workforce totalled 1,075 
(including the pilot plant but excluding the works 
laboratories at the production plants).45 

Diversification strategy

What sort of strategy did AKU pursue in order to 
acquire a share of the market in fully synthetic 
fibres? Having already acquired a licence from 
DuPont to produce nylon 66, AKU then joined 
forces with DSM to develop a caprolactam-based 
route for the production of nylon 6. A nylon 

research programme was launched. However, the 
idea was not to use nylon exclusively in textile 
applications: AKU was keen to diversify and 
become less dependent on the ups and downs 
of the business cycle in the textile industry by 
developing a ‘second leg’, to use the term coined 
by Jo Meynen, one of AKU’s board members at 
that time.46

Thus, AKU introduced its Akulon brand of 
nylon grades and tried to build up a market for 
them in the plastics processing industry. One 
of the products was Akulon for piping, whose 
market introduction was beset with problems, 
however. The Akulon had to be heated during 
the production of the pipes and subsequently 
cooled so that both the wall thickness remained 
consistently equal and the pipe itself remained 
consistently round. AKU’s researchers were also 
initially stumped by the difficulty of producing 
large-diameter pipes. 

Most of the problems had been resolved by 
early 1955, however, so that AKU was now in a 
position to get in touch with a big shipbuilding 
and engineering company called Bronswerk. 
Akulon pipes had the advantage for the 
shipping industry of being lightweight and AKU 
persuaded Bronswerk to give them a try. Trials 
were also performed with Akulon piping in the 
house-building industry. Sadly, neither of these 
experiments were successful. Compared with 
high-volume plastics such as polyethylene, 
the market for Akulon was relatively small. 
Nonetheless, it was a market in which Akulon’s 
specific properties, such as a high melting 
point and a low relative density, were to prove 
advantageous.47

Formation of Akzo

AKU’s strategy of diversification was not 
particularly successful and, by the end of the 
1960s, sales of synthetic fibres accounted for 97% 
of turnover.48 AKU was scarcely represented in 
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other segments of the plastics market. In 1969, 
AKU merged with Koninklijke Zout Organon 
(‘Royal Salt Organon’) to become part of a 
chemical and pharmaceutical group that was to 
be known as Akzo. 

Akzo was the biggest producer of synthetic 
fibres in Western Europe. This was a market in 
which AKU, as one of its constituent companies, 
had succeeded in developing a wide range of 
products. AKU had a big share of the market in 

industrial fibres in particular. It became clear at 
the beginning of the 1960s that this was a boom 
market. Not only that, it was also less susceptible 
to the fluctuations seen in the textile and floor 
coverings markets. Competition was fierce, 
however, forcing Akzo to defend its share year in, 
year out. This is illustrated by Akzo’s battle with 
DuPont over a super-strong, super-elastic fibre. 

In 1968, DuPont announced the discovery of 
a polyamide fibre, the properties of which 
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it had no hesitation in describing as being 
‘superior’.49 Combining exceptional strength with 
extraordinary elasticity, it was regarded as being 
‘as strong as steel and as flexible as rubber’. No 
one beyond the walls of DuPont knew what it was 
made of. Initially styled ‘fibre B’, it was later to be 
marketed under the brand name of Kevlar. The 
quest for a super-strong fibre was primarily the 
result of advances in car tyre technology. One of 
the materials used in the production of traditional 
car tyres was rayon, or artificial silk. As one of the 
main manufacturers of this semi-synthetic fibre, 
DuPont realised that the emergence of new, radial 
tyres (tyres that were reinforced with steel) spelled 
the end of its market. The new tyres were both 
safer and more durable. Kevlar, it was thought, 
would prove an effective alternative to steel.

Akzo was also one of the world’s biggest 
manufacturers of rayon tyre yarns. Keen to 
challenge DuPont on its home ground, it decided 
to launch a study into the composition of Kevlar. 
It was apparently led by its mission: ‘Our main 
purpose is to show the outside world that Akzo 
can do just as it likes without any problems.’50 
The project team, which was headed jointly by 
Dick van Krevelen, who had moved to Akzo from 
DSM, and Frans van Berkel,51 realised that it was 
a high-risk enterprise that would inevitably lead 
to a confrontation with DuPont over patent rights. 
The team hoped to first discover and then patent 
original features on the route to Kevlar, thus 
allowing them to start negotiations with DuPont 
on these features and eventually obtain a licence. 
Although Akzo had a huge amount of ground to 
make up, it decided to challenge DuPont. (See 
also Box 8: ‘The battle for Twaron’)

With both newcomers like DSM and established 
rayon manufacturers like AKU finding it tough to 
acquire a substantial share of the plastics market, 
how did Shell fare as the third Dutch company at 
the core of the plastics platform? Shell was also a 
newcomer, but had access to a vital raw material 
for the production of plastics in the post-war era: 
petroleum.

Shell: the chemical 
complex 52 

Shell was in a similar position to DSM. It 
was neither a plastics producer nor a plastics 
processor by origin. It was an oil company that 
used its raw material for the primary purpose of 
producing fuel. However, it had become clear at 
the end of the Second World War that petroleum 
was an excellent platform for producing plastics 
and the various feedstocks needed for their 
production. The question facing Shell, therefore, 
was: should it now move into this new chemicals 
branch?

After a lengthy debate among the company’s 
top management, Shell decided in 1947 to 
move into the petrochemical industry in the 
Netherlands, using its refinery in the Rotterdam 
district of Pernis as a springboard.53 Between 
1945 and 1960, Shell invested around EUR 550 
million in the construction of a huge chemical 
complex. The refinery grew into the biggest in 
Europe and indeed one of the biggest in the 
world. It produced massive quantities of ethylene, 
propylene, butylenes and various other materials, 
which were used as a basis for producing all 
manner of intermediates and end products with 
a higher added value. Shell’s Pernis operation 
thus evolved into a fully integrated production 
complex where product flows were progressively 
upgraded. The end products were sold throughout 
the European market.

Process of expansion

One of the main activities of Shell’s petrochemical 
arm was the production of plastics, resins and 
rubbers.54 A series of production plants quickly 
came on stream, including a PVC factory in 
1950, an epoxy resin factory three years later, 
and in 1963 a factory producing synthetic rubber 
(styrene-butadiene rubber, otherwise known as 
SBR rubber). The latter plant had a production 
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capacity of 50,000-60,000 tonnes a year and 
represented a new trend in the chemical industry: 
expansion of scale. For example, Shell joined 
forces with the Italian company Montecatini in 
1963 to set up a joint venture – Rotterdamse 
Polyolefinen Maatschappij (RPM) – for the 
production of polypropylene. The company was 
60%-owned by Shell, with Montecatini holding 
the remaining 40% of the share capital. RPM 
was later to become one of the world’s biggest 
producers of polypropylene.

A similar development was to be seen in the 
production of PVC. This was also a period in 
which Shell built factories for the production of 

polybutadiene and isoprene rubber. The trend 
towards expansion of scale in the production of 
plastics and other end products meant that a 
parallel process was required in the production 
of raw materials. Two paraffin cracking units 
and a naphtha cracker were built, capable of 
producing a total of 135,000 tonnes of ethylene, 
90,000 tonnes of propylene and 25,000 tonnes 
of butadiene on an annual basis. By the early 
1970s, however, Shell had exhausted the potential 
for expansion offered by the site in Pernis. The 
next step was therefore to build a new chemical 
complex and the location chosen was a town just 
south of Rotterdam called Moerdijk.
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Another Shell activity that should not go 
unmentioned here is the development, in the 
1950s, of a high performance elastomer called 
Kraton. The R&D work on this so-called styrenic 
block copolymer was undertaken by Shell both 
in the Netherlands and at the labs of a company 
that it had just acquired in the US. Kraton proved 
to be a great success in applications such as shoe 
soles and for example as a bitumen modifier that 
enhances road surface durability. In 2001 Shell 
divested this business, which now operates under 
the name Kraton Corporation.

Partnerships

Shell’s transformation was built largely on a 
number of partnerships with chemical companies. 
By 1972, Shell had invested GBP 562 million 
(worth just over EUR 2 billion today) in chemicals 
activities. Of this amount, GBP 200 million 
(or around EUR 730 million) was invested in 
companies in which Shell owned a shareholding 
of at least 50%. Operating in this manner enabled 
Shell not just to share risks, but also to limit the 
amount of capital tied up and to gain access to 
specific areas of expertise. 

Back in the early 1950s, Shell was already 
producing polyethylene in close partnership 
with BASF. We have already referred to the joint 
venture with Montecatini for the production of 
polypropylene. In the early 1960s, Shell also 
acquired 51% of the shares in Wavin, a Dutch 
manufacturer of PVC pipes.

Shell also had a policy of buying external 
expertise. This it did, for example, with epoxy 
resins, buying both American know-how and 
American technology.55 And of course, Shell also 
had its own laboratories, where products and 
processes were developed and improved. For 
example, the Shell laboratory in Delft was given 
the task of performing research into plastics and 
rubber. Shell itself claimed in 1960 to be a world 
leader in chemical research.56

Big losses

Plastics were the fastest growing branch of Shell’s 
petrochemical business. The plastics business 
included not only the production of raw materials 
for plastics, resins and rubbers, but also the 
processing of plastics into products such as PVC 
pipes. However, the results of all these efforts 
were to prove rather disappointing, particularly 
on the plastics front. The plastics, resins and 
elastomers product group remained heavily loss-
making right up to the end of the 1960s. The only 
truly profitable product was epoxy resin. In 1968, 
the product group chalked up its first – albeit 
modest – profit, thanks to the resins and the 
elastomers. Plastics were still deep down in the 
red. So what was the underlying problem?

Those in favour of investing heavily in the 
petrochemical industry claimed that a 
combination of low earnings and losses was 
the inevitable consequence of rapid growth. It 
was simply a question of patience – waiting for 
payback time. Big investments were needed 
in order to finance the growth that would 
produce the expected returns in due course. 
Several decades later, Shell’s historians were 
to write: ‘Investing in bulk production meant 
that Shell could remain optimistic by taking the 
conventional long-term view. Only a very small 
number of commercial firms could be so upbeat 
about investments that took over a decade to 
generate a good return.’57 

The poor results were also ascribed to the cyclical 
nature of the plastics business. The petrochemical 
industry also suffered, it was claimed, from 
low entry thresholds and an excessive sense of 
optimism. Overcapacity, rock-bottom prices and 
tiny margins were the order of the day. Although 
this was a recurring situation – seen on a number 
of occasions in both the 1950s and the 1960s – it 
is not in itself a sufficient explanation. Despite 
being in the same situation, both DSM and AKU 
succeeded in posting profits.
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VCM and chlorine

One pressing problem for Shell was the supply of 
raw materials for the production of plastics, PVC 
in particular.58 This may sound a strange thing 
to say in relation to an oil company, but it was 
simply the case that the production of VCM (vinyl 
chloride monomer, used to produce PVC) required 
large quantities of chlorine. Chlorine was also 
an important component in other petrochemical 
processes. 

Shell was initially supplied with liquid chlorine 
by train, by a firm called Koninklijke Nederlandse 
Zoutindustrie (‘Royal Dutch Salt Industry’, or KNZ) 
from its Hengelo site. However, these chlorine 
supplies were far too small to meet Shell’s needs. 
The situation improved when KNZ stepped up  
the production of chlorine at its other sites and 
other firms also started to produce more of it. 
Shell’s attempts to develop its own process for  
the production of chlorine miscarried, however. 
Not only was the process too expensive, it was 
also beset with corrosion problems. 

The production flows at KNZ’s and Shell’s 
operations in the Botlek industry complex of 
Rotterdam gradually became intertwined with 
each other: Shell sold hydrochloric acid to KNZ, 
which used it to produce VCM, which it then 
supplied to Shell as a raw material for PVC. 
However, Shell’s continued dependence on other 
companies for the supply of chlorine (and VCM) 
remained the weak link in the chain.

Overconfidence?

It is also possible that Shell’s researchers and 
lab management overrated their own abilities.59 
Emotion was an important factor in this. Shell 
was a technical and scientific company whose 
engineers and scientists were tremendously 
interested in developments in the petrochemical 
industry. It was a field with major scientific 
and technological challenges that needed 

to be addressed. Shell boasted top-quality 
competences, a worldwide network and sufficient 
capital resources of its own. Not without a certain 
degree of arrogance, Shell reckoned that it was 
capable of rising up to ‘any challenge of any kind, 
anywhere in the world’.60 

However, another key requirement for those 
operating in the plastics market was a readiness 
to meet the wishes of customers all over the 
world and to supply products that met their 
specifications. Successful companies like DSM 
and AKU expended a great deal of energy on 
providing technical and commercial support 
to customers. Whether Shell was sufficiently 
customer-minded is something of a moot point.61 

The TNO Plastics Institute: 
a national knowledge centre 62

DSM, AKU and Shell each built up their own 
separate knowledge infrastructures, geared 
towards their own specific activities in plastics. 
This clearly benefited the customers of each 
of these companies, who were able to access 
information on the various types of plastic as 
well as advice on how best to use them, and who 
were able to buy plastics that met their specific 
requirements. At the same time, TNO (the Dutch 
Organisation for Applied Scientific Research) 
was seeking to create a national knowledge 
infrastructure for the plastics industry as a whole.

Roel Houwink: a crucial role

The groundwork had already been laid during 
the Second World War. Plastics were a hot topic 
in industrial-chemical circles in this period,63 
when a symposium on plastics attracted no 
fewer than 300 delegates. Roel Houwink was 
one of the leading figures during this period. 
Apart from being a chemical engineer working 
for the Vredestein tyre company, he was also a 
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technologist at the National Rubber Institute, and 
the Technical Director of the Philite factory, where 
Philips produced its Bakelite material. In 1939, he 
was appointed director of the Rubber Foundation, 
a role in which he championed the use of plastics. 
Houwink wrote two authoritative books on plastics, 
which were published in 1939 and 1943.64 

In 1942, Houwink was appointed to an unsalaried 
lectureship in ‘Chemistry and Technology of 
Macromolecular Substances’ at Delft University 
of Technology.65 This meant that he was the first 
academic researcher whose field of research 
covered not just conventional rubber, but also the 
new synthetic plastics. He launched a research 
project on synthetic plastics and was the driving 
force behind the creation of the Plastics Institute, 
which became part of the TNO group after the 
war. Houwink later became a board member 
and the temporary director of the TNO Plastics 
Institute, as it came to be known.66 

Roel Houwink was also the spiritual father of a 
national knowledge infrastructure with a special 
emphasis on science, technology, knowledge 
transfer, public education and training. English 
translations of his manuals on plastics were 
produced, including Elastomers and Plastomers, 
their chemistry, physics and technology (1948) and 
Fundamentals of synthetic polymer technology in 
its chemical and physical aspects (1949). Houwink 
went on research trips to both the UK and the 
US, and was not only a driving force behind the 
creation of the Journal of Polymer Science, but also 
one of its editors. The journal soon grew into a 
leading scientific journal for research into plastics.

Houwink was also keenly interested in the 
practical aspects of the plastics industry. He 
initiated an extended course on plastics and 
was also involved in the launch of a technical 
journal called Plastica in 1948 that was edited 
by staff from the TNO Plastics Institute (and 
owned by TNO for some considerable time). 
Plastica became the journal of choice for plastics 
manufacturers and processors. In short, under 

Houwink’s leadership, the TNO Plastics Institute 
energetically set about creating an infrastructure 
that was capable of promoting research, industrial 
operations and the public use of plastics in the 
Netherlands. 

Scientific Research department

The TNO Plastics Institute consisted of four 
departments: the Scientific Research department, 
the Industrial Research department, the 
Testing department and the Public Information 
department. The Scientific Research department 
performed research that is perhaps best 
described as ‘mission-centred’. It had three 
principal aims: to foster a better understanding of 
plastics, to develop potential future applications 
and to serve the interests of society at large. For 
example, due to the shortage of raw materials 
in the wake of the Second World War, the 
department investigated the possibility of using 
potato flour as a raw material for the production 
of plastics. The study painted a clearer picture of 
the structure and properties of the components 
of potato flour, thus creating opportunities for the 
industrial production of new plastics.

Not long after this, the department turned its 
attention to fully synthetic plastics. Its study of 
phenol formaldehyde resin (used as the basis 
for Bakelite) is a good example. The study 
centred on devising a means of quantifying the 
relative quantities of the first products of the 
condensation reaction. Once this had been done, 
the next step was to find additives that had a 
strong influence on the balance of these products, 
and develop resins with a shorter setting time and 
a non-conventional structure. 

The department also spent a lot of time on 
improving research techniques. One of the 
projects on which the researchers spent many 
years was a painstaking study of how to 
measure the viscosity of solutions, one of the 
fundamentals of plastics research. The findings 
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helped to improve both viscometers and methods 
of calibration. While a small proportion of the 
department’s research activities was funded by 
industrial companies, the bulk of the funding 
came from TNO’s general resources. In 1954, the 
department was subsumed into a new unit known 
as the TNO Central Laboratory. 

Industrial Research department

The Industrial Research department also 
performed research, but it did so on a 
commissioned basis. It was made up of a number 
of sub-units or sections, including a reinforced 
plastics section, a spinning section and a pilot 
plant. Its research activities were closely related 
to industrial practice. For example, the pilot 
plant had a big space containing the most 
commonly used machines for the pre-processing 
and processing of plastics. Various machine 
manufacturers and importers lent out machines 
for the plant to use in its trials. 

Although the department also bought new 
machinery, it was not feasible to thoroughly 
explore all the machinery and equipment available 
on the market. For this reason, the machines used 
by the department represented just a small part 
of what was available. After all, there were more 
than 90 manufacturers of injection moulding 
machines around the world – to give just one 
example – each with its own series of models. 
Against this background, the department staff 
made sure that they had as much documentation 
as possible on all machines. This enabled them 
to advise clients on matters such as choice 
of machinery, mould design and processing 
conditions.

Testing department

The Testing department’s job was to find out 
whether a given plastic product met the relevant 
specifications.67 The staff tested all sorts of 
intermediate products such as moulding powders, 
laminates and foams, as well as end-use products 
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such as nappies, tow lines for ships, shoe soles 
and floor coverings. A major part of their work 
was determining the mechanical, electrical and 
chemical properties of plastics. 

Developing new testing methods was another 
important activity. Although the plastics industry 
sourced many of its testing methods from the 
metal industry, the highly specific nature of 
plastics technology meant that the industry 
also needed certain testing methods of its own. 
Testing methods also played an important role 
in the standardisation of plastics. Tests and 
standards were a matter of public interest. They 
helped to reassure processing companies about 
the quality of the products supplied to them by 
their suppliers and also meant that the same 
companies knew exactly what requirements 
their end products would have to meet in order 
to be sold on the open market. Standardisation 
also helped to boost the efficiency of production 
processes. On the consumer side, standards 
helped people to know what to expect from the 
plastic products they bought, especially with 
regard to their health and safety aspects.

TNO was a key player in all this. Its researchers 
were strongly represented on the standardisation 
committees, working parties and policy-making 
committees of the Netherlands Standardization 
Institute (originally NNI, now NEN). Both its 
research activities (not just those performed by 
the Testing department but other departments as 
well) and, more particularly, its quality mark were 
absolutely invaluable.

Public Information department

The last of the four departments was responsible 
for public information, documentation and 
patents. In the mid-1950s, the Public Information 
department was the proud owner of a big 
database – probably even the biggest in the 
country – in the form of a library, a collection 
of samples and a collection of around 25,000 

brochures and leaflets on raw materials, additives, 
intermediates and semi-finished products, 
mechanical aids, machines and products. It 
received between 4,000 and 5,000 enquiries 
from the public every year, ranging from simple 
requests for the name and address of a supplier 
to queries that needed to be answered by experts 
from one of the Institute’s departments. There 
was also an Abstracts Service, which proved 
extremely popular. Finally, the department helped 
to organise courses, trade fairs and exhibitions. 
It is important to remember that information 
was both crucial and scarce during the post-war 
period. The 20 or so members of the department’s 
staff fulfilled a tremendous need.

As far as revenue was concerned, the situation in 
1955 was that the TNO Plastics Institute earned 
58% of its income from contract research and 
40% from government grants. A further 2% 
of its general resources came from voluntary 
contributions from the private sector. Its contract 
research activities in 1955 encompassed a total 
of 266 research assignments, many of which 
probably involved some form of testing. We know 
from the statistics that the Institute performed 
around 4,000 analyses in that year. Institute staff 
also issued around 4,300 recommendations. The 
obvious implication of these figures is that many 
of the plastics manufacturers and processors 
called on the institute’s services for research, 
testing and advice.

Other TNO units also performed research on 
plastics. The combustibility of plastics was one of 
the topics examined by the TNO Centre for Fire 
Safety, while the TNO Fibre Institute looked into 
combinations of rayon fibres with plastics, and 
the TNO Rubber Institute worked on synthetic 
rubbers. TNO’s status was recognised by the 
academic world and in a number of cases TNO 
research was recognised as PhD work to be 
rewarded with a doctorate. Bert Staverman, the 
director of the Scientific Research department at 
the TNO Plastics Institute, was given a part-time 
professorship at Leiden University. 
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A marginal role for the 
universities

Academia was the notable absentee at the heart 
of the plastics platform.68 The universities were 
caught completely unawares by the revolution 
that was taking place. Very little academic 
research was performed into plastics at the 
time.69 Polymer science (to use the academic 
name) simply did not exist as a specialist field. 
Although the universities supplied the academic 
researchers required by industry, these were 
not specialist polymer scientists. At best, they 
had been trained in related disciplines, such 
as organic and physical chemistry. It was the 
big industrial companies (AKU and DSM in 
particular) and TNO who were responsible for 
building up the universities’ new area of expertise 
– in part to meet their own needs, of course. 

The universities found themselves under 
pressure from all sides after the war, and not 
just from the plastics industry. Industry in 
general as well as government departments 
were already experiencing an acute shortage 
of university educated scientists. At the same 
time, both these sectors had decided to prioritise 
scientific research and step up their investments 
accordingly. Immediately after the war, and 
notwithstanding the shortage of funds, the Dutch 
government decided to commit new funding 
for research. A new organisation, ‘Netherlands 
Organisation for the Advancement of Pure 
Research’ (or ZWO, now known as NWO), was set 
up in 1950. Two new universities of technology 
were opened: one in Eindhoven in 1956 and 
another in Enschede in 1963. Across the board, 
public spending on education and R&D rose 
from around 3% of GDP in 1950 to over 8% in 
1975. The big multinational companies also lent 
their support to the expansion of the university 
system. In 1946, Shell donated a sum of three 
million guilders to the Dutch government. This 
was intended to finance the construction of two 
pilot plants, one for chemical technology and the 

other for physical technology, at Delft University 
of Technology, as well as the modernisation of 
the Physical Laboratory in Leiden.70 Philips, for 
its part, donated one million guilders towards the 
launch of Eindhoven University of Technology.

Jan Hermans: pioneer

The rise of polymer science as a university 
discipline formed part of this trend. The 
pioneering figure in this connection was Jan 
Hermans (or JJ, as he was generally called by 
friends and colleagues). Hermans obtained his 
doctorate at Leiden University in 1937. In 1942, 
when the war forced him to go into hiding, he 
ended up at AKU’s Cellulose Institute, where 
his namesake, Petrus Hermans (no relative, as 
it happens), taught him the secrets of cellulose 
polymer chemistry.71 In 1946, Jan Hermans 
was appointed professor of physical chemistry 
at Groningen University, where he initially 
concentrated the majority of his research efforts 
on the physical chemistry of polymer systems.72 In 
1953, he moved from Groningen to Leiden, before 
leaving for the US in 1958. He was succeeded by 
Bert Staverman, a physical chemist at TNO, who 
took up the appointment on a part-time basis.

Professorships

All 12 chairs in polymer science and technology 
established prior to 1970 (including both full-time 
and part-time professorships) were occupied by 
research scientists from the plastics industry. 
AKU was the principal supplier of professors, 
with five present and former AKU employees 
holding a total of seven (part-time) chairs. TNO 
followed next, with two (part-time) chairs. NYMA 
(an artificial silk spinnery), DSM and DuPont each 
supplied one (part-time) professor (see Table 4.1). 

At the universities, the professors generally 
simply carried on with the research work they 
had started in their companies. In Eindhoven, for 
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example, Derk Heikens with his AKU background, 
and Emile de Roy van Zuydewijn, a practical 
chemist hailing originally from NYMA, managed 
to ensure that the laboratory was soon filled with 
rollers, calenders, extruders, spinning machines 
and the like.73 

Many of the professors also acted as industrial 
consultants. Derk Heikens, for example, worked 
for many years as a consultant to AKU, DSM 
and GE Plastics.74 In Groningen, Professor Challa 
continued to work as a consultant for AKU, TNO 
and Philips, and also undertook a number of joint 
research projects with AKU, including both short-
term and long-term projects.75

Support from industry

Between 1945 and 1970, a total of 90 
postgraduate students took doctoral degrees in 
the field of polymer chemistry. In half of these 
cases, the research was either performed in an 
industrial laboratory or supported by the chemical 
industry.76 At the time when AKU substantially 
intensified its research activities, for example, 
there was also a commensurate rise in the 
number of ‘AKU doctorates’, with a total of ten 
doctorates being awarded over a period of eight 
years. 
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table 4.1  (Part-time) professors of polymer chemistry at the Dutch universities, by organisations of origin, 1945-1970

source: Data on year of appointment and university: E. Homburg and L. Palm (eds.), De geschiedenis van de scheikunde in Nederland 3 (Delft 2004), 
Appendix 1, 293-321. Data on organisation of origin: various sources.

Name Organisation of origin University Year of appointment

A. (Arnold) van Rossem Government Information Service 
for the Rubber Trade and Industry

Delft 1939

J.J. (Jan) Hermans AKU Groningen 1946

J.J. (Jan) Hermans AKU Leiden 1953

C. (Carel) Koningsberger Leiden University Eindhoven 1957

A.J. (Bert) Staverman TNO Leiden 1958

D.W. (Dick) van Krevelen AKU Delft 1960

A.J. (Adriaan) Wildschut Delft 1960

D. (Derk) Heikens AKU Groningen 1962

E.J.J.M. (Emile) de Roy van Zuydewijn NYMA Eindhoven 1963

D. (Derk) Heikens AKU Eindhoven 1964

J. (Jan) Schuijer DSM Twente 1964

G. (Ger) Challa AKU Groningen 1965

H.R.K.N. (Hermann) Janeschitz-Kriegl TNO Delft 1968

A. (Adriaan) Bantjes DuPont Twente 1968

C.A. (Cornelis) Smolders AKU Twente 1969
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There were two main reasons why industrial 
companies funded academic research: in some 
cases, it was because the project was based on 
a company’s own research interests. In others, 
a university might approach a company with a 
request to support a potentially interesting field of 
research. In both cases, however, the companies 
in question did not exert any influence over the 
research as such. A quarter of the PhD students 
of Professor Challa in Groningen fell in this 
category.77 

It is interesting to note that, during these early 
years of development, it was the chemical 
industry that set the lead in university research 
projects. For example, research into blends 
did not really get off the ground until AKU and 
General Electric had discovered that two plastics, 
PS (polystyrene) and PPO (polyphenylene oxide), 

were fully miscible, upon which Professor Challa 
in Groningen and Professor Heikens in Eindhoven 
launched research projects into blends and 
composites.78

The Netherlands as the 
European centre of plastics

The Netherlands could hardly be described as 
a plastics powerhouse after the war. After all, 
the Dutch produced very few plastics compared 
with the US and the UK, made little use of plastic 
products, and possessed very little knowledge 
of plastics. It was not until 1969 that the amount 
of plastic available in the Netherlands, i.e. the 
sum of industrial output and imports, exceeded 
the ‘magical’ threshold of one million tonnes 
for the first time. The fact was that the plastics 
industry in the Netherlands developed so rapidly 
in the 1960s that no other European country 
could match its average growth rate. No other 
European country exported as much plastic as 
the Netherlands, which exported the bulk of its 
plastics to other European countries. Indeed, a 
German trade journal described the Netherlands 
as ‘the new European centre of plastics’.79

The Dutch trade journal Plastica rightly ascribed 
the success of the Dutch plastics industry to 
the country’s favourable geographical location 
for the petrochemical industry, which was the 
plastics producing industry’s main supplier of 
raw materials. Together with the government’s 
active industrialisation policy, this resulted in 
a favourable investment climate of which both 
domestic and foreign companies made the best 
possible use. Thus, foreign companies accounted 
for a significant part of the industry’s productive 
and innovative capacity.

Knowledge infrastructure

Although the industry’s concentration in the Rhine 
delta and the post-war industrialisation policy 
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were both vital contributing factors, the title of 
‘centre of plastics’ was also predicated on the 
presence of a thriving plastics platform. Building 
the core of a plastics platform was to cost an 
enormous amount of time and energy. Shell, 
DSM, AKU and TNO were the main builders. 
AKU already boasted a history in plastics. Shell 
and DSM were both newcomers who still needed 
to build up a niche for themselves in an open 
economy in which they had to compete on the 
world market with large, knowledgeable players. 

The developments at Shell go to show that the 
process of building up a profitable plastics arm 
was no sinecure in these circumstances. The 
cyclical nature of the industry, combined with the 
fierceness of the competition, meant that Shell 
frequently found itself deep in the red. Indeed, 
Shell was only able to keep its plastics subsidiary 
going with the aid of the profits made by its oil 
company. It was not until the end of the 1960s 
that Shell’s managers and researchers succeeded 
in earning a profit from the group’s plastics 
activities. DSM and AKU both performed better in 
this respect. 

The knowledge infrastructure formed the heart 
of the plastics platform. This was where the 

expertise was generated for making plastics, 
developing new plastics, improving their 
properties and aligning them more closely 
with customer needs. However, creating the 
infrastructure was a difficult task. The only parties 
capable of doing so were the big multinationals, 
who had access to sufficient resources of their 
own, and TNO, which was funded by the Dutch 
government. It took them at least ten years to 
get the infrastructure up to the desired standard. 
This was the work of an ambitious generation 
of natural scientists and engineers. Their ranks 
included such pioneering figures as Dick van 
Krevelen, Jan Hermans, Roel Houwink and Bert 
Staverman, together with well-known researchers 
such as Leo Vollbracht, Derk Heikens and Ger 
Challa. 
 
If there was one factor responsible for the ultra-
rapid growth of the plastics industry, however, it 
was the tremendous rate of growth in the demand 
for plastics. But where did this demand originate? 
Why were plastics so popular? Were there no 
obstacles to the growth in demand? These are 
just some of the questions addressed in the next 
chapter.
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Box 5 A plastic house 

A plastic house 

The fully plastic Monsanto House of the Future 
was one of the big attractions at Disneyland in 
California from 1957 to 1967. In 1968, after over 
two million visitors had seen the house and after 
it had been hit by two earthquakes, Disneyland 
decided that the time had come to demolish 
it. This was easier said than done, however. A 
wrecking ball weighing over a tonne simply 
bounced back, chainsaws broke on the tough 
plastic and, when it was decided to use a crane to 
try and prise the house loose, all that happened 
was that the crane became detached from its 
anchoring. In the end, the house was finally 
knocked down two weeks later with the aid of 
steel choker chains. 

Around 50 plastic buildings of various types 
were erected in different locations around the 
world during the 1950s and 1960s. A Dutch 
architect, called Pijpers, designed the first plastic 
house in the Netherlands in 1960. The client and 
construction supervisor was a man called Frits 
Bode, one of the co-founders of the Association 
for Promoting the Use of Plastics in the Building 
& Construction Industry. The house consisted of 
just one storey and occupied a floor space of 70 
square metres. Two years later, another Dutch 
company (N.V. Verkoopkantoor Passementerieën 
VPI) commissioned a plastic bungalow, and in 
1964 Fokker, the Dutch aircraft-makers, produced 
what was styled as an ‘instant home’. 

In 1967, a consortium consisting of Nederlandse 
Aardoliemaatschappij (‘the Dutch Petroleum 
Company’, or NAM), the Royal Shell Plastics 
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Laboratory and the Holland Building Corporation 
conducted a trial with two experimental 
bungalows, in partnership with Bruynzeel, 
Hatéma, Krommenie Linoleum and Philips 
Nederland, among others. The project, which was 
later to be known as the ‘Shell Plastic House’, was 
not 100% plastic. A steel structure supported the 
space grid that in turn supported the roof. Inside 
the house, a vapour barrier had been placed 
between a layer of foam and a layer of asbestos 
concrete in order to prevent condensation and 
mildew. The inner walls were built as chipboard 
sandwiches with a polystyrene core. Apart from 
that, the skirting-boards, seal sections, glazing 
beads, ceiling elements, rainwater pipes, sewers, 
inner doors, overpanels and the bathroom were 
made entirely of plastic. The designers claimed 
that the system used in the experimental 
bungalows was also suited for high-rise and 
non-residential buildings. When the Royal Shell 
Plastics Laboratory in Delft later moved into new 

premises, the move was seized as an opportunity 
to gain experience with the use of plastic in a 
multi-storey building.

The TNO Plastics Institute referred to the 
experiments as a chance to build ‘unusual plastic 
castles rather than castles in the air’. However, 
the idea of a fully plastic house did not prove a 
success and was later abandoned. Nonetheless, 
plastic began to permeate the building & 
construction industry in all sorts of other ways. 

source: 

E.M.L. Bervoets and F.C.A. Veraart with assistance from  

M.Th. Wilmink, ‘Bezinning, ordening en afstemming 1940-

1970’, in: J. Schot, H. Lintsen and A. Rip, Techniek in Nederland 

in de twintigste eeuw (Zutphen 2003), Part VI, 229-233.
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Contemporary or 
contemptible?

Plastics encompass a wide range of materials 
and products and there was a huge rise in the 
number of applications around the year 1950. The 
fact was that plastics manufacturers in the US, 
the UK and Germany had vastly stepped up their 
production capacity during the war years so as to 
keep up with the demand from the armed forces. 
Once this market evaporated, however, plastics 
manufacturers found themselves ‘all dressed-
up with nowhere to go’.80 Big, new markets 
soon began to appear, though: the construction 
industry, textiles, electronics, packaging and the 
automotive industry all wanted plastics. The 
consumer market also looked very promising, 
with consumers on the lookout not just for plastic 
imitations of products originally made of metal, 
wood or ceramics, but also for completely new 
products. Indeed, during the Great Depression, 
industrial designers in the US had already started 
out on a quest for new applications and attractive, 
new designs.81 

One of the main advantages of plastics over other 
materials was that they were eminently suited 
to mass production. Another was their plasticity: 
they could be moulded into all sorts of different 
shapes. Moreover, thanks to all the research 
that had been performed, it was now possible to 
produce plastics with widely divergent properties. 

As a result, plastics began to be perceived as a 
magic material ‘with a thousand uses’. 

Scientific journals

Their public image was reflected by a series of 
publications in both scientific and non-specialist 
journals shortly after the war, in which the 
authors waxed lyrical about the merits of the 
new material. For example, a general reference 
work written by J.J. Moerkerk in 1947 began with 
a description of plastics before moving on to 
other inventions such as the electron microscope, 
DDT and penicillin.82 Writing in Practical plastics 
illustrated: A clear and comprehensive guide to the 
principles and practice of modern plastics in the 
same year, the US chemist P.I. Smith claimed that:

‘The combinations and permutations possible 
in modern synthesis are practically limitless. We 
are, indeed, on the fringe of great discoveries, and 
it needs no twentieth-century Jules Verne to tell 
us that the Plastics Age is just round the corner. 
The industrialist realizes that plastics materials 
are better suited to many mass-production 
methods of manufacture than are metal, wood 
and ceramics. Plastics, therefore, offer him a 
means of supplying large markets with goods at 
competitive prices. To manufacturers in many 
industries (…), plastics are of immediate interest 
because of their versatility and combination of 
unusual properties.’83

5. The changing image  
of plastics
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Similar noises were also heard in the Netherlands, 
where J.C. Derksen, a chemist, praised the 
versatility and unique properties of plastics in 
Plastica: de moderne, organische synthetische 
materialen (‘Plastics: the modern, organic, 
synthetic materials’):

‘The material does not change its appearance 
in most conditions, and also retains its glorious 
sheen. (...) For a construction material, hard 
plastics are light in weight and are generally 
mechanically strong. Their strength is the same 
in all directions, as opposed to wood, where the 
strength along the grain is completely different 
from that across the grain. Pliability can be 
varied at will. These materials are available in 
every shade of colour – and even in the form 
of a transparent mass. They are electrical 
insulators that, if so desired, may be produced 

with outstanding insulating properties. Finally, 
and perhaps most importantly, they are easy to 
shape and hence eminently suited to modern 
mass production.’84

Popular magazines

Magazines for the general public were also 
enthusiastic. For example, a Dutch women’s 
magazine called Libelle ran an article in 1946 
under the heading: ‘Plastic. The wonder-product’. 
A Dutch weekly, Elseviers Weekblad, referred to 
plastic as ‘the magic word of the modern age’. 
And one of the Dutch dailies,  Het Nieuws, also 
referred to plastic as ‘the magical materials 
of today’.85 Consumers were ready to follow 
the fashionable idea that ‘they were buying 
something “American”.’86
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The mood of enthusiasm immediately after the 
war was kindled not just by the material’s special 
properties, but also by its image. Plastic was 
‘American’ and represented progress. In short, 
plastic was the very essence of modernity.

However, there was also a risk inherent to the vast 
potential of plastics – of their not being used for 
the right purposes. As early as 1944, an American 
journal called The Scientific Monthly warned that: 

‘ ... plastics are not cure-all or all-purpose 
materials any more than are wood, glass, 
leather, or steel and other metals, and they are 
subject to the same tests of worth …’87

First image problem: poor quality

Nonetheless, plastics were put to more or less any 
use in both the US and the Netherlands. Their 
image suffered as a result after the war. As one 
Dutch author remarked: ’Remember the craze 
for plastic rain coats?… On the whole, this mass-
produced article proved a huge disappointment 
during the first few years after the war.’88 A number 
of plastic products proved to be of inferior quality 
to those made of traditional materials. Indeed, a 
researcher at the TNO Plastics Institute wrote in 
1949 that ‘in the eyes of many a housewife, the 
status of plastics was soon downgraded from that 
of “wonder products” to “rubbish” or “cheap junk”. 
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And why? Either because the manufacturer had 
chosen to produce the article in question with the 
wrong kind of plastic, or (more commonly) because 
the housewife herself, not being adequately 
informed, failed to use the article in the right 
way.’89 In other words, it could just as easily be  
the consumer’s fault.

Second image problem: fire hazard

Fire risk was another problem. Certain plastics 
were liable to catch fire easily. The issue 
was a delicate one. In the 1960s, the General 
Association for the Use of Plastics in Construction 
formed a committee to draw up a set of fire safety 
standards. The committee was made up of nine 
different parties, including TNO (the Netherlands 
Organisation for Applied Scientific Research), 

members of the plastics industry, the Netherlands 
Association of Senior Fire Officers and various 
associations involved in enforcing the Nuisance 
Act and supervising construction work. TNO’s Fire 
Safety Centre was given the job of developing 
testing methods and mounting a public 
information campaign. However, it remained a 
delicate issue, even within the committee: 

‘… Mr Levinson [representing AKU] questioned 
the objectivity of the TNO Fire Safety Centre 
in informing senior fire officers about the 
behaviour of plastics in the event of fire. Mr 
Beek [also representing AKU] commented in 
this connection that this impression had arisen 
primarily as a result of the emotional approach 
to the issue taken by Mr Van Elteren [a member 
of the Centre’s staff]. It was decided to discuss 
the matter with the Fire Safety Centre …’90
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There were also problems with the supply of 
plastic sheeting for testing by TNO, whose  
testing procedures were regarded as being 
questionable.

Information campaign

The TNO Plastics Institute joined forces with 
plastics manufacturers to mount an information 
campaign that was directed at the plastics 
processing industry and which embraced all these 
various issues. The idea was both to explain the 
potential offered by plastics and their limitations, 
and also to control the way in which plastics were 
used. After all, many of the problems resulted 
from plastics being wrongly used or from good-
quality plastics being processed in the wrong 
way. Indeed, writing in a journal called Gemengde 
Branche (‘Mixed Industry’), the TNO Plastics 
Institute claimed that ‘there are no bad plastics. 
There are just manufacturers who use the wrong 
plastics as the basis for their products’.91 The 
Institute did admit that the wrong (generally 
meaning cheap) plasticisers were sometimes 
used, particularly in the production of PVC, and 
that these had resulted in certain materials 
and applications being substandard.92 In most 
cases, however, it was not the material that was 
the problem. TNO, and the Plastics Institute in 
particular, invited manufacturers and shopkeepers 
to contact them for advice on the use of plastics 
in consumer goods. 

Marketing campaign

Alongside this public information campaign, an 
active marketing campaign was also launched to 
boost the public image of plastics.93 And indeed, 
by the end of the 1950s and during the 1960s, 
plastics were once again enjoying a revival in 
their reputation as ‘strong, hygienic, washable, 
lightweight, colourful and (...) well-designed’.94 
For example, Consumentengids, the main Dutch 
consumer magazine, had the following to say in 

November 1958 about the growing popularity of 
plastic tabletops:
 

‘At first, these new, practical materials were 
used exclusively in kitchen tables. But now, 
plastics are also starting to be used as 
tabletops in the living room. And with good 
reason: they are well suited to modern interior 
design and are amazingly easy to maintain.’95 

Although a 1963 Consumentengids consumer test 
of plastic crockery in 1963 came up with a mixed 
bag of findings, the Mosalite plates and cups and 
saucers (made of melamine) were highly rated.96

In short, the image of plastics underwent a 
change in the period from 1945 to 1970, moving 
first from magical and modern to cheap and 
fragile, before switching to modern and hygienic. 
After 1970, the image changed further: plastics 
were now also associated with depletion of 
natural resources and environmental degradation.
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Disposable packaging 
and waste

In the old days, people were thrifty, taking great 
care of their limited quantity of belongings. 
Things changed in the 1950s and 1960s, however, 
with the sudden profusion of consumer goods. 
The economy grew at an unprecedented rate, 
leading to a tremendous rise in wealth and 
prosperity. It was not only the rich who benefited: 
the new prosperity permeated all layers of the 
Dutch population. This trend was reflected by 
a rapid rise in consumption and new forms of 
purchasing behaviour. Fashion and trends began 
to play an important role for Dutch consumers, 
who were now able to choose from a large 
quantity of products, and had no hesitation in 
throwing away their recent purchases whenever 
new products appeared on the market. 

Another characteristic feature was the rise of 
self-service shops and disposable packaging.97 
Both aspects formed part of the ‘American dream’ 

cherished by many Dutch housewives. The self-
service shops – supermarkets – promised quick 
and easy shopping and were associated with 
prosperity, luxury and individualism. One of the 
preconditions for their existence, however, was 
that foodstuffs had to be prepackaged. The result 
was large quantities of packaging waste. The 
overriding trend was towards a consumer society, 
accompanied by a desire for innovation and the 
rise of a ‘throw-away mentality’.98 Let’s now take a 
closer look at the issues of disposable packaging 
and waste in particular.

The first types of disposable packaging were 
made of paper, glass and tin. With their unique 
characteristics, however, plastics were also 
highly suitable packaging materials. Thanks to 
their light weight, low material cost and the ease 
with which they could be shaped, they gradually 
assumed a reputation as an ideal material for 
disposable packaging.99 This quote from an 
article in Modern Packaging in 1957 illustrates the 
growing awareness of the new potential offered 
by plastics:
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‘The biggest thing that’s ever happened 
in molded plastics so far as packaging is 
concerned is the acceptance of the idea that 
packages are made to be thrown away. Plastics 
molders are no longer thinking in terms of 
re-use refrigerator jars and trinket boxes made 
to last a lifetime. Taking a tip from the makers 
of cartons, cans and bottles, they have come 
to the realization that volume lies in low-cost, 
single-use expendability. (…) Consumers are 
learning to throw these containers in the trash 
as nonchalantly as they would discard a paper 
cup – and in that psychology lies the future of 
molded plastic packaging.’100

Interesting as it is to read that the future of plastics 
apparently lay in the production of single-use 
packaging, it is perhaps even more intriguing 
to see that the author was also drawn to the 
‘psychology’ of consumption. Little is known, 
in fact, about the acceptance of disposable 
articles and packaging in the Netherlands. It is 
probably safe to assume that, in a country such 
as the Netherlands – which prizes thrift – there 
would have been less evidence of a ‘throw-away 
mentality’ than in countries such as the US. The 
key issue in the debate on packaging was not so 
much the principle of throwing things away and 
the mountain of waste that this habit would cause, 
as the question of the rising cost of products. 
In the 1960s, for example, the leading Dutch 
consumer magazine regularly grumbled about 
the extra price consumers had to pay for the cost 
of disposable packaging.101 Many newspapers 
also reported on price rises caused by disposable 
packaging.102 Despite this, figures published in the 
Compendium voor de Leefomgeving (‘Compendium 
for the Environment’) pointed to a marked rise in 
the volume of household waste during the 1950s 
and 1960s (see Graph 5.1).103 Indeed, the volume 
of household waste on a per capita basis doubled 
between 1950 and 1970. The share of plastics 
in this remained limited, however, at around 5% 
of the total (see Graph 5.2). Slowly but surely, 
the question of how to dispose of all this waste 
became ever more urgent.

Three methods of waste processing

Plastics play a special role in terms of waste 
processing. During the first half of the 20th 
century, there were essentially three main 
methods of processing waste. The first involved 
recycling: reuse was the traditional way of dealing 
with unwanted products. Used clothing gained a 
new lease of life on the second-hand market, and 
any clothes that were completely worn out were 
used for the production of paper. Bones were 
collected for use in the production of glue, and 
domestic refuse was combined with faeces for 
composting.

The second method was the incineration of waste, 
either raw or after compression into briquettes. 
Finally, waste was also tipped, either on rubbish 
dumps in or on the outskirts of towns, or in pools 
or marshes.106

However, as plastics began to account for an ever 
greater share of waste volumes, all three options 
grew more and more difficult.107 Composting 
had already been complicated by the mixing of 
other, inorganic materials with household waste. 
The presence of glass and metal made the waste 
unsuitable for composting into fertiliser, and the 
problem was the same with plastic. 

Incineration, for its part, had always caused nasty 
smells and air pollution, but the problem was 
exacerbated once plastics were combined with 
the waste. Incineration meant that the additives 
and plasticisers used in the production of plastics 
found their way into the atmosphere, where they 
were capable of causing damage. A government 
committee on waste disposal noted in 1970 
that ‘one way of solving the problem of toxic 
gases [such as dioxin] could be by building a tall 
chimney.’108

The third method, dumping, ran into difficulties 
on account of the growing quantity of waste that 
was produced. There was a risk of a shortage of 
suitable landfill sites. Although plastic products 
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graph 5.1  Household waste per capita, 1950-2013 (1950=100)104

graph 5.2  Composition of household waste by weight, 1940, 1958, 1972-2011105

source: Statistics Netherlands, Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency & Wageningen University and Research Centre (2014)
Note: The graph is based on the weight of household waste. 

source: Statistics Netherlands, Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency & Wageningen University and Research Centre (2013)
Note: The graph is based on the weight of household waste. 
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made up only a small proportion of the waste, 
many of them were hollow, which meant that 
they took up a relatively large amount of space 
and undermined the stability of rubbish dumps. 
Also, once a rubbish dump had been covered 
over, plastic waste took much longer to set than 
conventional waste.109 

Biodegradability?

Despite this, these objections were seldom raised 
in articles published in the 1950s and 1960s.110 
Another problem was, however, raised in the 
press, and this was the fact that plastics were not 
biodegradable. For example, one local newspaper 
reported in 1964 that the Vuil Afvoer Maatschappij 
(‘Waste Disposal Company’, or VAM) was fed up 
with the growing mountains of discarded nylon 
stockings at its site in the province of Drenthe: 
these mountains were becoming so large, VAM 
complained, that ‘you could ski down them’.111 The 
Dutch press reported on attempts being made in 
the UK to produce degradable plastic packaging 
so as to resolve the problems caused by plastic 
waste.112 An American chemist wrote, however, 
that the very idea of producing biodegradable 
plastic packaging was ‘the antithesis of the 
nature of packaging plastics, the prime asset of 
which is their excellent resistance to these very 
processes’.113

Right up to the early 1970s, there was very little 
debate in the Netherlands about the problem of 
what to do with plastic packaging waste. After all, 
plastics still accounted for only a relatively small 
share of the total amount of waste. No studies 
were performed, either in the 1960s or even in 
the 1970s, into the specific problem of the plastic 
component of household waste. In the UK (where 
plastics likewise accounted for only a small share 
of aggregate household waste – in fact, no more 
than 1-2% in the 1960s), on the other hand, the 
Society of Chemical Industry performed a study 
at the end of the 1960s into the nascent problem 
of how to dispose of plastic waste.114

The first stirrings of public awareness in the 
Netherlands began around the year 1970. On 
18 April 1970, a local newspaper in the province 
of Limburg ran a story, based primarily on 
experiences abroad, with the following headline: 
‘Problem for compost production: plastic 
packaging may pose an environmental risk’. 
The article itself, however, focused more on the 
subject matter of the sub-heading, i.e. ‘Ingenious 
inventions on display at the International 
Packaging Fair’, singing the benefits of plastic 
packaging.115 

This was clearly not at the forefront of the mind 
of Theo Tromp when he opened Macroplastic, 
the Fifth International Plastics and Rubber Fair, 
in 1970. Tromp was both a director of Philips and 
the chair of the Netherlands Society for Industry 
and Trade, and made the following comment in 
his opening speech: ‘The principle of disposable 
packaging has (...) clearly grown out of control. 
This does not of course apply solely to plastic 
packaging. ... One of the most important problems 
of our time is the role played by plastic packaging 
as an environmental pollutant.’116 Litter was one 
aspect of these problems.

Litter

Serious commentators began to take more and 
more interest in the problem of street litter in 
the late 1960s. In itself, there was nothing new 
about the environmental damage caused by 
litter. Indeed, as early as in 1916, the main Dutch 
motorists’ association, the ANWB, mounted 
an anti-litter campaign. Clean-up campaigns, 
generally of a local nature, were held from time 
to time in the following years.117 Packaging was 
seen as one of the main sources of litter, although, 
here too, plastics initially formed only a small part 
of the problem.118 A study of litter conducted in 
the Dutch town of Amersfoort in 1978 showed 
that almost half of all the litter in the municipality 
consisted of paper. Plastic accounted for just 
21.6% of the litter collected by the researchers.119 

The First Plastics Revolution The changing image of plastics
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Threat to animal health

Plastic litter was not just an eyesore. It also posed 
a threat to animal health: animals could easily 
get entangled in plastic netting or string, or could 
mistake plastic objects for food. The American 
ecologist Barry Commoner was one of the first to 
highlight the issue, writing in 1971:

‘Having been designed for their plasticity, 
the synthetic polymers are easily formed into 
almost any wanted shape or configuration. 
Huge numbers of chaotically varied plastic 
objects have been produced. Apart from 
the aesthetic consequences, there are 
serious ecological ones. As the ecosphere is 
increasingly cluttered with plastic objects 
nearly infinite in their shape and size, they 
will … find their ways into increasingly narrow 

nooks and crannies in the natural world. This 
situation has been poignantly symbolized by 
a recent photograph of a wild duck, its neck 
garlanded with a plastic beer can pack … 
Such events … can only become increasingly 
frequent as plastic factories continue to emit 
their endless stream of indestructible objects, 
each predestined by its triumphant escape from 
the limited life of natural materials, to become 
waste.’120 

However, little interest was shown in the problems 
of plastic disposable packaging and plastic litter 
around 1970. It was not until the ‘green wave’ broke 
later on in the 1970s that the debate began to take 
shape. Insofar as it centred on the causes, it did not 
specifically examine the issues of technology or 
plastics. The director of the TNO Plastics Institute 
in 1972, P.J. Bakker, claimed that litter was an 

Waste collection 

container overfilled  

with bin bags
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educational problem.121 It was all a question of 
human behaviour: people tended to dispose of 
their rubbish without thinking.122 However, there 
was another causal factor at work here. 

Bin bags

With the rise of prepackaged products, packaging 
represented a growing proportion of the contents 
of rubbish bins. As a result, there was more and 
more chance of small, light pieces of packaging 
being blown away every time a rubbish bin was 
left out on the streets for emptying by the local 
refuse collectors. And even if this didn’t happen, 
it was easy enough for lightweight packaging to 
be blown away when the bin was turned upside 
down to be emptied in a passing dustcart. 
Sealable bin bags proved to be the answer. 
Ironically, though, these were also made of plastic.

Plastic bin bags (also known as ‘refuse sacks’) 
were first introduced in Amsterdam in 1967,123 
and quickly found their way around the rest of the 
country. The main benefits ascribed to such bags 
was that they kept the rubbish bin itself clean, 
enabled people to dispose of more refuse and 
were easier to take outdoors for collection.124  
The latter aspect was also good news for the 
dustmen. They also had drawbacks, though, one 
of the main ones being that they were not suitable 
for the disposal of hot ashes.125 

Initial experiences with bin bags were one 
hundred per cent positive: the sealable plastic 
bags were regarded as being more hygienic than 
the old-fashioned rubbish bins;126 they were also 
airtight, odour-free, and did not produce any dust. 
Moreover, they eliminated one of the problems 
associated with rubbish bins – that of full rubbish 
bins, which meant that any refuse which would 
not fit would be left out next to the bin, where 
it could easily make a mess in the street.127 
Just a couple of weeks after bin bags had been 
introduced in Groningen, the head of the local 
sanitation department had no doubts about their 

benefits: ‘Initial experiences with bin bags are 
that they help the city to look a lot cleaner. There’s 
much less domestic refuse littering the streets’.128 

Environmental problems

However, critics of plastic bags were soon to raise 
their voices, particularly in relation to their lack of 
biodegradability. Various attempts were made to 
find alternatives, including (unsuccessful) trials 
with cardboard refuse boxes in Groningen129 and 
a lobby campaign on behalf of biodegradable 
bags made of flax.130 As ever, plastics met with an 
ambivalent response. Whilst they formed part of 
the solution to the problem of waste disposal and 
the containment of street litter, they also lay at the 
core of a new problem.

Very few people had discerned the environmental 
impact of plastics in the 1950s and 1960s. The 
situation began to change in the 1970s, when 
plastics were condemned, and exposed to public 
scorn and ridicule. The reversal in public opinion 
was not the only change, though. The dire state 
of the economy forced plastics producers to 
stop and rethink their strategy. Mass production 
began to look less and less attractive, as new, 
higher-quality plastics appeared on the scene. 
There were new trends in design and processing 
techniques. As universities began to play a more 
important role, the knowledge and research 
infrastructure underwent fundamental changes. 
These – and other – developments form the 
subject of Part II of this book. 

The First Plastics Revolution The changing image of plastics
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Prologue ‘We’re on the threshold of a plastics revolution’

.
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Box 6 The first fully plastic garden chair

The first fully plastic
garden chair

Up to the 1970s, most garden chairs consisted 
of a metal frame with wooden armrests. Various 
plastic components had gradually been added 
to the design over the years: armrests, cups 
under the chair legs and a plastic cord woven 
around the frame. In 1980, three small firms 
from the province of North Brabant joined forces 
to produce the first lightweight plastic garden 
chair. The three firms were ACT, which employed 
some 20 people and sold garden furniture and 
household articles; Mago, a metalworks with a 
workforce of around 350; and a small plastics 
processor called Industrial Moulding. They had  
a long history of producing garden chairs 
together.

The three firms wanted to design a lightweight, 
folding, adjustable plastic chair for mass 
production. This was a different kettle of fish 
to a plastic ashtray, a plastic doll or a plastic 
radio housing. There were all sorts of technical 
challenges waiting to be overcome. First of all, 
the chair needed to be able to withstand the 
forces exerted by someone sitting and moving 
around. In other words, it needed to be resistant 
to pressure, shear, pull and torque forces. Nor 
should it buckle, break or sag badly. Another 
requirement was that the chair should be able 
to withstand the effects of weathering, and that 
its design should appeal to popular taste. Mago 
knew how to build metal chairs. ACT was familiar 
with the market and had an impressive network 
of contacts with the wholesalers who would be 
selling the chairs. Although Industrial Moulding 
had plenty of experience with processing plastics, 
it had acquired this mainly from simple products 
such as armrests. It was clear that the joint 
venture would need more expertise and further 
competences if it was to build and sell a fully 
plastic garden chair.

The first step was to talk to DSM as the supplier 
of the plastic. After all, the composition of the 
material was one of the main determinants 
of the quality and characteristics of the end 
product. After some debate, it was decided that 
polypropylene would be the best material, with 
a large amount of lime as a filler. The idea was 
for Industrial Moulding to buy new injection-
moulding machines as more powerful machinery 
with greater pressure was now needed in order to 
inject the plastic and actuate the heavier moulds. 
Before buying the machines, however, Industrial 
Moulding first needed to consult machine 
manufacturers in the Netherlands (Stork) and in 
Germany (Mannesman, among others). A mould 
maker from Troisdorf just outside Cologne was 
selected to supply the moulds, as it had already 
made dies for car bumpers and had plenty of 
experience with large plastic products. TNO was 
asked to test the chairs.

There were still a number of outstanding 
problems that needed resolving when the first 
chairs rolled off the production line early in 1981. 
The main problem was with the legs, which 
tended to break off because they were not strong 
enough. The moulds were adjusted, the machines 
reset and the composition of the material 
modified. A month or so later, the problems were 
resolved, which meant that full-scale production 
of 45,000 chairs could now start – just in time 
for the new season. Consumers were delighted 
and the chairs sold out in no time. The success 
of the first batch of chairs signalled the start of 
a hectic period, not just for the three partners, 
but for the garden furniture industry as a whole. 
The explosive growth in sales of plastic garden 
furniture was one of the factors behind the 
expansion of the plastics market in general. 
Insiders described this period as ‘the arrival of the 
cowboys’.

Around the year 1980, the plastics processing 
industry had a somewhat ambivalent image as an 
innovator. On the one hand, the Dutch Ministry 
of Economic Affairs claimed that ‘... the plastics 
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processing industry had always been good at 
innovation.’ The Ministry based this assertion on 
the success enjoyed by plastic as a competitor to 
conventional materials such as wood, glass and 
metal. At the same time, both the Ministry and 
industry representatives were constantly calling 
for a greater effort in training and a focus on more 
knowledge-intensive products and production 
processes. The implication was that there were 
two possible ways of innovating with plastics: the 
first was by making ‘low-tech’ substitute goods (a 
process that did not require much training) and 
the second involved highly qualified staff making 
‘high-tech’ products.

The case of the lightweight, fully plastic garden 
chair shows that things were not as clear-cut 
in practice, however. Although the new garden 
chair was a substitute article, it was in fact high-
tech in terms of the material used, as well as its 
design and production process. Even though the 
plastics platform (whose members included raw 
material suppliers and machine manufacturers) 
with its laboratories and highly qualified staff 
played a vital role in the innovation process, the 
three small firms were also immensely important 
actors in the story. Admittedly, none of them 
had its own laboratory or design department. 
Nevertheless, ACT, Industrial Moulding and Mago 
could all be described as engaging in research 
and development. Ideas were generated, technical 
drawings made, calculations done, experiments 
performed and prototypes produced – at home 

or in an office, a workshop or a production 
department. None of the originators had attended 
any form of advanced technical education. 
And yet they possessed crucial expertise and 
experience. The owner of Industrial Moulding was 
the son of the founder of Curver, a well-known 
plastic processor, and had spent some time on the 
latter’s board of directors. Curver was bought by 
DSM in 1972 when it got into financial difficulties. 
ACT, for its part, knew a lot about consumer 
preferences, the design and development of 
garden furniture, and also about supply chain 
logistics and trade finance. In other words, the 
new product was the result of innovation with the 
aid of semi-skilled and highly skilled staff. 

sources: 

Quote taken from: ‘Momentopname van de kunststof-

verwerkende industrie in Nederland’, Plastica 34 (1981) no. 4, 

97-100

M. Davids, H. Lintsen and A. van Rooij, Innovatie en kennis-

infrastructuur. Vele wegen naar vernieuwing (Amsterdam 

2013),  165-166, 193-195

Plastic outdoor 
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6. A black page

‘The year 1975 will undoubtedly go down as a 
black page in the history of the plastics industry. 
After a period of strong growth between 1965 and 
1973, the oil crisis was a turning point, not just 
in terms of economic development, but also in 
terms of the use of plastics …’1 The 1973 oil crisis 
triggered a panic reaction in the plastics industry. 
Businesses began to build up their stocks, fearful 
as they were of an impending shortage of raw 
materials for the production of plastics. A huge 
rise in demand was followed by a steep decline, 
with 1975 as the lowest point. The principal 
factors underlying the frenetic swings in demand 
were economic stagnation, the rising prices of 
plastics and the more frugal use made of plastics. 
‘There can be no doubt,’ commented the Dutch 
trade journal Plastica, ‘… that the series of events 
during and after the oil crisis had a tremendous 
impact on the Dutch plastics market.’2
 
A period of uninterrupted growth had come to 
an end. The annual growth rate of 33% that the 
Dutch plastics industry had posted between 1963 
and 1968 levelled off slightly in the following 
years, to 19%. The oil crisis seemingly put the lid 
on economic growth. Confidence was superseded 
by uncertainty. Manufacturers found it hard to 
work out what exactly the international political 
situation, an unpredictable oil supply, rising oil 
prices and stockpiling would mean for them. The 
same applied to the impact of inflation, rising 
unemployment and falling disposable incomes on 
plastics consumption: it was hard to know what 

this would be. In the words of Wim Bogers, DSM’s 
CEO: 

‘Just a year ago, we’d got all our chess pieces 
into position, ready for an offensive campaign 
to secure the continued growth of our company. 
And then we were taken by surprise … We may 
well have to swim against the current in the 
years ahead. And that generally means making 
less progress than you would like.’3

A ripple in the pond

At the same time, it was amazing to see how 
quickly the old order was restored in certain 
respects. In hindsight, the ‘black page’ was merely 
a ripple in the pond, the slightest of hiccups in 
the largely rising trend of plastics production 
and consumption. It was the same again fairly 
recently – in 2008, the year of the credit crunch. 
The fact is that both global production and global 
consumption have remained on the rise right 
up to the present day. The same applies to the 
Netherlands, albeit that there has not been a 
repetition of the spectacular growth witnessed 
in the 1960s. The Netherlands remains a major 
plastics exporter, with the rest of Europe (notably 
West Germany) as its principal customer. 
After an initial rapid rise in per capita plastics 
consumption, consumption has continued to 
show a gradually rising trend. Construction and 
packaging continue to form the prime markets, 
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followed by electronics, household articles and 
transport.

However, there has also been discontinuity in 
addition to continuity. The following chapters 
examine five changes that have taken place:

• The shift in the balance of power among 
plastics producers 

• The changes affecting the plastics processing 
industry 

• The changing research landscape 
• Trends in plastics technology 
• The debate on plastics and sustainability 

Part of the Shin-Etsu 

complex near Rotterdam, 

2017. This Japanese 

company is the largest 

producer of PVC in the 

world.
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NRK, the Dutch 
Federation of the 
Rubber and Plastics 
Industry
One of the drawbacks of the heterogeneity of 
the plastics industry is that it does not lend 
itself easily to organisation. For this reason, the 
history of the Dutch Federation of the Rubber 
and Plastics Industry (NRK) consists of a series 
of changing alliances of industry groups. It was 
founded in 1945 by a number of processors 
of synthetic resin. Not long after, a special 
Thermoplastics Processing Division was created 
as a home for injection moulding companies. 
Another division was subsequently set up for raw 
materials producers, as well as one for machine 
manufacturers. In 1998, the NRK merged with 
the Dutch Association of Rubber and Plastic 
Manufacturers, with the result that its ranks 
were swelled with rubber, adhesive and sealant 
suppliers. The Federation was restructured in 
2010, when it was decided that the raw materials 
producers, the machine manufacturers and the 
adhesive and sealant suppliers should henceforth 
each go their own way.

Today, the NRK acts as an umbrella organisation 
for 20 industry associations and divisions. A 
total of 470 companies are members, most of 
them either medium-sized or large companies, 
i.e. employing at least 10 people. Given that 
the industry itself consists of around 1,300 
businesses, the figure suggests a rather low 
membership level. The picture is somewhat 
distorted, however, as the vast majority of 
businesses (890, or 68%) in the industry are  
small firms (less than 10 employees).

The 20 industry associations and divisions all 
represent the specific interests of their own 
members, while the NRK itself caters for the 
interests of the industry as a whole. Its fields 

of interest include training and innovation, 
working conditions, compliance (i.e. the statutory 
requirements with which production plants need 
to comply), the business climate and the status 
of small and medium-sized firms. For example, 
the NRK has for the past 25 years endorsed 
an industry-wide energy-saving covenant with 
the government. It recently launched a project 
for implementing the international ISO 26000 
standard, which provides guidelines on how 
businesses and organisations can operate in a 
socially responsible way.

Public information has been one of the major 
concerns of the NRK ever since its foundation. 
This was already evident in 1947, when the first 
‘plastic corner’ was opened as part of a major 
trade fair. Since then, the Federation has been 
involved in other trade fairs, has published 
periodicals and acted as a centre of expertise 
that is able to field questions from members of 
the public. Today, the NRK issues a trade journal 
called Netwerk, is a co-organiser of a conference 
for the rubber and plastics industry, and takes 
part in wide-ranging social debates on topics 
such as sustainable development, recycling, 
‘smart’ products, CO2 emissions, litter and plastic 
waste in the oceans. 
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DSM and Shell were the big Dutch plastics 
producers. Akzo was a Dutch producer 
of synthetic fibres and some plastics. 
Alongside these companies, a number of 
foreign manufacturers were also active in the 
Netherlands, the main ones being Hoechst (from 
West Germany), ICI (based in the UK) and Dow 
Chemical, DuPont and General Electric Plastics 
(GEP), all three of which were US firms. Even 
before the oil crisis hit, plastics producers in 
the Netherlands had already been facing two 
intractable problems, which the crisis only served 
to exacerbate: growing competition and the 
constant threat of overcapacity.

Fiercer competition

Most of the competition came from within 
Europe. The creation of the European Economic 
Community (EEC) resulted in the formation of a 
‘common market’ that offered new opportunities 
but at the same time heightened competition 
with West Germany, France, the UK and Italy. 
Rising wages in the Netherlands in the 1960s 
undermined the country’s ability to compete with 
Italy, for example. Nonetheless, most plastics 
producers still managed to earn a reasonable 
profit – thanks to expansion of scale and the 
discovery of new markets. 

Although there was initially very little competition 
from outside the continent, it gradually began 

to make itself felt as time progressed. In the 
1970s, the US and Japan exported relatively small 
volumes of plastics to Europe. In later years, 
they were joined by other countries, including 
Thailand, South Korea and Taiwan. More recently, 
the ranks of plastics exporters have been swelled 
by India and China.  

Risk of overcapacity

All these countries gradually expanded their 
capacity for the production of standard plastics. 
With the technology now regarded as mature, 
starting up production was much easier than 
during the infancy of plastics. At the same time, 
the need to align supply with demand was a 
constant headache. This problem had already 
been seen in the second half of the 1960s and 
during the oil crisis, and surfaced again during 
the 1980s. 1981 and 1982 were difficult years for 
the chemical industry. The year 1983 heralded the 
start of recovery and a period of strong growth 
for the European plastics industry. Existing 
production capacity was put to optimum use and 
plastics producers throughout the world sought 
to massively step up their capacity. Plastics 
manufacturers in the Netherlands enjoyed a 
fantastic year in 1985, posting record sales of 
polypropylene in particular. However, the tide 
began to turn in around the year 1990, with 
polypropylene being the first plastic to be hit. 
Prices plummeted, and other plastics followed suit.

7. Plastics producers: making 
strategic choices

TenCate Grass 
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produces synthetic 

grass fibres, 2007.
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During the 1960s, the plastics producing 
industry became a cyclical industry because of 
substantial increases in capacity per production 
unit. This meant that shortages arose during 
times of economic prosperity, and manufacturers 
sought to quickly expand their production 
capacity.4 During an economic downturn, on 
the other hand, there was a surfeit of supply, 
forcing manufacturers to quickly suspend or halt 
production. Fierce competition also led to a long-
term trend of falling prices.

Diversification

So how did plastics producers in the Netherlands 
respond to these problems? Diversification was 
one of the main initial responses. Companies 

decided to focus on products at different stages 
of their life cycles, i.e. not just mature products 
that were capable of bringing in money, but also 
new, promising high-margin products in which 
investments still needed to be made. These 
new products might be the results of in-house 
research, but equally they could follow from 
mergers and acquisitions. The latter was generally 
the preferred course of action, as it also enabled 
the acquiring company to gain easy access to 
both a new market and the necessary expertise. 
In short, diversification was the dominant 
management philosophy among big companies 
during the period around 1970.5

Shell had already embraced diversification some 
time before then. This was not so much because 
of the cyclical nature of the plastics industry as on 
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account of Shell’s desire to reduce its dependence 
on oil. Having already invested in plastics and 
in agricultural, industrial and basic chemicals, 
it moved into nuclear energy, coal, forestry and 
metal mining in the 1970s.6

For its part, DSM had started building up 
a chemical business alongside its existing 
coalmining operations before the war. The 
new business concentrated initially on two 
main products, ammonia and fertiliser, before 
extending its scope after the war to include 
plastics and the raw materials required for the 
production of plastics. Around 1970, the company 
was all set to make a ‘great leap forward’, to use 
the Maoist term with which the strategy was 
described in internal company documents.7 The 
idea was to close down the mines: the future lay 
in the chemical industry, it was thought, and there 
was sufficient funding available to implement 
the new strategy, thanks to natural gas revenues 
and specific-purpose grants. In 1969, the then 
CEO, Antoine Rottier, declared that ‘the most 
urgent need for DSM in the years ahead is to 
pursue an aggressive policy of expansion so as 
to gain the respect of our competitors and other 
large concerns’. The main sources of expansion 
were to be plastics (including PVC and synthetic 
resins) and the raw materials required for their 
production.  

DSM also sought to diversify by pursuing both 
forward integration, i.e. in the direction of the 
end product, and backward integration, i.e. in the 
opposite direction – towards the raw materials. 
The main form of backward integration was 
participation  in natural gas activities, while 
acquisitions in the plastics processing industry 
and markets that were critical for sales of 
plastics provided the main forms of forward 
integration. To give a few examples, DSM 
acquired a shareholding in the DAF motorcar 
production plant in 1967, Macintosh Confectie (a 
clothing manufacturer) in 1971, and the company 
Isolatiesteen in 1972. It also fully acquired 
Curver (a plastics processor) and Van Egteren 

Bouwnijverheid (a construction company) in 1972. 
Some of these participations and acquisitions 
were helpful in securing employment for the 
former employees of the coalmining operations. 
 
AKU had already made various attempts at 
diversification in the 1960s, for example by trying 
to produce plastic piping in addition to synthetic 
fibres. However, this had not proved a success 
and it was not until AKU merged with Koninklijke 
Zout Organon (‘Royal Salt Organon’) in 1969 to 
form the Akzo group that it truly managed to 
diversify.8 AKU’s main role in the new group lay 
in the production of synthetic fibres. Koninklijke 
Zout Organon was itself a conglomerate of a 
number of different companies and sought to 
achieve synergy with plastics and synthetic fibres 
primarily in its paints, coatings and adhesives 
business lines. These eventually merged to form 
Akzo’s coatings division. Koninklijke Zout Organon 
also produced the bulk product VCM (vinyl 
chloride monomer), the raw material for PVC.

A difficult strategy to manage

In practice, however, diversification proved 
a difficult strategy to manage. For a start, 
combining different management styles and 
corporate cultures often proved a tough challenge. 
Another problem was that senior management 
generally did not know a great deal in detail about 
the wide variety of subsidiaries accommodated 
within the group. Wildly optimistic expectations 
at the outset resulted in correspondingly bitter 
disappointments and feelings of deep frustration 
later on. Alliances were disbanded and companies 
sold off. Shell was a case in point, losing USD 500 
million when it decided to move out of nuclear 
energy at the end of the 1970s.9 Other activities, 
such as tin and coal mining, followed suit.

But this was not the only problem in relation to 
plastics.10 The cost price of plastics depended – 
and indeed still depends – primarily on the price 
of oil. Companies like Shell that had access to 
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cheap oil had an advantage over other plastics 
producers. Fiercer competition and smaller 
profit margins on bulk plastics in the 1980s only 
served to give such companies even more of a 
competitive edge. An additional factor entered the 
equation in the 1990s, when the European Union 
outlawed cartels and price-fixing agreements, 
thereby squeezing profit margins in the chemical 
industry yet further. 

At the same time, shareholders also became 
more vocal, calling for higher returns and a 
reversion to the core business. The spotlight 
shifted to market leadership, the thinking being 
that market dominance would enable a company 
to control prices and hence to influence its profit 
margins. Conglomerates needed to be split up, 
it was claimed: their stocks generally performed 
less well than those of specialist producers 
and demerging them would produce capital 
gains. It was the age of venture capitalists and 
private equity funds. The upshot was a complete 
restructuring of the chemical industry – and the 
plastics producing sector in particular. 

Shell

Shell continued to invest in plastics in the 1980s 
and 1990s, albeit with varying degrees of success. 
Keen to jump on the PET bandwagon, Shell joined 
forces with Mossi Ghisolfi (M&G Chemicals) in 
1989 to build its first factory for the production 
of polyethylene terephthalate (PET). When the 
business failed to build up a leading share of the 
market, Shell decided in 2000 to sell its share to 
Mossi Ghisolfi.11 

Production of another polymer, polyketone, which 
Shell had developed entirely on its own and which 
was marketed under the trade name of Carilon, 
came on stream in 1994. Shell reckoned that the 
main markets for Carilon would be the automotive 
industry and the market for electrical equipment.12 
The product turned out to be a flop, however, due 
to the excessively high cost of production and 

the fierce competition it experienced with other 
plastics. Shell was unable to recoup the huge 
sums of money it had invested in the production 
facility; nor did it find any buyers for its patents or 
its factories.13 

Then, in 1998, Shell decided to stop producing 
vinyl,14 selling off its VCM and PVC production 
plant in France as well as its shareholding in 
Rovin, a joint venture with AkzoNobel that owned 
the VCM and PVC production plants in Botlek 
and Pernis in the Netherlands. AkzoNobel also 
announced that it would be withdrawing from 
the VCM/PVC market. The new owner of this 
business was the Japanese chemical group  
Shin-Etsu. 

Shell remained active in polymers during 
this period, albeit exclusively in polyolefins. 
In 1993, it launched a joint venture – named 
Montell – combining its own polyethylene and 
polypropylene  business with that of the Italian 
company Montedison. Not long afterwards, 
Shell took over full ownership of the business 
and, in 2000, concentrated all its European 
polyolefin activities in a company called Basell, 
which was incorporated as a joint venture with 
BASF. Despite becoming the largest European 
manufacturer of polypropylene, with an annual 
output of 3,600 kilotonnes,15 Basell nonetheless 
failed to meet the profitability targets set by 
the Shell management16 and was sold in 2005 
to Access Industries, a company owned by the 
Ukraine-born American billionaire Len Blavatnik.17 

By the end of the previous century, Shell had 
wound up more or less all of its polymer business.18 
It announced that it would be pursuing a new 
strategy known as the ‘cracker + 1’ strategy: this 
meant that output would have to be just one 
reaction away from the cracker producing ethylene, 
propylene, or whatever.19 Shell wanted to invest 
more in oil and gas exploration, production and 
refining. Today, apart from producing fuel, Shell 
supplies the familiar basic chemicals and a small 
number of derivatives. It also produces one or two 
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plastics, such as polyethylene and polypropylene, 
albeit not in the Netherlands but much further 
afield, in places such as Nanhai, China.20

DSM

DSM’s history follows much the same pattern. 
DSM withdrew from plastics processing and the 
production of PVC and acrylonitrile butadiene 
styrene (ABS) in the 1980s and 1990s. In 2002, 
it sold its facility for the mass production of 
polyolefins to the Saudi Arabian company 
SABIC and, in 2010, it sold its elastomer 
(synthetic rubber) production facility to Lanxess, 
a German chemical group.21 In 2015, it set up a 
separate company to handle the production of 
caprolactam, the raw material for the production 
of plastics that DSM had been manufacturing for 
the past 60 years. DSM took a 35% shareholding 
in the new company, with the remaining 65% 
being owned by a private equity fund called CVC 
Capital Partners.22 

DSM decided to concentrate on the production 
of specialty chemicals, mainly for the foodstuffs 
and healthcare markets. Although it remained 
active in plastics, its role was limited to advanced 
engineering plastics and resins.23 Going by 
newspaper reports, further splitting up of the 
company is conceivable.24 

Akzo

After acquiring the Swedish firm Nobel Industries 
in 1994, Akzo rebranded itself as AkzoNobel. 
By that time, it had already ended most of its 
activities in synthetic fibre production in the 
Netherlands. In 1998, the AkzoNobel group 
acquired a UK company called Courtaulds, a 
leading producer of coatings and fibres. The two 
companies’ synthetic fibres wings were merged 
under a new name, Acordis, before being sold 
to CVC Capital Partners a year later.25 Thus, 
polymers for paints, coatings and adhesives 
continued to be produced in the Netherlands. 
AkzoNobel later decided to concentrate on 
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coatings and evolved into the world’s biggest 
paint manufacturer. However, there is no intrinsic 
reason why the company should necessarily 
remain in its present form forever. Splitting up 
AkzoNobel into separate chemical and coating 
divisions would be a logical move.26

Foreign companies move in

Although bulk plastics and synthetic fibres 
are still produced in the Netherlands, very few 
Dutch companies are involved in this. The big 
‘traditional’ plastics producers – Shell, DSM 
and AkzoNobel – have all withdrawn from the 
business. Shell still supplies raw materials for 
plastics. DSM now concentrates on engineering 
polymers and fibres and AkzoNobel deals only in 
coatings. 

Today’s bulk producers are now all foreign 
companies: although General Electric, Dow 
Chemical and DuPont were already bulk 
producers in the 1960s, the bulk production 
landscape has undergone a tremendous change 
during the past few decades. With a production 
capacity of over 3 million tonnes, new kid on 
the block Shin-Etsu is now the world’s leading 
PVC manufacturer, with production facilities in 
Botlek and Pernis in the Netherlands.27 In 2007, 
the owner of Basell, an investment company 
called Access Industries, bought a US firm called 
Lyondell. The resultant business, LyondellBasell 
Industries, now owns a range of production 
facilities in the Netherlands.28 It is one of the 
biggest chemical companies in the world, ranking 
sixth in the top 100.29 

Another newcomer, SABIC, acquired General 
Electric’s plastics division in the town of Bergen 
op Zoom. This was after it had bought DSM’s 
bulk production business in 2002.30 The move 
signalled SABIC’s entry into the engineering 
plastics market, and also meant that it became a 
direct competitor of DSM. SABIC, too, has rapidly 
evolved into one of the world’s leading chemical 

companies, and is ranked no. 5 in the list of the 
top 100 chemical companies.

In a deal again involving CVC Capital Partners, 
the Japanese chemical and pharmaceutical 
company Teijin bought a former AkzoNobel 
subsidiary producing superstrong fibres.31 Another 
former AkzoNobel subsidiary, Diolen Industrial 
Fibers, was relaunched in 2009 following 
insolvency in 2008.32 

The ‘merger of giants’, i.e. of Dow Chemical 
and DuPont, announced in 2015 is highly 
characteristic of the dynamism of the chemical 
industry. The merger is likely to affect the two 
companies’ production sites in the Netherlands, 
including those in Terneuzen and Dordrecht. 

The quest for profitability

During the past few decades, both chemical 
companies and the private equity funds investing 
in them have sought to attain market leadership 
as a means of controlling prices and profit 
margins. The Japanese company Teijin, for 
example, has made clear its desire to become the 
world’s leading producer of strong aramid fibres. 
Having added AkzoNobel’s Twaron aramid fibre to 
its armoury, it found itself in an excellent position 
to achieve this aim and mounted a challenge to 
DuPont. It is now also threatening DSM’s position 
as the market leader in strong fibres. 

In its search for profitable destinations for its 
oil revenue, SABIC, the state-owned Saudi 
chemical company, has deliberately decided to 
invest in petrochemicals and bulk plastics: ‘…
You need to have your own cracking plants if you 
want to control costs throughout the production 
chain. The more of the chain you have in your 
control, the better you’re able to respond to 
fluctuations in market demand. In other words, if 
you don’t have your own raw materials, you can’t 
make enough profit throughout the production 
chain…’33 Thanks to its acquisitions, the company 
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now also has access to advanced technology. 
Firms such as LyondellBasell and Shin-Etsu are 
seeking to become market leaders by dominating 
the markets for specific bulk plastics such as 
polypropylene and PVC.

In other words, the plastics landscape in the 
Netherlands has completely changed. As Het 
Financieel Dagblad, the leading Dutch financial 
daily, wrote in 2004, ‘the Association of the Dutch 
Chemical Industry (VNCI) really ought to change 
its name to the Association of the Chemical 
Industry in the Netherlands (VCIN)… as the Dutch 
chemical industry has largely been transferred 
to foreign ownership over the years …’ 34 The 
Association’s chairman claimed there was nothing 
wrong with the situation, however. Indeed, he 
said that the Dutch chemical industry was in an 
outstanding state of health: ‘We have deep-water 
ports and a huge hinterland, with hundreds of 
millions of fairly wealthy consumers all living 
within a range of one thousand kilometres …’ 
Apart from the advantages of the location, the 
industry also benefits from an outstanding 
knowledge infrastructure and the presence of a 
highly qualified workforce. 

Does this mean that the Netherlands has the 
situation well under control? The petrochemical 
market remains in a state of turbulence. Refining 
capacity, for example, is being transferred from 
Rotterdam to the Middle and Far East, where 
companies can produce more cheaply and at less 
distance from a growing market.35 Moreover, the 
shale gas revolution in the US during the first 
decade of the century has turned the international 
oil and plastics markets upside down.36 At the 
outset, US petrochemical companies caused huge 
problems for the European chemical industry by 
dumping bulk plastics on the European market. 
Following the recent steep decline in the price of 
oil, however, it has now become more attractive 
to produce bulk plastics in Europe, and in the 
Netherlands in particular. The question is: can 
Dutch policy-makers influence these processes?

The chairman of the Association of the Dutch 
Chemical Industry is not sure whether they can: 
‘…[a Dutch policy-maker] would find it much 
easier to call someone in a local town than on 
the other side of the world, in Houston or Riyadh. 
You’re on the same wavelength for a start. The 
thing is, though, we’re going to have to start 
dealing with people there. Like it or not, that’s 
where the decisions are taken nowadays.’37 

This is something they know all about in the 
southern Dutch province of Limburg. In 2006, 
to the bitter disappointment of the provincial 
council and the Dutch government, SABIC 
decided to cancel its plans for investing EUR 1.3 
billion in new chemical plants. ‘Of course it’s a 
regrettable decision…,’ the Dutch State Secretary 
for Economic Affairs commented after flying to 
Riyadh to throw his weight behind the investment, 
‘… SABIC is already a big investor in the Dutch 
economy and has had a huge social impact. This 
project would have generated many hundreds 
of jobs and would have provided thousands of 
man-years of work for the construction industry. 
I hope that the decision only meant postponing 
the investment and not a definitive no.’38 In the 
event, SABIC decided to buy a refinery in the UK. 
The question is therefore: is the petrochemical 
industry in the Netherlands no more than a 
plaything for foreign companies?
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Box 8  The battle for Twaron

The battle for Twaron

In the 1960s, the American chemicals giant 
DuPont developed a ‘superstrong’ fibre – ‘as 
strong as steel and as flexible as rubber’ –  
and put it on the market in the 1970s under  
the trade name Kevlar. Car tyres formed a  
key market for Kevlar, which was meant to  
provide an effective alternative to steel for 
reinforcing radial tyres.   
 
The Dutch chemical concern Akzo (now 
AkzoNobel), recognizing the fibre’s potential, 
decided to face up to its powerful rival and 
embarked on a deveopment path of its own for 
the superstrong fibre. However, Akzo had a huge 
amount of ground to make up. The project was 
plagued by confusion at the outset about the type 
of polymer that DuPont was using for the fibre. 
In 1971, however, Leo Vollbracht and a team of 
fellow-researchers discovered that the polymer in 
question was PPD-T.i  
 
When DuPont subsequently announced plans to 
start semi-commercial production and produced 
evidence at the same time that its fibre did 
indeed possess exceptional properties, Akzo 
decided to substantially strengthen the size of 
its research team. The main problem was that, 
although Akzo’s researchers now knew which 
particular polymer DuPont was using, this did not 
necessarily mean that they were able to reproduce 
the fibre. Only when DuPont’s patents for polymer 
spinning were published in 1972 did they succeed 
in producing a lab-scale imitation of Kevlar with 
more or less the same properties. They called 
their product ‘fibre X’, and later renamed it as 
‘Twaron’. The big question was: would Akzo 
be able to circumvent or contest the spinning 
patents? After a detailed examination, the firm’s 
patent office decided to contest DuPont’s patents 
on the grounds that they were based on existing 
knowledge. 

Thanks to the fact that the researchers also 
managed to find a new way of making the PPD-T 
polymer, Akzo finally acquired its long-sought-
after patent on its own proprietary production 
process. The patent subsequently shot up in value 
when it emerged that the solvent used in DuPont’s 
production process was carcinogenic. Although 
the news prompted Akzo to open negotiations 
with DuPont, the talks proved fruitless.  
 
It was now the 1970s, and times were tough 
for the synthetic fibre industry. Overcapacity 
meant plummeting profits: Akzo incurred heavy 
losses and was forced to announce thousands 
of redundancies. The company continued with 
its R&D work on the super-strong fibre, but in 
fits and starts. At one point, there was even talk 
of the project being scrapped and the Dutch 
Ministry of Economic Affairs and the Netherlands 
Development Company were forced to step in 
with a rescue package.   
 
Scaling-up the production process proved far 
more difficult than had been expected and the 
commissioning of the first production plant in 
1985 was nothing short of a disaster. The official 
opening ceremony, which was to be performed by 
the then Prime Minister, Ruud Lubbers, had to be 
postponed.  
 
The market had also changed in the meantime. 
The car tyre market proved to be less lucrative 
than expected. The use of steel as a means of 
reinforcing radial tyres continued to have its 
advantages. And the properties of the conventional 
viscose yarns used in diagonal-ply tyres remained 
superior to those of synthetic tyre yarns.ii  
 
In short, Akzo needed to find other applications. 
Which it did indeed find: for example, in the 
replacement of asbestos in friction materials 
(as used in brake pads, for example) and in new 
materials for the aviation industry. 
 
Nonetheless, the battle of patents with DuPont 
continued to hang over Akzo like a Sword of 
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Damocles. Even after big investments had been 
made and production had been started, the 
battle remained unresolved, with both DuPont 
and Akzo taking turns to claim victory. Things 
came to a head in the winter of 1985-86, when 
the US International Trade Commission banned 
Akzo’s Twaron fibre from the US market. The 
decision was ratified by President Reagan, 
with the support of Congress. Two years later, 
however, Akzo won a court case in the UK, 
thus jeopardising DuPont’s position in Western 
Europe. The court ruling proved a tipping point for 
DuPont, which decided that the time had come to 
reach a compromise with Akzo. 

i  PPD-T: poly paraphenylene terephthalamide.

ii  Viscose was less prone to deformation, which meant that 

these tyres were less susceptible to flatspotting, i.e. the 

flattening of the tyre that occurs when a vehicle has been 

standing still for a prolonged period of time and which 

affects the vehicle’s ride comfort.

sources: 

K.F. Mulder, Choosing the corporate future. Technology 

networks and choice concerning the creation of high 

performance fiber technology (PhD dissertation, Groningen 

University 1992).

The Dutch pavilion at 

the World Expo 1992 

in Seville (Spain). The 

walls were covered with 

transparent Twaron 

fabric, allowing water 

to be trickled down 

the walls enabling 

evaporative cooling of 

the building.
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So how did the Dutch plastics processing 
industry fare? The lack of data makes it difficult 
to paint a full picture of the development of the 
industry after 1970. Not only are the statistics 
produced by Statistics Netherlands (the Dutch 
central statistical agency) incomplete, they are 
also inconsistent, thus making it hard to compare 
different periods with each other. For example, 
the figures do not include companies producing 
plastic components for captive use, i.e. for use 
in their own products. Similarly, companies 
with a core business in another industry – such 
as furniture-makers and shipbuilders – are 
not covered. The same applies to plastics 
processing companies producing coatings: 
this is a heterogeneous industry that includes 
very disparate businesses, ranging from one-
man operations manufacturing simple plastic 
products to huge companies using robots to 
assemble complex products. For this reason, we 
have decided to restrict ourselves to a general 
impression, starting with some national statistics.

The figures

In the 1960s and 1970s, Statistics Netherlands 
made an inventory of the plastics processing 
companies employing at least 10 people. It 
found there were 253 of such companies in 1977, 
compared with 160 in 1968. These 253 companies 
employed 12,200 people in 1968 and over 16,000 
people in 1977. Their aggregate turnover was 

approximately EUR 2.8 billion, compared with 
EUR 1.6 in 1970 (all figures adjusted for inflation).39 
Although the oil crisis had meant tough times 
for the industry, it had nonetheless succeeded in 
expanding in the 1970s, in line with the growth in 
plastic production and consumption.

The vast majority of the 253 respondents (66%) 
were formally classified as medium-sized 
companies (10-49 employees). They employed 
26% of the industry’s workforce and produced 
22% of its aggregate output (see Table 8.1). At the 
other end of the spectrum was a small group of big 
companies employing at least 200 people. These 
companies represented 5% of the population, 
employed 35% of the industry workforce and 
generated 45% of the aggregate industry output. It 
is worth noting that the two extremes, i.e. the firms 
employing 10-19 people and those employing over 
200 people, posted the best results.40

Right up to the present day, medium-sized 
companies have continued to play a dominant 
role in plastics processing. Even more remarkably 
perhaps, a 2014 industry census revealed a large 
number of one-man bands: 475 out of a total 
of 1,310 businesses in the rubber and plastic 
products industry (see Table 8.2). At the other end 
of the scale were 20 companies employing more 
than 200 people.

An official count held between 1983 and 1994 
(and using a different method of counting) 

8. Plastics processors: the 
quest for high-performance 
products 

Children playing with 

plastic toys
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pointed to a rising trend in the number of 
businesses in the industry. The number fluctuated 
between 1,000 and 1,350 during the following 
years, i.e. until 2006. The variations in the figures 
reflect the brief economic crises in the mid-
1990s and again around the turn of the century. 
A longer-lasting crisis began after 2004 (and can 
be seen in Graph 8.1), reaching its nadir in 2009. 
A period of recovery followed in 2010 and 2011, 
apart from among firms processing plastics for 
the building & construction industry. It seems 
likely that the small firms felt the brunt of the 
swings in the fortunes of the industry. Dozens 
of small firms have been founded – and dozens 
disbanded – in recent years (see Table 8.3).

An unsuccessful attempt was made in the early 
1980s to produce an adequate classification of 
companies in the plastics processing industry. 
A survey of 130 businesses resulted in a 
classification consisting of around 20 market 
segments, based partly on products (such as 
profiles and pipes) and partly on processing 
techniques (such as injection moulding, 
machining, resin casting, fluidized-bed dip 
coating and metallic coating).41 However, it proved 
difficult to construct a coherent picture on this 
basis.

Industry associations

It is easier to gain an impression of the main 
segments of the plastics processing market 
by looking at industry associations that are 
members of the Federation of Dutch Rubber 
and Plastics Manufacturers (NRK). A number 
of these associations are centred on product 
groups such as plastic piping, plastic roofing, 
plastic windows and plastic packaging. However, 
a larger group of companies are represented by 
associations based on materials and technologies, 
i.e. plastic film, PVC, recycled plastics, bio-based 
plastics, rigid polyurethane foam (i.e. plastic 
blocks used for packaging objects such as 
washing machines), flexible polyurethane foam 

(used mainly for mattresses), thermoplastics 
(for injection moulding and thermoforming), 
expanded polystyrene (EPS, used for packaging 
and insulation, and as a light filling material 
in civil engineering and public works) and 
plastic composites, i.e. special materials for 
the automotive industry, the machine-building 
industry, civil engineering and the aerospace 
industry. 

However, this list also fails to do justice to the 
huge variety of firms represented in the industry. 
After all, they also include a tiny, one-man 
business producing spoilers, sills and doors for 
motor sports (which manually laminates the 
parts before fitting them with inner frames and 
supplying them as unpainted end products),42 as 
well as a small company making coffee tables, 
side tables, desks and other items of furniture out 
of Plexiglas.43 

A narrow portfolio…

Not only the very small firms are able to survive by 
specialising in a particular niche. Big companies 
can also use specialisation as a means of building 
up a large share of both the domestic and the 
international market. Designing and producing 
plastic profiles for the window and door frame 
industry, thus enabling windows and doors to be 
made windproof, soundproof and waterproof, is 
one such specialisation. The firms active in this 
particular segment supply the Dutch, Belgian, 
French, UK and Irish markets.44 

Another specialisation involves the manufacture 
of electric sliding roofs for the automotive 
industry. Combining plastics, metal components 
and electronics in a robotic production process 
is a specialisation mastered – and exploited on 
a global basis – by a mere handful of companies 
around the world.45 Many companies in the 
plastics processing industry are specialists in 
some form or another. For example, they may 
specialise in certain products such as film 
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(see also above examples), materials (such as 
PVC), technologies (such as injection moulding, 
thermoforming or machining) and markets (such 
as the automotive, building & construction or 
shipbuilding industry). 

A company may be a specialist in certain respects 
but still have a broad portfolio. For example, a 
company may specialise in injection moulding, 
but nevertheless supply a fairly wide range of 
products in small, short-lived series consisting 
of just a few hundred products (such as casings 
for remote controls), alongside series consisting 
of millions of products produced over a number 
of months (such as ball bearings, suspension 
bushings, label holders, and so forth). It may sell 
its product range on highly divergent markets, 
supplying its customers on a round-the-clock 
basis. And yet there is no reason why a company 
operating along these lines should necessarily 
be a large company: provided it has a wealth of 
experience and top-quality machinery, it should 
be able to operate perfectly well with a workforce 
of less than 10 people.46

…or a broad portfolio

A company may have a broad portfolio by 
accommodating different business units under 
its roof. For example, in addition to production, 
purchasing, sales, quality control and service, it 
may also encompass a tool shop where punches 
and dies are made, a design department where 
products and moulds are designed, an assembly 
shop for putting together the end product, and a 
lab for research and testing. 

These types of companies are generally medium-
sized, i.e. employing between 50 and 200 staff, 
or big, i.e. employing over 200 staff. One of the 
oldest plastics processing companies in the 
Netherlands, Van Niftrik, is a good example of 
such a broad-portfolio company. Van Niftrik 
specialises in the injection moulding of all sorts 
of plastics for a wide range of applications. The 
company’s strength lies in its ability to organise 
the entire process, from devising an idea for a 
new product in collaboration with a customer 
to delivering the finished product. This process 

Transport of plastic 

public urinals in 
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applies even if the customer is located in a distant 
country, and includes all the various intermediate 
processes. The company employs around 300 
people and is owned by an Austrian group called 
Voestalphine A.G.47

Heterogeneity of the industry

Apart from varying in size, market, product range 
and production technology, the companies in 
the plastics processing industry differ from one 
another in many other ways, such as age (many 
of them are less than 40 years old), ownership 
(many are private limited companies, in many 
cases family-owned, while others are public 
limited companies or part of a group) and origin, 
i.e. some started life as a plastics processor, while 
others began as a metal processing company, a 
tool-maker, a design agency or a mould maker. 
As a consequence of this variety, there are many 
different corporate cultures in evidence.

The heterogeneity of the plastics processing 
industry has its pros and cons. On the one hand, 
its heterogeneous nature is a reflection of its 
ability to operate flexibly on both the domestic 

and the international market. Thanks to its low 
threshold and the great opportunities it offers to 
young entrepreneurs, dozens of small-scale start-
ups (1-9 employees) spring up in the industry 
every year. It does not generally require a huge 
amount of capital to set up a plastics processing 
business. Experience is more important than 
qualifications. However, it should be remembered 
that dozens of small companies go out of 
business every year.

The flexibility of the industry is also reflected by 
the diversity of strategies devised by companies 
for meeting the challenges in the marketplace. One 
of the big challenges facing the industry since the 
1960s has been the formation of a single European 
market. Another, since the 1970s, has been the 
competition from low-wage economies such as 
Taiwan and, more recently, China. Yet despite these 
factors, Dutch plastics processors have managed 
to retain a sizeable share of the international 
market. Over 65% of their output goes abroad.48 

One typically Dutch business strategy involves 
competing in the area of high-tech products. This 
is also true of the plastics processing industry. 
The design and production of electric sliding 

A red plastic covering 

protects a bicycle 
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Amsterdam
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roofs for cars (mentioned above in relation to 
specialisation) is a good example of this. Another 
example is compound injection moulding, 
in which a number of plastics with different 
functions are integrated in one and the same 
product, which has to fully comply with a wide 
range of detailed specifications, for example 
in relation to its melt temperature, tolerances, 
hardness and so on.49 

A company may also decide to compete in the 
area of ‘low-tech’ products. In that case, it will 
try and derive a competitive advantage from its 
proximity to its customers, low transport costs, 
and cheap methods of production using fully 
automated machines and robots. 

Drawbacks

One of the drawbacks of heterogeneity is that the 
industry does not lend itself easily to organisation, 
which is also why policy-makers find it hard to 
deal with this category of companies. A total 
of 470 companies are members of the Dutch 
Federation of Rubber and Plastics Industry (NRK) 
(see Box 7: ‘NRK, Dutch Federation of Rubber and 
Plastics Industry’), which thus represents about 
one third of the companies in the industry. No 
figures are available on the type of companies 
that are members of the NRK, but these are likely 
to consist mainly of the medium-sized and larger 
companies, i.e. employing at least 10 people. 
There were approximately 430 of such companies 
in 2014. Compared with other industries, only a 
small number of issues are covered by collective 
agreements. There is no collective agreement 
that all companies in the industry are obliged 
to observe. Nor is there a fund for training and 
development. The job classification system for the 
industry contains no more than four job grades. 
There is no tradition of collective training, and 
industry representatives have for some time now 
expressed concern about the level of education 
and training among the workforce. This is a 
typical example of an issue that has proved fairly 

difficult to deal with. Let’s take a closer look at it.

The training challenge

The main form of education that is relevant to 
the plastics processing industry is vocational 
education, particularly at secondary level but also 
at higher professional level. For a long time, the 
production and processing of plastics did not 
figure on the curriculum of mainstream technical 
education. The situation changed in the 1980s, 
when both colleges and private individuals 
designed a wide range of courses. However, it 
was not clear whether these courses were of the 
standard required by the industry and whether 
they met the industry’s training needs. Moreover, 
an industry-specific training course, such as in 
the metal industry, failed to materialise.50 

In the early 1990s, a committee set up to advise 
the Ministry of Education and Science and the 
Ministry of Economic Affairs named technical 
education as being the key priority of government 
policy on materials technology (including plastics, 
metals, ceramics and functional materials). 
The committee expressed concern about the 
possibility of a future shortage of qualified 
technical personnel. It claimed that there were 
not enough students and teachers, that training 
courses were not of a sufficiently high status and 
that the teaching resources were inadequate. 
The committee pointed to a disconnect between 
the colleges of vocational education and the 
demands of the current and future labour market. 
It identified ‘integration’ as a key concern: 

‘Integration is needed in order to consider 
the interrelationship between a number of 
disciplines, i.e. materials science, design and 
engineering, manufacturing techniques and 
maintenance techniques, and also so as to 
view them in relation to the various stages of 
the material cycle, i.e. extraction, manufacture, 
application, use, reuse and finally waste.’51 
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Following the publication of the committee’s final 
report, large sums of money were invested in 
curriculum development, teaching equipment and 
teacher training.

Despite this, training has remained a problem. It 
is now 25 years later, and the imminent shortage 
of trained staff is still a topical issue. A policy 
document published by the Dutch Federation of 
the Rubber and Plastics Industry in 2014 referred 
to the inflow of qualified staff as being ‘far from 
adequate’.52 It also noted that the average age of 
staff working in the industry was high and that 
there was a risk of this gradually rising in the 
years to come. Certain employers were found to 
show little interest in staff training, and very few 
employees took initiatives to update their skills 
and expertise. New initiatives were sorely needed.

The policy document also made another 
interesting point, almost as an aside, which is that 
staff acquire most of their skills and knowledge 
on the job. The acquisition of knowledge through 
textbooks and standard courses is an important 
aspect of vocational education: students acquire 
a basic knowledge of plastics and learn the 
basic skills they need in order to operate the 
relevant machines. At the same time, the formal 
knowledge acquired in the educational system 
is not the most important form of knowledge. 
People pick up the necessary skills in practice, by 
working under the watchful eye of experienced 
craftsmen. Expert knowledge of the processing 
of plastics is both company-specific and person-
specific. It is stored in the brains and hands of 
craftsmen, is transferred face-to-face from one 
person to another and is built up over many years 
of practical experience.

Artisanal

In that sense, the plastics processing industry 
retains something of an artisanal character. To say 
this is not to disparage the sector: on the contrary, 
the small-scale, craft-oriented nature of the 

industry is simply a reflection of the state of the 
market. It is an industry which is characterised 
by heterogeneity and which derives its inherent 
value from its specialisations. Without exception, 
every single plastics processing business seeks 
to carve out a niche for itself on the strength of its 
specialist expertise: 

‘...specialists in injection moulding, both 
exclusively of plastic and of plastic in 
combination with metal components, with 
output ranging from high-performance 
technical products to bulk products...’
‘...specialising in the machining of high-
performance plastics with the lowest possible 
tolerances...’
‘...designing the mould is a matter of high 
precision: both moulds and specifications are 
trimmed to within several hundredths of a 
millimetre...’
‘...we are proud of our products... over 50 years’ 
experience with thermoforming and vacuum 
forming...’
And so the list goes on.53 

It is worth pointing out that, while many plastics 
processors are small-scale craft industries, the 
vast majority nonetheless make use of highly 
sophisticated machinery and tools.

This description of the work of the operator of 
an extruder, i.e. a machine in which plastic is 
forced through a die, is a neat illustration of the 
craftsmanship in the industry: 

‘An operator needs to have many years of 
experience before he can ensure a streamlined 
production process. The fact is that there are all 
sorts of variables: he can vary the speed of the 
feed screw in the extruder, heat – or cool – the 
extrusion zones, and change the speed at which 
the extrudate is pushed through the die. If the 
plastic heats up too quickly, it may coagulate 
into a lump. But if it heats up too slowly, it may 
not assume the right shape in the die. And then 
there are all the tiny pipes that blow exactly 
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the right quantity of air into the die so as to 
form the cavities of the profile in question, of 
which there may be as many as five. This all 
takes place at a speed of 6 metres a minute if 
the profile is a complex profile, and up to 24 
metres a minute in the case of simple profiles. 
After leaving the die, the profile, or extrudate, is 
pulled through a water bath, during which the 
operator has to regulate both the pulling force 
and the cooling speed. If he gets this wrong, 
the profile will reach its final length too quickly, 
which means that it will be either too soft or too 
hard, or too thin or too thick...’54 

Innovation

Education and training was not the sole concern 
of the policy-makers. The industry’s capacity for 
innovation was another recurring issue. Around 
the year 1980, both the Dutch Federation of the 
Rubber and Plastics Industry and the Ministry of 
Economic Affairs were worried that the plastics 
processing industry was starting to fall behind. 
The wage costs in the industry were on the rise 
and were now among the highest in Europe. 
West Germany, France, Italy and Belgium were 
all proving serious competitors. Dutch plastics 
processors could not be described as forming an 
‘advanced’ industry in the sense that they were 
manufacturing products that were either new or 
scarce in the rest of Europe. True, a small number 
of companies produced specialist products and 
were well-known names on the international 
market – companies such as the manufacturers 
of plastic piping. The future for the Dutch plastics 
processing industry lay in the production of 
technically more advanced plastic products, the 
stakeholders concluded. However, a decision to 
concentrate on this market would need to be 
supported by business audits, market research 
and quality assurance. The workforce would have 
to receive better training. And companies would 
need to invest in new technologies.55

Ten years later, the committee that had been 
set up to advise the Ministry of Education and 
Science and the Ministry of Economic Affairs and 
which had identified technical education as the 
key priority of government policy, also came to a 
sobering conclusion:

‘Only a minority of the businesses ... are making 
active efforts to enhance their own knowledge 
of materials ... A closer analysis reveals a wide 
gap between large and small companies. Most 
of the bigger companies are aware of the 
vital role played by materials and can afford 
to take an active interest in developments in 
the field. However, there is a risk of small and 
medium-sized firms in particular failing to keep 
up with the pace of innovation in relation to 
materials...’56

Research facility at 

Eindhoven University 

of Technology which 
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research, 2006.
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The committee expressed a view that was widely 
accepted in the heyday of the big companies and 
their research labs. Although these companies 
were regarded as forming the vanguard of 
innovation, this perception was not entirely 
accurate. As we have already seen, a ‘plastics 
platform’ had come into being after the Second 
World War at the heart of which were the plastics 
producing multinationals, the TNO Plastics and 
Rubber Institute and the big machine engineering 
firms, many of which were foreign-based. These 
organisations had both the laboratories and the 
highly trained staff that were needed to perform 
research into new plastics, to experiment with 
new applications and to design new machines for 
processing plastics.

In fact, the plastics processing industry was 
already innovative in that it made use of the new 
materials and machines (see Table 8.5). Although 
the committee recognised this innovative aspect 
of the industry, it regarded this as an inferior 
form of innovation. While there were a small 

number of genuinely innovative companies,‘... 
most of the other companies were mere users of 
the knowledge bound up in the equipment and 
materials that they bought...’ [our italics].

Nevertheless, the use of new materials and 
equipment was an essential aspect of innovation. 
Moreover, the plastics processing companies 
designed a huge range of new products in 
collaboration with the plastics platform and end 
users. Innovations were built on a combination of 
professional expertise and craftsmanship. This is 
an aspect largely ignored by the committee (see 
also Box 6: ‘The First Fully Plastic Garden Chair’.)

The results of new production methods, 
including the acquisition of new machinery and 
equipment, are clearly reflected by the changes 
in labour productivity among plastics processing 
companies. While the size of the workforce rose 
by around 10% between 1970 and 2005, output 
rose by over 400% during the same period (see 
Table 8.4).
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graph 8.1   Number of rubber and plastics processing companies, 1983-2006

source: CBS, Historie economische demografie, 25 Rubber- en kunststofverwerkende industrie (SBI 1993), 1983-2006, StatLine (The Hague/Heerlen,  
13 November 2014)
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A study of the capacity for innovation among 
businesses employing no more than 100 people 
ranked the chemical, rubber and plastics industry 
as the most innovative industry (see Table 8.5). 
The study covered the period between 2002 
and 2005 and was based on 13 indicators that 
said something about the efforts made by such 
companies to innovate, about the results of their 
efforts, and about their plans for the future. In 
the words of the final report, ‘while the big boys 
[in the chemical, rubber and plastics industry] 
such as Akzo and DSM have a long-established 
reputation as progressive, innovative companies, 
the SMEs operating in the same industry are by 
no means laggards. The players in the chemical, 

rubber and plastics industry are all operating 
in a highly turbulent environment in which 
today’s products are out of date tomorrow. 
Competition from low-wage countries is 
squeezing prices, which is why many firms are 
tending to concentrate on complex, innovative, 
high-value products and are keen to work in close 
cooperation with other companies…’57

Difficult though it is to establish precisely how 
innovative a particular industry is, it seems 
reasonable to conclude that the Dutch plastics 
processing industry is one of the country’s most 
innovative industries.   

Towards the Second Plastics Revolution 
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Size of company As % of total  
number of companies 

(N = 1310)

As % of 
companies with  

>= 20 employees 
(N = 432)

Sole trader 35

1-9 employees 32

10-19 employees 11 33

20-49 employees 11 33

50-99 employees   5 15

100-199 employees  4 12

200 or more  
employees

 2 6

Size of company As % of total number 
of companies (n = 253)

10-19 employees 26

20-49 employees 40

50-99 employees 21

100-199 employees  9

200 or more employees  6

Year Number of  
companies founded 

(1-9 employees)

Number of  
companies founded 

(10 or more employees) 

Number of companies 
closed down

(1-9 employees)

Number of companies 
closed down 

(10 or more employees)

2007 95 10 65 10

2008 105 5 65 10

2009 75 0 75 20

2010 60 0 55 10

2011 85 5 50 5

2012 55 0 60 5

2013 70 5 75 5

table 8.2  Size of companies in the rubber and plastics producing 
industry in 2014 (as % of total)

table 8.1   Size of plastics processing companies in 1977  
(as % of total)

table 8.3 Number of plastics processing companies founded and closed down, 2007-2013

source: ‘Momentopname van de kunststofverwerkende industrie in Nederland’,  
Plastica 34(1981) no. 4, 97

source: CBS, bedrijven; grootte en rechtsvorm, 22 Rubber- en kunststofproductindustrie 
(SBI 2008), 2007-2014, StatLine (The Hague/Heerlen, 13 November 2014)

source: CBS, Oprichtingen, opheffingen, fusies en overnames, 222 Kunststofproductenindustrie (SBI 2008), 2007-2013, StatLine (The Hague /Heerlen,  
13 November 2014)
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Year Number of  
companies founded 

(1-9 employees)

Number of  
companies founded 

(10 or more employees) 

Number of companies 
closed down

(1-9 employees)

Number of companies 
closed down 

(10 or more employees)

2007 95 10 65 10

2008 105 5 65 10

2009 75 0 75 20

2010 60 0 55 10

2011 85 5 50 5

2012 55 0 60 5

2013 70 5 75 5

Year Production index Workforce index Labour productivity index 

1970  23  88   26

1975  24  85   28

1980  30  79   38

1985  35  79   44

1990  74  97   76

1995  80  94   85

2000  94 109   86

2005 100 100 100

Ranking* Industry Score**

1 Chemical, rubber and plastics 8.21

2 Research and development 8.13

3 Computer services and ICT 8.09

4 Food, drinks and tobacco 7.98

5 Wholesale and capital goods 7.92

6 Machine manufacture 7.79

7 Management consultancy, PR and  
economic research agencies 

7.72

8 Instruments and electrical and optical 
devices

7.69

9 Base metals 7.49

10 Wholesale suppliers of intermediate  
goods

7.46

24 Advertising agencies 6.72

Ranking* Industry Score**

25 Motorcar wholesalers 6.66

26 Fitting companies for the construction 
industry

6.61

27 Service-providers for the transport  
industry

6.60

28 Property management 6.57

29 The arts 6.54

54 Retail suppliers of textiles, clothing and 
shoes 

5.23

55 Passenger transport 5.16

56 Civil engineering 5.13

57 Stock farming 5.10

58 Market and street traders 4.68

table 8.4  Index of production and size of workforce in the rubber and plastics processing industry, 
1970-2005 (index number for 2005=100)

table 8.5  Innovative capability of SMEs, by industry, 2002-2005

source: CBS, nijverheid, productie, SBI, 2008, index 2005=100, 1953-2011

*   The original table listed 58 different industries; a selection has been made for the purpose of this table. 
** 10 = highest capacity for innovation; 4 = lowest capacity for innovation 

source: J.P.J. de Jong en A.P. Muizer, De meest innovatieve sector van Nederland. Ranglijst van 58 sectoren (Rapport EIM Onderzoek voor 
Bedrijf en Beleid, Zoetermeer 2005)
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During the period immediately after the Second 
World War, the institutions that took up the 
task of building up scientific and technological 
knowledge of plastics in the Netherlands were 
TNO (the Dutch Organisation for Applied 
Scientific Research) and the big multinationals 
(see Part I). At that time, the research 
infrastructure consisted mainly of the TNO 
Plastics Institute together with a number  
of industrial laboratories, i.e. at Shell, DSM,  
AKU and various foreign companies such as  
GE Plastics and Dow Chemical. Together, 
they formed the heart of the plastics platform, 
providing a solid base on which the plastics 
processing industry, the government, traders and 
consumers could rely.

The main changes that took place after 1970 were 
the gradual disappearance of certain industrial 
research activities, the changing role of industrial 
research and the rise of university-based 
research. These changes affected not just plastics 
as such, but also other areas such as catalysis 
and solid state physics. They heralded the start of 
a prolonged debate on the relationship between 
the universities and industry in all sorts of fields, 
including plastics. Fierce at times, this debate is 
still going on even today. The following have been 
among the recurring issues under discussion: 

• What is the economic value of industrial 
research?

• What is the added value of public research 
centres, including the universities?

• What should the relationship be between the 
public research centres and industry?

Our analysis of these issues will naturally revolve 
around plastics, and more specifically around 
polymer science and polymer technology. We will 
start by sketching the general background of the 
changes in the Dutch knowledge infrastructure, 
before going on to look at the shifts in polymer 
research, notably at DSM and the TNO Plastics 
Institute. Next we will analyse the rise of 
university research and then return to the above 
three questions in our analysis of the Dutch 
Polymer Institute (DPI).

Industrial research under
pressure

The changes taking place in the central research 
organisations of the big industrial companies 
were nothing short of dramatic.58 After peaking 
in 1967, when it accommodated a total workforce 
of almost 1,600 people, DSM’s Central Laboratory 
quickly shrank in size during the 1970s, ending 
the decade on a staff complement of around 
1,200. The decline in research expenditure as a 
percentage of turnover was even more marked.59 

9. The changing research  
landscape 

Plastic rental pedal 

boats moored at 

Zuidlaardermeer 

(Netherlands).
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The situation was more or less the same at 
Akzo, where the number of staff employed by 
the research laboratories in Arnhem fell by no 
less than 40 per cent, from 1,500 in 1970 to less 
than 900 in 1980. In the end, Akzo disbanded 
all its corporate research activities, which were 
completely separate from its divisions and 
production units.

At Philips, the Physics Laboratory (or NatLab, 
as it was generally known in the Netherlands), 
which had previously been a fully accepted 
part of the company, found itself facing difficult 
times. For the first time since the end of the war, 
it was required to economise: staffing levels 
subsequently fell from around 2,200 in 1975 to 
2,000 in 1985. Relatively speaking, though, these 
were not big cuts. More importantly perhaps, 
they signalled the end of the laboratory’s growth. 
Its continued existence was no longer taken for 
granted.

At Shell, a decline in research activities had 
already started in the 1960s. Severe spending 
cuts were made in the 1970s: Shell closed down 
its Plastics Laboratory in Delft and decided to 
concentrate its chemical research activities in 
Amsterdam.

Economic malaise

Why this squeeze on industrial research? One of 
the main reasons was the sharp increase in the 
cost of research on the back of rising wages in the 
1960s.60 Also, the multinationals themselves were 
having a tough time fighting off the competition 
created by the formation of a single European 
market. As a further problem, many markets 
had become saturated. Profit margins went into 
a steep decline as a result. The situation was 
worsened by the economic malaise of the 1970s 
and 1980s and research came under further 
pressure. Companies were compelled to put 
their expansion plans on hold – and that applied 
equally to their research labs. The generous 
budgets for research and development now came 
under fire.

Striking the right balance

However, the state of the economy was not the 
only cause of stagnation, contraction and closure. 
Companies were also beginning to review the 
status of their research laboratories.61 The role of 
industrial research had not come under question 
during the period of post-war reconstruction and 
subsequent economic growth. The assumption 
was that it would produce countless innovations 
in due course. In later years, company boards 
subjected their relevance and value to a critical 
assessment. The big question was: were their 
research activities not gradually becoming 
divorced from their core business and targets? 
Was the balance between research on the one 
hand and development and production on the 
other really as it should be?

The answer was sought in the formation of 
matrix organisations, i.e. structural combinations 
of disciplines and application areas; project 
organisations, i.e. networks linking research, 
development, production and marketing; research 
coordinators, consultative committees and 
contract research. The idea was that this would 
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help to integrate the central research lab with the 
rest of the organisation. 

New terminology

In parallel with this trend, new terms came 
into circulation as a means of designating 
the various functions of research. Apart from 
‘fundamental research’, the talk was now all 
about ‘basic research’ as a means of acquiring 
core competences; and ‘exploratory research’, the 
aim of which was to explore the technological 
potential of a given field of research. The new 
reality for all the research labs was that their 
legitimacy was no longer a given. No longer were 
they able to justify their continued existence 
by making the age-old claim that ‘fundamental 
research automatically equates with innovation 
and progress’.62

The situation is neatly illustrated by the debate 
about the research activities at DSM’s Central 
Laboratory. In 1974, DSM was divided into six 
divisions, including Plastics and Plastic Products. 
Two years later, the research at the Central 
Laboratory was reorganised in accordance 
with the principle of a matrix organisation. The 

researchers were not simply members of the 
lab’s research departments, which organised the 
various disciplines of research. They were also 
members of project teams working on research 
projects that had been approved by the company 
divisions.

The battle for research at DSM63

Faced with both a reorganisation and imminent 
spending cuts, the management of DSM’s Central 
Laboratory decided to gain a clearer picture 
of the potential conflict of interests affecting 
researchers by dividing the lab’s research 
activities into a number of different categories. 
They designated the following three categories:

1. basic and support research;
2. pioneering research;
3. contract research.64 

The ‘contracted research projects’ were adopted 
by the Central Laboratory in consultation with 
the divisions. These projects were funded by the 
divisions and revolved around the improvement 
of existing products and processes and the 
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development of new products and processes. 
Together, they accounted for around 60% of the 
Central Laboratory budget in the 1970s. 

Where disagreement arose, this mainly concerned 
the ‘basic and support research’, for which the 
Central Laboratory was solely responsible, 
and the ‘pioneering research’, which was the 
responsibility of the Managing Board.

Basic research

Times were tough for basic research in the 1970s. 
In a review of this period, DSM’s Corporate 
Research and Patents Department wrote that 
‘basic and support research had a bad name in 
the company, as many staff claimed that it simply 
provided a means of plugging gaps and enabling 
researchers to pursue their personal hobbies… 
Discussions about the budgets for basic and 
support research tended to be emotional rather 
than rational…’65 

Basic research consisted of a number of units, 
one of which was the Fundamental Polymer 
Research Department under the leadership of Ron 
Koningsveld. Various members of staff referred to 
the department mockingly as ‘our university’ and 
Koningsveld himself was known as ‘the professor’ 
because of the fundamental nature of the 
department’s research and its academic approach. 
Although the department had not been the 
subject of any criticisms or complaints until the 
1970s, it had difficulty justifying its existence at 
a time when spending cuts began to bite and the 
emphasis shifted towards research commissioned 
by the divisions. Regular evaluations and reviews 
that were designed to align the department’s work 
with the needs of the company as a whole failed 
to convince the decision-makers of the value of 
basic research. The problem was compounded 
by the difficulty of measuring the results of the 
research, which centred more on the acquisition 
of relevant expertise and experimentation with 
expensive measuring instruments than on 

patents, prototypes and ideas for new products 
and processes. The researchers working for the 
department were interested first and foremost in 
becoming full members of the academic research 
community, keeping track of the latest scientific 
developments around the world, and placing their 
knowledge at the service of the DSM group. Some 
15-20% of the Central Laboratory’s budget in the 
1970s was spent on this type of research in the 
1970s. It seems likely that this figure declined 
thereafter, placing pressure on the Central 
Laboratory in the early 1980s and preventing it 
from conducting basic research in support of new 
activities.

Pioneering research

Pioneering research had enjoyed its heyday in the 
1950s and 1960s, at a time when DSM was keen 
to build up a chemical arm, and a plastics division 
in particular, largely through an in-house effort. 
The idea was for pioneering research to come 
up with ideas and options for completely new 
products and processes. The researchers explored 
the potential of a new chemical process on a 
laboratory scale, experimented with prototypes, 
and secured the results in the form of patents. 
An estimated 50% of the group’s research 
activities in that period was pioneering research. 
This included, for example, looking for ways of 
using urea as a raw material in the production of 
plastics.

When DSM subsequently decided to diversify by 
buying outside companies and technologies, the 
laboratory found itself working in support of the 
new policy. This led to a decline in the demand 
for pioneering research, and a shift towards more 
contract research on behalf of the divisions. 
Working in conjunction with the laboratory, 
the Plastics Division acquired a number of new 
technologies, including those for the production 
of PVC, ABS and polypropylene, all of which were 
proven technologies. The laboratory staff helped 
the company to master the technologies, build 
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the necessary production plants and optimise 
production processes. Thanks to the policy of 
diversification, the Central Laboratory had to build 
more and more expertise in plastics processing. 
Thus, research into construction techniques and 
materials helped researchers to gain knowledge 
of the properties and processing possibilities of 
plastic composites. Here too, approved research 
was the main type of research.

Although some pioneering research was still 
done, it was much less self-evident than it had 
been in the past. In the late-1960s, for example, 
researchers had identified a new type of strong 
polyethylene fibre that they believed might form 
an alternative to the strong aramid fibre made 
by DuPont and Akzo. However, research into the 
fibre was conducted out on a limb from the rest of 
the organisation in the 1970s, and came to a halt 
when one of the main members of the research 
team left to join Groningen University (see Box 9: 
‘Dyneema, a superstrong fibre’). 

Reversal of fortunes

Remarkably, there was a revival in pioneering 
research in the latter half of the 1980s. DSM 
reversed its decision to pursue a policy of wide-
ranging diversification, and decided instead to 
consolidate its activities in bulk chemicals and 

to focus on knowledge-intensive products with 
a high added value. ‘The adverse economic 
conditions in recent years have compelled us to 
view research and development primarily as a 
cost factor … and less as a critical source of the 
company’s future growth and development in new 
areas’, to quote a strategy document published by 
DSM in 1984.66 This situation was set to change 
– thanks in part to the combined effects of an 
economic recovery and an improvement in DSM’s 
operating profit.

A year later, the Managing Board decided to 
embark on a series of massive investments in 
what it referred to as ‘corporate development 
programmes’. The Ministry of Economic Affairs 
awarded DSM various grants and loans in support 
of the programmes, which were based largely 
on the pioneering research carried out in the 
past. Four of the eight programmes involved 
plastics: one was aimed at commercialising the 
strong polyethylene fibre; another sought to 
develop special composites; a third was aimed 
at developing high-performance plastics such as 
new types of nylon; and the fourth was a quest to 
find electrically conductive polymers.67

It is clear from subsequent reviews that the 
results were disappointing. Only a small 
number of research projects made it all the way 
to completion and subsequently to a form of 
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commercial exploitation. This was because the 
corporate development programmes were in 
fact innovation programmes and, as such, both 
expensive and risky. They consisted of a mix of 
pioneering and applied research, each of which 
was totally different from the other. Pioneering 
research was laboratory research, generating 
laboratory knowledge and laboratory prototypes. 
In most cases, such knowledge and prototypes 
were not immediately usable in a practical 
setting. Applied research (or development), on 
the other hand, brought the researchers into 
contact with a new world: it opened the door to 
scaling-up, commercialisation, the construction 
of the first production plant, the production and 
the launch of the new product on the market. The 
incidence of failure was high. The main reasons 
quoted for the failure of corporate development 
programmes were insufficient technological 
progress, lack of proper alignment with divisional 
activities, and inadequate market potential. 
‘Research is a lottery with very few yes’s and 
loads of no’s,’ a former director of the Central 
Laboratory explained.68 His rule of thumb 
was that, out of every 100 ideas or prototypes 
generated by research, 20 would qualify 
for further development and just one would 
culminate in commercialisation.

Relation to universities

The role played by DSM’s Central Laboratory 
in relation to plastics hinged primarily on the 
economic conditions of the time and the policy 
pursued by the group as a whole. The economic 
recession meant spending cuts and a sharper 
focus on the relevance of research to corporate 
policy. The pursuit of diversification created a 
greater emphasis on approved research (i.e. funded 
by the divisions) – at the expense of basic and 
pioneering research. Although the opportunities for 
doing pioneering research resurfaced once DSM 
started posting better results, the scope for basic 
research remained limited. 

This was due primarily to a constant factor 
during this period: the rise of the universities 
after 1970. They became increasingly active in 
the field of plastics and performed more and 
more research that would have qualified at DSM 
as basic research and to a certain extent also as 
pioneering research. This meant that companies 
such as DSM might just as well wind up some 
of their research activities. DSM managed to 
counterbalance this trend by creating a big 
network of part-time professors who worked both 
at DSM and at the Dutch universities. At the same 
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time, the company also stepped up its funding of 
public-sector research. 

However, this then generated a fresh question, i.e. 
how should DSM integrate the results of public-
sector research into its strategy and innovation 
processes? As we have seen, innovation was 
already difficult enough in those cases in 
which most of the relevant expertise had to be 
mobilised in house. So how on earth would this 
work if some of the requisite expertise had to be 
sourced externally, i.e. from the public research 
infrastructure? 

Before examining this issue, we will first look 
at another important change in the research 
infrastructure for plastics: the change in the 
status of the TNO Plastics and Rubber Institute.

The demise of the TNO Plastics
and Rubber Institute69

The TNO Plastics and Rubber Institute (known 
by its Dutch abbreviation KRITNO) underwent a 
change of fortunes during the 1970s. The institute 
had just come to the end of a dynamic period 
in its history: besides enjoying wide recognition 
across the plastics industry, it had played a key 
role in the formation of the country’s knowledge 
infrastructure, had performed collective research 
and had been granted numerous research 
contracts by private-sector companies. Despite 
succeeding in adjusting to the changes in 
the sector during this period, the institute 
nonetheless came to a sticky end.
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Just like the industrial research laboratories, TNO 
and the Plastics and Rubber Institute were hard 
hit by the economic recession during the 1970s 
and the early 1980s. A time of sustained, strong 
growth came to an end and was followed by a 
long period of stagnation. Yet the recession was 
not the only – or indeed the main – cause of the 
demise of TNO’s Plastics and Rubber Institute.

The institute had felt the effects of heightened 
competition with the big laboratories operated by 
plastics producing companies such as DSM, Akzo 
and GE Plastics. In the 1960s, it had discontinued 
certain research programmes and shifted the 
focus of others. One of the fields affected was 
the synthesis of plastics, which received less 
attention as the institute switched the research 
spotlight to the processing of plastics. However, 
this was something that plastics manufacturers 
were now also doing more and more of, as they 
sought to provide a wide range of services to 
plastics processors. For example, they not only 
developed new and improved plastics for injection 
moulding companies, but also ensured that 
these plastics complied with the latter’s specific 
requirements. They joined forces with their 
customers in developing new products, such as 
plastic garden chairs and plastic car bumpers.

The plastics processing industry had also 
matured in the meantime. A company such as 
WAVIN no longer needed to ask the Plastics 
and Rubber Institute for help in order to find the 
best way of extruding plastic pipes. Both WAVIN 
and other, similar companies had now set up big 
product improvement departments of their own. 
As a result, the institute gradually lost its value 
for the plastics processing industry. Its large 
collection of machinery and equipment rapidly 
became outdated and TNO did not have enough 
money to replace them. GE Plastics in Bergen op 
Zoom already employed a staff of around 50 for 
this purpose alone.

Design flaw

Another problem was a major design error in the 
way in which plastics research was organised at 
TNO. In the 1950s, basic research activities had 
been transferred from the Plastics and Rubber 
Institute to TNO’s Central Laboratory. However, 
many big industrial firms remained interested in 
this type of research, which therefore performed 
well, without the institute being able to benefit 
from it. The organisational error was rectified 
in 1980, following which the institute’s fortunes 
began to revive.

The change in the institute’s fortunes was 
also the result of a decision to specialise – in 
dielectrics, for example. Among those interested 
in such research were Philips (with its electret 
microphones) and a consortium of companies 
making sticking tape and winding plastic 
film (where production lines would explode 
from time to time due to the build-up of static 
electricity during the winding process). Product 
development centred on carbon fibre-reinforced 
plastic products for use in space travel and 
the energy industry, among other applications. 
Another line of research was into the long-term 
behaviour of plastics; this involved studying 
the durability of the geotextiles used in the 
construction of the storm surge barrier in the 
Eastern Scheldt, for example. The institute 
also researched the fracture mechanics of 
plastic piping, including the crazing of PVC gas 
pipes, of which some 50,000 km had been laid 
underground in the Netherlands.

Advent of fine chemicals

A new era for polymer technology began in the 
1980s, partly due to the advent of fine chemicals, 
as the whole field of research into polymers 
started to spread its wings. New research topics 
arose, bringing with them a need for new forms 
of expertise. Universities, commercial companies 
and new research institutes all tried to fill the 
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gap in the ‘research market’. The Plastics and 
Rubber Institute played only an indirect role in 
this process – if at all. Notably, it was not involved 
in the foundation of the Dutch Polymer Institute 
in 1997. 

The Dutch Polymer Institute pursued a generic 
programme of research into promising, specialist 
applications of plastics. ‘What the Dutch Polymer 
Institute is doing is in fact a TNO-type activity,’ 
asserted one observer, although the truth was 
that TNO had not been performing this type 
of research for some considerable time. 70 
Curiously, the Plastics and Rubber Institute hardly 
participated in the Dutch Polymer Institute’s 
research programmes.  ‘When the good people 
started to leave at the end of the 1980s, TNO 
simply collapsed.’71 

The same trend was seen in the institute’s role as 
a service-provider. In the 1990s, as the plastics 
producing industry began to wind up its services 
to the plastics processing industry, TNO failed 
to grasp the opportunity thus presented to it.72 
Eindhoven University of Technology did seize 
the opportunity, however, and set up a research 
centre called the Polymer Technology Group BV. 
Indeed, the universities as a whole began to do 
more contract research,73 thus evolving into TNO’s 
competitors. A former director of the Plastics and 
Rubber Institute claimed in 2011 that TNO was 
now ‘a virtual non-entity’ in the field of polymer 
research.74

The rise of the universities 

Polymer science established itself as an academic 
discipline between 1945 and 1970. The main 
driving forces were the plastics producing 
multinationals in collaboration with TNO (see 
Part I of this monograph). During this period, 
companies such as AKU (later operating under 
the name of Akzo), DSM and Shell funded the 
vast majority of the research, postgraduate 
research posts and part-time professorships. 

With their industrial background, the professors 
in question were able to bring plenty of external 
research experience with them.

Trend in number of PhDs 

The scale of research activities increased after 
1970, a trend that is clearly reflected by the 
annual number of thesis defences. The number of 
defences averaged between five and ten during 
the 1970s (compared with the customary figure 
of between one and five during the 1950s and 
1960s, see Graph 9.1). The number subsequently 
declined during the 1980s, hitting an all-time 
low of just two thesis defences in 1987. Things 
started to pick up again in the early 1990s, when 
there was a spectacular rise in the number of 
doctorates awarded, peaking at 41 in 2006. The 
number then declined again to 22 in 2010.

There are various reasons for these fluctuations. 
First of all, the multinationals continued to 
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graph 9.1   Number of doctorates awarded each year for polymer research at Dutch universities, 1916-2010

graph 9.2   Cumulative number of doctorates awarded for polymer research at Dutch universities, 1916-2010

source: Various university databases

source: Various university databases
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invest in academic research in the 1970s, in part 
because they were in the process of winding 
down their own research activities. At the same 
time, polymer science came into its own as a 
university discipline. It had taken a great deal 
of effort on the part of polymer scientists to 
break the traditional mould at the universities. 
For example, it was not until 1979 that a ‘work 
community’ for polymer chemistry was set up at 
the chemical division (SON) of the Netherlands 
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO).75 

With polymer science now recognised as a 
fully-fledged academic discipline, the flow of 
university funding and research grants from the 
Netherlands Organisation for the Advancement 
of Pure Research (ZWO), the precursor of the 
Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research 
(NWO), started to come on stream.  At the 
same time, the universities began to place more 
and more emphasis on research, instead of 
concentrating solely on teaching. Nor was this 
purely academic research in the strictest sense: 
rather, there was a growing tendency to align 
research activities with current needs, both in 
industry and in society at large. Universities 
gradually transformed themselves from teaching 
institutions into research centres, and this trend is 
one of the explanations for the rise in the number 
of doctorates awarded for polymer research in the 
1970s. 

The situation changed in the 1980s, when both 
the government and multinationals decided to 
cap spending on university research – including 
polymer research. Both parties found themselves 
in financial straits and facing a need to curb their 
spending. Later on in this chapter, we will take 
a closer look at the period of rapid growth in 
polymer science after 1990.

There were also a number of big changes on the 
research front after 1970 (see Graph 9.2). Judging 
by the number of doctorates awarded, the leading 
Dutch universities in polymer research in the 
1970s were the universities of Delft, Leiden and 

Groningen. They were joined in the 1980s by a 
second raft of universities: Eindhoven, Twente, 
Wageningen and Utrecht. Since the mid-1990s, 
the university awarding by far the largest number 
of PhD degrees has been Eindhoven, followed by 
Delft and Wageningen. Twente and Wageningen 
have been fast growers in this period. Until 
2010, polymer research was firmly anchored in 
the Dutch universities, particularly at the three 
universities of technology, i.e. in Delft, Eindhoven 
and Twente, but also at Wageningen, Groningen, 
Leiden, Utrecht and Amsterdam. From 2010 
onwards a decline set in, among others as a result 
of the government’s innovation policy.

The Dutch Polymer Technology 
Foundation

The university research departments soon began 
to form national associations. The establishment 
of the Macromolecules Work Community at 
SON in 1979 was a big step forward, giving a big 
boost to the flow of research grants from ZWO 
(and its successor, the Netherlands Organisation 
for Scientific Research, NWO). In 1986, the 
universities of technology in Eindhoven and 
Enschede joined forces with the TNO Plastics 
and Rubber Institute and a number of industrial 
companies, with Shell at the forefront, to found 
the Dutch Polymer Technology Foundation 
(PTN). The Foundation’s object was to coordinate 
training and research at the various research 
centres and to ‘consult with industry’.76 

While the Foundation gradually evolved into 
a national training centre, aligning university 
research with industrial research proved to be 
more problematic. Certain research departments, 
such as that in Groningen (one of the leading 
departments of the day), had already succeeded 
in obtaining a reasonable flow of funding from 
SON/NWO, and regarded close collaboration 
with industry as constituting a potential threat 
to ‘unfettered research’. Consequently, they 
dissociated themselves from this aim of PTN.77
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Collaboration between universities 
and industry

The year 1988 saw a fresh attempt at 
collaboration between the universities and 
industry, in the shape of the formation by the 
Ministry of Economic Affairs of a ‘Materials 
Advisory Group’ consisting of a mix of university 
professors and industry representatives. The 
Group’s final report examined the issues of 
teaching and innovation in particular (see chapter 
8), discussing university research in great detail 
and concluding that the universities were making 
remarkably little effort compared with industrial 
companies.78 Indeed, the Group estimated that 
the scale of industrial research was 20 to 25 
times bigger than that of university research. 
The Group also identified major shortcomings in 
fields such as polymer physics, modelling, plastics 
processing and polymer-based construction. 
The Group recommended close collaboration 
between industry and the universities and urged 
the government to intensify the scale of university 

research in all relevant fields, ‘with a doubling of 
research volume in the long term being a distinct 
possibility.’79

The growth did indeed follow in the 1990s. NWO 
launched a ‘priority programme’ for materials 
research, with a budget of EUR 31 million.80 The 
Ministry of Economic Affairs also contributed to 
the funding effort, by launching its ‘innovation-
centred research programmes’ (IOPs) on 
polymer composites and IC packaging, as well 
as deploying other policy tools.81 When the 
Minister of Economic Affairs announced a plan 
for setting up ‘Leading Technology Institutes’, 
the Dutch Polymer Institute was one of the 
first to be designated as such.82 Launched in 
1997 as a public-private partnership, the Dutch 
Polymer Institute pursued a demand-driven, 
generic research programme, in which industrial 
companies collaborated with university research 
departments under the Institute’s supervision and 
with the Institute responsible for monitoring the 
quality of the research.
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production line of 

Record Industry, 

the world’s biggest 
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Polymer research infrastructure

Until recently, the public infrastructure for 
polymer research consisted of a number of 
university research departments, the PTN 
research school, and the Dutch Polymer Institute, 
which was itself an alliance of universities and 
industrial companies (both in the Netherlands 
and abroad) plus TNO. Another member of the 
infrastructure was the Polymer Technology 
Group BV (PTG), an independent subsidiary of 
Eindhoven University of Technology that was 
based on the university campus in Eindhoven 
and employed a staff of 20 researchers. PTG’s 
work consisted mainly of carrying out analyses 
for SMEs and research projects for larger 
companies. It made use of university equipment 
and technicians.

The idea was that this infrastructure would plug 
the gaps that had been created by the changes 
in industrial research. Industrial companies 
were now performing virtually no basic research 
into polymers. Companies did take varying 
degrees of interest in pioneering and exploratory 
research, depending on their financial situation 
and corporate strategy. Development, i.e. applied 
research, was the dominant force in the formula. 

As a result, policy-makers and research managers 
alike found themselves facing a dilemma: how 
could the public knowledge infrastructure help to 
boost the private sector’s capacity for innovation? 
Until 1970, the big industrial companies had had 
in-house research departments that were capable 
of meeting the bulk of their research needs and 
which helped them to devise new products and 
processes. As we have seen, innovation-centred 
research proved difficult to manage. During the 
period after 1970, industrial companies tended to 
rely more on the public research infrastructure, 
which did not make things any easier. This is 
illustrated by the case of the Dutch Polymer 
Institute, which, during its 18 years as a Leading 
Technological Institute, played a key role in 
polymer research.

The Dutch Polymer Institute 
and the art of connecting83

As a Leading Technology Institute, the Dutch 
Polymer Institute (DPI) had the task of narrowing 
the gap between the supply of and the demand 
for knowledge in the field of  polymers. The idea 
was that the institute would boost the academic 
contribution to polymer research and training, and 
ensure that academic research was aligned more 
closely with industrial needs. Finally, the institute 
was keen to improve the transfer of knowledge.84 

The partner base of DPI consisted of private-
sector companies (34 in 2010) and knowledge 
institutes (49 in 2010) from both the Netherlands 
and abroad. They were represented in a Council 
of Participants. A two-man Executive Board 
comprising a Managing Director and a Scientific 
Director was responsible for the institute’s day-
to-day management. DPI was funded by industry 
(which provided a monetary contribution), the 
research institutes (which contributed in kind by 
executing research projects) and the government 
(specifically, the Ministry of Economic Affairs), 
based on a 25-25-50 formula. 

Structure of research

The areas of research covered by DPI were 
grouped into categories known as ‘Technology 
Areas’, which included Polyolefins, Performance 
Materials, Coatings Technology and Bio-Inspired 
Polymers.85 A small office in Eindhoven provided 
the support needed for all of DPI’s activities. In 
essence, it was the Technology Areas that formed 
the core of the institute’s research platform. How 
did they work?

Each technology area had its own Programme 
Committee, which was responsible for setting 
the area’s research agenda. The committee was 
made up of representatives of the participating 
companies, i.e. companies that had signed 
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a partnership contract with DPI and made a 
financial contribution to the research budget for 
the area in question. Companies were free to 
participate in more than one technology area and 
could raise their level of control over a particular 
research programme by ‘buying’ more seats 
on the programme committee for the area in 
question.

Each programme was formally overseen by a staff 
member of DPI’s central office, who was given the 
title of Programme Area Coordinator. Operating 
alongside the coordinator was a Scientific 
Chair, one for each Technology Area, who was 
responsible for supervising the programme from 
a scientific perspective. The policy was to recruit 
the Scientific Chair from outside the Institute.

The research projects coordinated by DPI 
were carried out by a large group of graduate 
researchers and a small team of postdoctoral 
researchers. Totalling 234 in 2010, these 
researchers were employed more or less 
exclusively by the research centres, universities  
in particular. 

Peer reviews formed the main method of 
assessing the research proposals submitted by 
the research centres. There was also a Scientific 
Reference Committee, which was made up of a 
number of leading international scientists who 
each year assessed the coherence and scientific 
quality of the institute’s research.

Organisational structure

The private sector was firmly anchored in DPI’s 
organisational structure. The big chemical 
companies were well represented, with 
established plastics producers such as Shell, 
DSM, AkzoNobel and Dow Chemical taking their 
places alongside newcomers such as SABIC and 
LyondellBasell. There was also a wide-ranging 
collection of firms from all sorts of different 
industrial sectors: these included a manufacturer 

of synthetic fibres (Teijin Aramid), an electronics 
company (Philips), a tyre manufacturer (Michelin) 
and a dairy company (FrieslandCampina). 
Although the Institute had originally been set 
up by the Dutch Ministry of Economic Affairs 
as a means of supporting Dutch industry in 
general and the Dutch plastics industry in 
particular, the participation of foreign companies 
in its organisational structure not only made its 
network far more international in its make-up, but 
also injected more dynamism into its work.

Why were companies keen to join DPI? The 
companies themselves cited three main reasons.86 
 

Access to international network 

First of all, participation in DPI gave a company 
access to an extensive network of industrial and 
academic researchers, in both the Netherlands 
and abroad. Secondly, it also meant involvement 
in high-quality research projects that were 
capable of generating new ideas and theories. 
And thirdly, it provided access to a pool of highly 
qualified young scientists.87

Important as they were to private-sector 
companies, patents were not one of the main 
reasons for joining DPI. The bulk of patentable 
knowledge was developed by the industrial 
companies themselves, in many cases in 
collaboration with industrial or academic 
research partners. ‘As far as we are concerned,’ 
explained the research director of Teijin Aramid 
in Arnhem, a producer of high-performance 
fibres, ‘the institute’s added value does not lie in 
valorisation. Valorisation is something we can do 
ourselves. Participation in DPI is all about joining 
a network, acquiring new knowledge and adding 
to our existing knowledge. That’s what makes it 
so valuable...’88 DPI also acted as a platform that 
companies could use to get in touch with other 
parties (either companies or research institutes) 
and commission research projects.89

Towards the Second Plastics Revolution  
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Companies did not necessarily expect research 
projects supported by DPI to result immediately 
in innovations. After all, innovation took place 
in-house in the companies themselves: this was 
the job of product development laboratories, 
technical departments, marketing departments – 
and indeed their management teams. The world 
of DPI was one of ‘pre-competitive research’, 
whereas the industrial companies were concerned 
with industrial research, designing and scaling-up 
production processes, setting up pilot plants and 
commercialising new products and processes. 

Although DPI’s research was not a direct source of 
innovations, a question raised at regular intervals 
was: how, in that case, did its research activities 
contribute to the innovation process? This had 
previously been a recurring internal issue within 
the multinationals themselves, in relation to 
their basic research activities on the one hand, 
and their development labs and production 
departments on the other (see the section headed 
‘Industrial research under pressure’ above). It is 
worth bearing in mind that this was not an issue 
that related to DPI alone; it was also a common 
subject of debate in relation to the other Leading 
Technology Institutes. 

By participating in DPI, companies hoped to gain 
an idea of the latest developments in the industry, 
as well as to find out about new ideas, current 
trends and technical feasibilities. The question is: 
was DPI’s contribution to the industrial innovation 
process sufficient to ensure that these companies 
remained committed in the long term to the 
institute’s research programme? In practice, 
the answer tended to vary from one company 
to another. As one industrial partner observed, 
‘You’ve got to be a very active participant if you 
want to get the most out of your participation.’90 

Attitude of industrial companies

Some companies invested lots of time and 
effort in project meetings and in assisting the 

academic researchers. Others adopted more of 
an arm’s-length approach. A professor described 
the situation as follows: ‘Even if companies 
participate only to be informed about what is 
happening in the field, you would expect them 
to ask questions, to invite researchers to the 
company and ask them to explain their results 
to a larger group than the one or two people 
directly involved. But this hardly ever happens.’91 
The industrial researchers employed by the 
participating companies played a key role in 
this respect. Their quality and commitment 
were critical factors in the collaboration with the 
universities. 92 

There was also another aspect to companies’ 
involvement in DPI. Commercial firms needed 
to come up with a new product just about every 
year, which meant not only short lead times 
for innovation projects but also that industrial 
researchers had to work in short bursts of 
concentrated activity. The question, therefore, was 
how to ensure that these industrial companies 
retained an interest in the type of long-term 
research undertaken by DPI.93 

This was much less of a problem in an area such 
as Polyolefins, with its long research tradition. It 
was an issue, however, in relation to Performance 
Polymers, an area in which the industrial 
participants included DSM, Dow, SABIC and 
Teijin Aramid, and which was positioned much 
closer to the market.94 In more general terms, the 
industrial companies tended to be rather more 
wary in the case of programme areas that had a 
relatively close bearing on the market.95 The fact 
was that they often found themselves sitting next 
to their competitors at programme meetings. This 
problem could sometimes hamper frank and open 
discussions within a particular Technology Area.96 

However, DPI also performed research in totally 
new fields, such as biobased polymers, in which 
considerations of market competition hardly 
played a role. There was a consensus among the 
industrial partners that DPI was the best vehicle 
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for performing this type of research. It was not 
efficient for a single company to invest massive 
sums of money in virtually uncharted territory.97 
Research into plastic solar cells in the 1990s was 
a good example of this type of uncharted territory. 
In 2003, at a time when there was a risk of the 
relevant expertise being lost, DPI decided to fund 
a new six-year programme, known as the Organic 
Photovoltaics programme, thus preserving the 
knowledge infrastructure for the Netherlands.98

It was the job of the Scientific Chairman and the 
Programme Area Coordinator to make sure that 
the industrial partners remained interested in 
and engaged with the institute, and participated 
in the debates in the programme committees. 
They organised and ran the project meetings.99 
The steady growth in the number of industrial 
participants – from nine in 1997 to 21 in 2003 
and subsequently to 38 in 2013 – suggests that 
they did indeed succeed in convincing them of 
the value of working together in a pre-competitive 
collaboration platform.100

In short, industrial companies participated in 
DPI in order to acquire relevant knowledge, 
deepen their knowledge of specific subjects and 
gain access to highly qualified, young scientists. 
Product innovation was not the main motivator for 
participation. Nevertheless, a 2005 report entitled 
Evaluating Leading Technological Institutes, 
commissioned by the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs, noted that DPI had made only a limited 
effort to ensure that newly acquired knowledge 
was quickly translated into new products, services 
and processes. Although the report added that 
this was not a problem in the case of DPI since 
industrial companies had a great absorption 
capacity for scientific knowledge, the government 
did expect action to be taken in this area.101 

In 2006, acting in collaboration with the Ministry 
of Economic Affairs, DPI decided to set up a new 
body known as the DPI Value Centre. Targeted 
primarily at SMEs,102 the new centre fulfilled a 
clear need, with some 40 companies signing 

up during the first six months of its existence.103 
Some needed feasibility studies; others wanted 
coaching, advice or workshops. DPI Value 
Centre also organised annual cross-technology 
area meetings, as well as an annual Polymer 
Innovation Day.104

Key performance indicators

In recent years, an average of 16 PhD theses and 
135 other publications have been produced each 
year under the auspices of DPI. The institute 
has also been awarded an average of 10 patents 
every year. About half of the 44 or so researchers 
who leave DPI each year move to jobs with the 
institute’s academic or industrial partners. DPI’s 
academic publications have achieved a high 
Average Journal Impact Factor score for many 
years in a row. In terms of the citation impact 
scores achieved by public research institutes in 
the Netherlands, DPI was ranked second in 2005-
2008, with a score of 2.19, making it the highest 
scoring Leading Technology Institute. This placed 
DPI on a par with the leading academic research 
groups in materials science in the Netherlands. 
Also, out of all the Leading Technology Institutes 
DPI had the largest number of patents to its 
name.105 

Polymer research conducted by public-private 
networks has been shown to help build up 
valuable competences for the Dutch plastics 
industry. A study of Dutch polymer patents 
shows that, compared with foreign knowledge 
institutions, Dutch institutes see their scientific 
knowledge put to use more quickly – and more 
frequently.106 

This is the context in which DPI’s activities should 
be viewed. The institute’s network has absorbed 
and enhanced internationally available knowledge, 
generated new ideas and adapted innovative 
designs to national needs. It has been young 
researchers who have done this work, ‘human 
capital’ that subsequently trickled through to the 
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plastics industry, where they played a vital role in 
industrial innovation.

When the Dutch government introduced its new 
policy on leading industrial sectors in 2011, it 
abandoned the concept of Leading Technology 
Institutes. As a result, public-private institutes 
such as DPI are no longer funded directly by the 
government. The companies participating in 
DPI have decided that it should continue to exist 
as an independent, international institute for 
pre-competitive research funded primarily by its 
industrial partners. The latter will meet two thirds 
of the cost of the institute’s research. The institute 
will obtain the remaining third of its funding 
requirement from a variety of alternative sources, 
such as the Ministry of Economic Affairs, EU 
incentive schemes such as Horizon 2020, and the 
Chinese and Brazilian governments. 

DPI in its new form intends to extend its partner 
base to all parts of the value chain. To date, the 
bulk of its research has been performed on behalf 
of plastics producers such as DSM, SABIC and 
Teijin Aramid. In the new configuration, plastics 
processors such as Wavin and Bosch, as well 

as plastics users such as Mercedes and BMW, 
will also be involved in the development of 
research programmes. Together, they will have 
to search for a new generation of plastics and 
plastic products, and to find a solution to the 
environmental problems caused by the plastics 
value chain.

Cross-border Event on 

Advanced Materials 

organised by DPI Value 

Centre, 2012
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Box 9 Dyneema, a superstrong fibre

Dyneema, a 
superstrong fibre

Plastics consist of long macromolecules 
intertwined with each other rather like cooked 
spaghetti. In theory, if the macromolecules were 
to be untangled and laid out in neat lines next 
to each other, they would together form a strong 
fibre. Each individual macromolecule adds to 
the strength of the fibre. Although the theory 
had been around for a long time, it had proved 
impossible to put into practice.

The breakthrough came at DSM’s Central 
Laboratory in Geleen, where Albert Pennings 
was working with Ron Koningsveld on the 
crystallisation of long polyethylene chains as 
undercooled solutions were stirred. In the early 
1960s, he discovered that these macromolecules 
sometimes formed fibres consisting of parallel 
chains. When Pennings was subsequently 
appointed as a professor at Groningen University, 
he decided to continue with his research. One of 
his PhD students, Arie Zwijnenburg, spent weeks 
on end fishing threads out of a polyethylene 
solution that had been diluted with paraffin. 
There was not much intertwining between the 
molecules in this diluted solution. Zwijnenburg 
succeeded in pulling a polyethylene thread out 
of this solution – slowly, very slowly, just a couple 
of centimetres per minute. The result was the 
production of the very first strong polyethylene 
fibre, in 1976.

The big question, though, was how to turn this 
into an industrial process. The solution came 
three years later, in 1979. Two DSM researchers, 
Paul Smith (who was one of Pennings’ students) 
and Piet Lemstra, decided to conduct further 
research into the problem. Using decalin as a 
solvent, they managed to produce a gel consisting 
of extremely long polyethylene chains. These 
could be drawn out more or less to their full 
length and then laid out parallel to each other 
in virtually straight lines. The result was an 
incredibly strong fibre.

The next challenge was how to scale-up the 
process. Han Meijer managed to dissolve the 
polymer in extruders at DSM’s Central Laboratory, 
so that the process could then be performed 
on an industrial scale at speeds of hundreds of 
metres per minute. The superstrong polyethylene 
fibres were first commercialised in 1983, since 
when they have been marketed under the brand 
name of Dyneema. They are up to 15 times 
stronger than steel, and yet so light in weight 
that they float on water. The material is used in 
bulletproof vests, helmets, sportswear, fishing 
nets, sails, towing cables, surgical gloves and 
many other applications.
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Box 10 The plastic LED 

The plastic LED 

‘The Dutch Polymer Institute is one of the best 
examples in the world of successful collaboration 
between universities and industry’ were the 
glowing terms in which Professor Paul Blom, 
Research Director at the Max Planck Institute for 
Polymer Research in Mainz (Germany), described 
DPI. He explained that the challenge facing DPI 
was to forge ahead successfully in the future, 
even without the support of its basic government 
grant (see chapter 9).

After studying physics at Eindhoven University 
of Technology, Blom first worked for Philips 
Research before taking on a professorship at 
Groningen University. He was then appointed 
as the Scientific Director of the Holst Centre 
in Eindhoven before assuming his current role, 
as the Research Director of one of the leading 
German research institutes, in 2012. Research 
into polymer systems with an electrical or optical 
function (such as plastic solar cells and plastic 
transistors) has been a recurring theme in his 
career. One of the subjects that have fascinated 
him constantly ever since his time with Philips is 
organic light-emitting diodes, otherwise known as 
OLEDs or plastic LEDs. 

A plastic LED is made by placing a layer of special 
polymer between an anode and a cathode. The 
layer lights up when it is exposed to an electrical 
charge. Plastic LEDs are now used in small screens 
and displays. One of their main future applications 
is likely to be as a light source, where they should 
be able to generate big energy savings. One of the 
big advantages of polymers is that they are soluble 
in solvent, in much the same way as an aspirin 
dissolves in water. As the electronic component 
turns liquid, thin layers of film can be applied with 
the aid of a printer, rather as ink is applied to paper 
when a newspaper is printed. This should mean 
a massive reduction in the cost of producing the 
electronic components in question. 
For the time being, however, this remains a matter 
of theory rather than practice. Researchers have 
yet to fully master the fundamental physical 

processes involved in transmitting electrical 
charges – as is needed in order to give a big boost 
to the efficiency of plastic LEDs. As someone who 
has been working on this problem for 22 years 
now, Paul Blom is familiar with every single facet. 
It was clear to him that he needed to collaborate 
with DPI. Blom was ideally placed to define a 
DPI research programme for organic polymer 
systems. After all, he still had useful contacts with 
the private sector thanks to his time with Philips, 
and he knew all about the needs of the industry. 
At the same time, he was also a key figure in the 
research world and was familiar with the main 
physical issues.

One of these issues involves the transport of 
charge carriers in the polymer layer, i.e. the 
electrons and holes. Light is emitted at the point 
where the electron and the hole come together, 
or ‘recombine’. Research has shown that the 
transport of electricity depends, among other 
things, on the electrical field and the density of 
the charge carriers. Interestingly, in conductive 
plastics, the electrical charge is systematically 
lower in electron transporting layers than in hole 
transporting layers. Electrons have a tendency to 
mysteriously disappear, leading to a loss of charge 
and a lower light output. Research has shown that 
this is caused by ‘defects’ in the polymer layer. 

How can these defects be localised and what 
exactly are they? Blom and other researchers 
recently summarised the results of 20 years 
of research in an article in a technical journal. 
Clearly, the problem has yet to be resolved. The 
researchers feel that they have almost cracked 
it and are very close to finding the answer – an 
answer that should prove of value not just to 
plastic LEDs, but also to plastic solar cells and 
other organic polymer systems.

sources: 
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In 1971, Bert Staverman, the then Professor 
of Physical Chemistry at Leiden University 
and the director of TNO’s Central Laboratory, 
published an article reviewing the latest 
developments in polymer chemistry and plastics 
technology. Staverman claimed that science and 
technology had gone hand in hand during the 
first few years after the war. ‘Not only were the 
description of kinetics and the mechanism of 
polymerisation reactions of immediate interest 
to both technologists and academic researchers. 
The same applied to the interpretation of 
measurements of viscosity, light dispersion and 
osmotic pressure … A great deal has changed 
since then…’107 

Polymer chemistry and plastics technology began 
to acquire dynamics of their own. At the same 
time, it became increasingly difficult to keep track 
of developments in the two fields. ‘First, you now 
need to plough through a much bigger pile of 
literature in order to identify the most pressing 
problems. Second, the as yet unsolved problems 
are much more detailed and much more specific 
than they were 25 years ago...’ To illustrate his 
point, Staverman quoted the example of a big 
international conference in Amsterdam attended 
by 200 delegates in 1949, at which a total of 27 
papers had addressed the physics and physical 
chemistry of macromolecules. An international 
conference in Leiden in 1971 on the physics and 
physical chemistry of polymers attracted 800 
delegates and a total of 282 papers. 

He looked back wistfully on the first few years. 
‘The atmosphere surrounding polymers and 
plastics in the years immediately after the war 
was full of hope for the future. There was a sense 
of glamour. Everything was new – not just from 
a scientific perspective, in terms of chemistry 
and physics, but also from a technological and 
commercial viewpoint. There was every reason 
for looking forward to great things in the future. 
And indeed, great things did happen. But now, in 
many respects, we have reached saturation point. 
Both commercially and technically, plastics are 
well-established, familiar products. The science 
of macromolecules has become one of the stock 
chapters in any history of chemistry and physics…’ 
While research did continue – on an even bigger 
scale in fact – Staverman no longer expected it to 
generate any spectacular developments as in the 
past.

Developments in the field may indeed have been 
less spectacular after 1970 than before, but the 
saturation point had most definitely not been 
reached. What did happen was that the field 
changed beyond all recognition during the course 
of the next 40 years. We will illustrate the process 
by focusing on a number of distinctive trends.

The search for new polymers 

When two researchers at the Royal Shell Plastics 
Laboratory published a list of plastics in 1974, they 

10. Trends in plastics and 
 plastics technology 
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Trends in plastics and plastics technology 

broke them down into the same basic categories 
as had been in vogue for the past 25 years, i.e. 
thermosetting plastics, thermoplastics and 
elastomers (rubbers), with various sub-categories 
falling under these.108 Base polymers such as 
polypropylene, polyethylene and PVC figured 
prominently. However, polymer research had 
moved off in a different direction in the meantime: 
no longer was it all about identifying new base 
polymers (see Figure 10.1). Rather, the search was 
on for high-performance polymers.

As the search began to produce a growing 
diversity of plastics,109 so the conventional 
classification now proved far from adequate. A 
base polymer such as polyethylene became a 
collective name for all sorts of materials, each 
specially developed for a specific processing 
technique and product.110 Research also resulted 
in new plastics – such as polyether ether 
ketone (PEEK), polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) and 

polyethylenimine (PEI), with better properties 
in terms of rigidity, strength or temperature 
resistance. Experimenting with polymer 
composites – mainly plastics reinforced with 
glass, carbon or aramid fibres – was fashionable 
for a long time. Researchers also discovered the 
possibility of mixing two or more plastics. These 
‘blends’ had better properties or came with a 
better price-performance ratio.

Engineering plastics

Consequently, the 1980s and 1990s saw the 
emergence of new categories of plastics – 
engineering plastics, functional polymers and 
biopolymers, for example. Engineering plastics 
differed from other types of plastics in that 
they had a high degree of rigidity and a high 
temperature-resistance. Their main purpose was 
to act as a metal substitute in structural sections 
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graph 10.1   The discovery of base polymers, 1900-2000
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and load-bearing structures, for example in 
cars. Their main advantage lay in their relatively 
low weight and cost, and the possibility of 
manufacturing a complex component in a single 
operation. Engineering plastics soon became 
commonplace, particularly in the automotive 
industry.111 

Functional polymers

Functional polymers served a variety of special 
purposes. Liquid-crystal polymers (LCPs), 
for example, were readily used in watches, 
flat screens and other forms of consumer 
electronics. Piezoelectric polymers were suited 
for use in prosthetic hands, while photocopiers 

and plastic solar cells beckoned as potential 
future applications for electrically conductive 
polymers.112 Some of these types of polymer are 
still very much in an embryonic stage. This is the 
case, for example, with plastic solar cells, which 
are being studied by an outstanding team of 
Dutch researchers.113

Biopolymers

Biopolymers formed another distinct category.114 
They found themselves in the spotlight in the 
wake of a public debate on the environmental 
and sustainability aspects of plastics (more on 
this in the following section). The idea behind 
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biodegradable polymers was that the polymer 
would break down after use into a number of 
natural substances. Biobased polymers were 
polymers that were produced from biomass rather 
than from fossil sources. Research into such 
polymers sparked a new trend: ‘learning from 
nature’.

Researchers have pointed to the brute force that 
is often needed to produce conventional polymers: 
these require both high temperatures and high 
pressure. Nature has found a smarter way of 
doing it, however. Polymers occur naturally in all 
sorts of places. They are found, for example, in 
the starch in potatoes, in the cellulose in wood, in 
animal proteins, in human DNA, and so on. Nature 
produces natural polymers in ‘natural’ conditions, 
i.e. body temperature, ambient temperature, 
atmospheric pressure, etc. A variety of enzymes 
play a key role in this process. The question is: 
does this process lend itself to replication?

Biocatalysis is the name of the discipline that 
seeks to understand and control this process. The 
science of biocatalysis investigates the unique 
catalytic properties of enzymes that enable 
polymerisation processes to take place in mild 
conditions and with a low environmental impact.

Supramolecular polymers

Supramolecular polymers form a new category 
of polymers that were discovered only relatively 
recently.115 Conventional polymers are made up 
of monomers held together by covalent (strong) 
bonds. Supramolecular polymers, in contrast, 
are made up of polymer chains held together 
by reversible, non-covalent (i.e. weak) bonds. 
This means that the mechanical properties of 
supramolecular polymers depend largely on 
non-covalent bonds. This has a number of major 
advantages, the main one being that the melt 
viscosity (which determines the material’s flow 
behaviour) depends greatly on the temperature. 
A slight rise in temperature to above the melting 

point results in a sharp decline in viscosity, i.e. 
the flow resistance. This makes supramolecular 
polymers easier to process than conventional 
polymers with similar properties.

An array called UPy (or 2-ureido-4[1H]-
pyrimidinone, to give its full name) plays a 
crucial role in this. A UPy is part of a monomer 
and contains four hydrogen bonds that link 
the monomers to each other by means of 
non-covalent bonding. UPy units can be 
used to produce monomers in such a way 
that supramolecular polymers are then self-
assembled. Researchers are now also trying to 
find self-healing polymers that would enable a 
damaged plastic product or synthetic coating to 
repair itself, as well as self-organising polymers 
that would be capable of replicating complex, 
natural processes such as the dynamic behaviour 
of proteins.

This is a field of research that holds tremendous 
promise for the future. Researchers are studying 
potential applications in all sorts of different 
areas: medicine, electronics, inks, coatings, 
fibres, cosmetics and many more. One potential 
application is the targeted delivery of drugs for 
the treatment of tumours.116 The idea would be to 
encapsulate the drug in a supramolecular polymer 
that reacts to a low pH value, a measure of acidity. 
The polymer would only disintegrate when it 
reaches the tumour, as tumours have a low pH 
value compared with other parts of the human 
body.

Value pyramid for polymers

The trends in the development of polymers may 
also be illustrated by classifying polymers on the 
basis of the two key features of price and func-
tionality (see Figure 10.1).117 The figure shows the 
value pyramid for polymers. The base consists of 
bulk polymers which, produced as they are in lar-
ge volumes and at low cost, have only a low added 
value on the market. They are used in disposable 
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plastic products, packaging materials, and film 
and sheeting for use in agriculture and horticul-
ture. In short, they are suited for non-reusable (or 
‘one-time use’) products. 

Sitting at the peak of the pyramid are the 
specialty polymers. Produced in small volumes 
and at high cost, these have a high added 
value. They are either durable or have other, 
special properties. This category includes ultra-
high-performance composites that are used 
mainly in the aviation industry, as well as the 
supramolecular polymer used for drug delivery 
purposes. 

The area between the base and the peak of the 
pyramid is filled with commodity polymers such 
as PET (as in PET bottles) and high-performance 
polymers, including various types of polyamides 
and engineering plastics, and with a progressively 
rising added value and progressively declining 

production volumes.
The trend after 1970 has been a dual one. First, 
the plastics in the lower parts of the pyramid 
have been upgraded. Secondly, the plastics in the 
upper parts of the pyramid have been upscaled. 
Upgrading means that a polymer competes with 
a higher category, whereas upscaling leads to 
competition with a lower category in the pyramid.

Design and processing

Another trend has to do with the design of 
plastics. The rise in the design opportunities has 
been nothing short of spectacular.118 The main 
reason for this has been the advent of computers, 
together with software packages for devising 
and designing plastic products and performing 
calculations on them. In 1982, for example, 
designers were able to use a software package 
called the ‘mold flow system’ to determine the 

 

figure 10.1   The value pyramid for polymers

source: P. Nossin, Biopolymeren in breder perspectief. Nut en noodzaak (n.p. 2012), 19 
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ideal wall thickness of products, calculate their 
rigidity and strength, and analyse the effects 
of using different sprue points and cooling line 
diameters. 

The introduction of the finite-elements 
method (FEM) was another, highly promising 
development. This enabled designers to optimise 
the design of their products, so that they were 
more reliable, more attractive and lighter in 
weight. It soon became easier to design and 
produce complex products consisting of a number 
of components as a single design. Designers 
began to appreciate the value of simulations.

In parallel with these developments, a new 
generation of machines launched in the 1980s 
offered designers all sorts of new opportunities. 
Computer-controlled injection moulding 
machines could be set to extremely narrow 

tolerances, thus allowing products to be made 
with curved parting lines and more closely aligned 
mould parts. Computer-aided design became the 
new buzz word in plastics technology and was 
used to prevent previously common errors such 
as the absence of draft angles, inconsistent wall-
thicknesses and the absence of rounding.

A more recent development is the possibility 
of designing a product from start to end of the 
product life cycle. In other words, the designer 
plans the entire process, beginning with the raw 
material and ending with the disposal of waste 
and the recycling of the plastic – together with 
all the intermediate stages. The aim is to keep 
the product loop as closed as possible, and to 
produce a fully sustainable product (see the next 
chapter).

To a certain extent, the trends in the processing 
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of plastics were foreseeable. Each new generation 
of machines consumed less energy and was 
more productive than its forerunner, i.e. it could 
produce more plastic per hour and per employee. 
Mechanical engineers played a vital role in this 
process, for example by improving hydraulic 
systems.119

Electronics

However, there was another major contributor. 
This took the shape of a new dimension in the 
processing of plastics: the use of electronic 
controls and computers. In the 1970s, 
machine manufacturers introduced the use 
of microprocessors. Stork Plastics Machinery 
was the first to come up with a new type of 
injection moulding machine equipped with a 
microprocessor-based control system including a 
computer screen.120 Manufacturers started using 
hydraulics and mechanical transmissions. The 

use of automation and robotics soon became 
widespread, with injection moulding systems one 
of the main beneficiaries.121

Injection moulding machines produced products 
of a consistent quality, with short lead times and 
very little need for human supervision. It became 
easier to accurately control variables such as the 
melt temperature, the mould temperature, the 
injection speed and the product cavity pressure. 
Products could be adapted more quickly and 
more accurately to new conditions or new raw 
materials. Cycle times grew shorter and cost 
prices fell. The same trends were seen in relation 
to processing techniques such as blow moulding, 
thermoforming and coating.122 

New processing techniques

New processing techniques were also needed to 
combine different materials in the end product. 
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Machine manufacturers started producing 
machines for two-component injection moulding, 
co-extrusion, tri-extrusion and the lamination of 
film, sheeting, tubes and bottles. A number of 
highly specific innovations also appeared on the 
market, such as plastic welding, gas injection 
moulding, gas counterpressure, decoration 
techniques and recycling. Special, high-speed 
injection moulding machines and special moulds 
were used in order to produce thin-walled 
articles for the packaging industry. A tie-rod-free 
injection moulding machine was one of the key 
inventions of the 1990s, paving the way for the 
use of bigger moulds, the production of bigger 
components and a more efficient use of robots. 
Energy consumption fell as fully-electric injection 
moulding machines arrived on the scene.

A more recent development is 3D printing, a 
technique in which a plastic product is built up 

layer by layer with the aid of special software. 
Apart from enabling prototypes to be produced 
quickly and cheaply, 3D printing also makes it 
easy to adjust the product. 

New peripherals and accessories

There were also plenty of new developments 
in relation to peripherals and accessories. The 
innovations came in the form of pre-dryers, 
i.e. dry-air dryers; colouring equipment, i.e. the 
use of dyes or coloured pastes; mould-heating 
equipment designed to allow moulds to be 
heated up or cooled down in a controlled process; 
manipulators, which allowed the product to be 
removed from the mould with the aid of ‘pick and 
place’ machines, robots and so forth; and rapid-
exchange systems for quickly replacing moulds 
and raw materials.123 
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The production of moulds was a story in itself. 
The quality of the end product depended 
greatly on the use of a good mould. New tools 
and processing equipment – such as electrical 
discharge machines (EDM) or spark erosion 
machines and numerically controlled machine 
tools – made complex products easier to make. 
Computer-aided design techniques reduced 
the risk of errors and the computing power of 
computer-aided engineering led to far more 
accurate designs.124

A final trend worth mentioning was the tendency 
for plastics processing operations to evolve into 
assembly plants. This was often associated with 
very strict specifications in terms of shape and 
dimensions, along with stringent quality controls 
and the imposition of new demands on both 
operational management and staff training.

Polymer processing: a new 
discipline125

While polymer research evolved into a scientific 
discipline after the Second World War, the 
processing of plastics long remained a ‘craft’, 
based largely on practical knowledge and 
experience. After 1970, this field also developed 
into an academic discipline, with its own journals, 
conferences, professorships and networks.

Today, polymer processing is a multidisciplinary 
field encompassing fluid dynamics, heat 
transmission, flow properties (rheology) and 
mechanical engineering. The links with polymer 
chemistry and polymer physics have helped to 
broaden the scope of the field. The complexity 
of processing techniques has made a form 
of ‘smart’ simplification essential. Subject-
specific knowledge is acquired with the aid of 
simplified calculations and models, together with 
measurements using carefully selected modelling 
systems, encompassing both the processing 
machine and the polymer itself. The use of the 

finite-elements method has enabled researchers 
to obtain excellent results from complex strength 
and flow calculations. The aim in all cases is 
to objectivise and universalise knowledge. In 
other words, it must be possible to extrapolate 
the results achieved with a particular modelling 
system to other machines and polymers. The 
findings must also help researchers to work out 
the exact nature of the demands that machines 
and polymers need to meet. While the use of 
models helps to understand the practical aspects 
of plastics processing, they will not generate any 
innovations in the short term. 
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Box 11 The bio-based economy

The bio-based 
economy

Whereas the circular economy is all about the 
efficient reuse of raw materials, limiting the 
amount of waste and reducing the production and 
use of new raw materials, the bio-based economy 
revolves around the use of renewable biological 
materials. Their main advantage is that they are 
inexhaustible. Biological materials offer exciting 
new opportunities for plastic materials and 
products based on biopolymers. 

There are three different methods of using 
biological materials in the production of 
biopolymers. The first involves extracting bio-
based building blocks, i.e. monomers, from 
biomass. These monomers form the base material 
from which polymers are produced. Certain 
building blocks, such as ethylene, are similar to 
their petrochemical counterparts, which means 
that they are easy to slot into existing production 
techniques. For others, such as lactic acid, a 
degree of special expertise is needed to process 
them into polymers and plastic products.

The second method involves extracting natural 
polymers such as starch, cellulose, lignin and 
proteins from vegetable matter. The advantage 
offered by these polymers is that they no longer 
need to be built up step by step. All that is 
required in most cases is for them to be ‘modified’ 
to a certain degree: this means adding properties 
such as heat resistance, flexibility and water 
resistance.

Algae and micro-organisms form the basis of 
the third way of producing biopolymers. The 
advantage of algae and micro-organisms is that 
they take up relatively little space (unlike plants, 
algae can also be grown in vertical cylinders 
and cylinder stacks). As a further bonus, genetic 
modification can be used to grow algae and 

micro-organisms so that they produce certain 
polymers that have a specific value for human 
beings.

In addition to working on biopolymers, 
researchers are also trying to develop bio-based 
additives such as plasticisers and stabilisers. One 
of the leading research centres in the Netherlands 
is the Food & Bio-based Research Department at 
Wageningen University & Research.

Biopolymers are used in car components, 
domestic appliances and floor coverings. Coffee 
cups can be made from polylactic acid, while 
packaging materials can be produced from 
tomato stalks. Biopolymers can serve as base 
materials for products such as paints, coatings 
and adhesives.

However promising the bio-based economy 
may seem, it does not come without certain 
drawbacks. And it is due to these problems that 
the future of the bio-based economy is clouded 
in uncertainty. The first generation of biofuels 
was (and still is) derived from sugar (sugarcane 
and cane sugar), starch (wheat and corn) and 
vegetable oils (sunflower, rapeseed, soya, palm, 
etc.). Given that sugar, starch and oils are also 
used as foodstuffs, biofuels have attracted fierce 
criticism for competing with food production for 
agricultural land. 

One way of resolving this problem is by applying 
the principle of cascading. This means that the 
most valuable parts are extracted first from 
the raw material (see also the description of 
the second method above) and used for the 
highest value purposes. This allows the inedible 
components of food crops to be used (as ‘second-
generation biofuels’). High-value applications are 
often relatively small-scale. The least valuable 
parts are then used as fuel, thus minimising the 
degree of competition with food production.  
A potential problem is that the separation of  
high-value polymers from other polymer may 
prove costly. 
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Fuels based on algae form a third generation 
of biofuels. These do not compete with food 
production and only require sunlight in order to 
grow. As we have already seen, this generation 
of biofuels can be used for producing specific 
polymers.

In spite of all this progress, there is little likelihood 
of a switch to a bio-based economy in the near 
future. The algae-based technology is still in 
an embryonic stage and there are all sorts of 
problems involved in scaling-up the process 
to an industrial scale. It remains the case that 
many of the bioplastics produced with the aid 
of the two other methods are unable to compete 
with conventional plastics in economic terms. 
Even though university research into bio-based 
chemistry and polymer technology continues 
to thrive, the interest shown by industrial 
companies is on the decline. And while a 
large number of chemical and petrochemical 
companies embraced bio-based chemistry as a 
highly promising field several years ago, many 
of them have now discontinued their research 
programmes. Particularly for bulk chemical giants 
such as Shell, bio-based chemistry does not 
appear to offer attractive prospects at present. 
The situation is different for speciality chemical 
companies such as DSM.

sources: 

P. Harmsen and M. Hackmann, Groene bouwstenen voor 

bio-based plastics. Bio-based routes en marktontwikkeling 

(Wageningen 2012)

R. Hölsgens, A petrochemical industry beyond petroleum? 

An exercise in applying the multi-level perspective to a still 

to come transition (Unpublished RMA thesis, Maastricht 

University 2011)

Website of Wageningen UR Food & Bio-based Research, 

retrieved June 2015
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TNO’s Plastics and Rubber Institute celebrated its 
40th anniversary in 1986. It was decided to mark 
the occasion by publishing a book on the past, 
present and future of the plastics industry. Some 
70 experts working in the plastics sector were 
invited to contribute articles. The end result was a 
book of almost 350 pages in length presenting a 
wide-ranging review of plastics, their properties, 
production and processing techniques, and 
applications. The tone was optimistic.

Interestingly though, barely a word was 
mentioned about the controversies surrounding 
plastics. There was the odd oblique reference 
to ‘…the actual or alleged risks and the 
environmental effects…’126 The subject of plastic 
waste was given a little over two pages, with 
discussion primarily focussing on the relative 
merits of landfill and incineration.127 Here and 
there, there was talk of the potential drawbacks 
of plastics, but these were either downplayed 
or parried with counterarguments. This, in sum, 
was all that the select band of representatives 
from TNO, the universities and the industrial 
companies had to say about the public debate on 
the environmental and sustainability aspects of 
plastics.

They should have known better. Plastic had 
already acquired an ambivalent image back in 
the 1950s and 1960s. Whilst conjuring up an 
impression of progress and modernity, it was 
also associated with junk, litter and waste. 

These negative connotations were very much 
still in evidence. Not only that, but the rise of 
the environmentalist movement had thrown 
up all sorts of other issues, too. The upheaval 
culminated in a fierce assault on PVC in the 
1980s.

During the same period, a debate arose about the 
health and environmental risks associated with 
the use of additives in plastics. The publication 
of the Brundtland Report in 1987 extended the 
debate to the issue of sustainability: the key 
elements here were the energy supply and the 
limited stocks of fossil fuels.

The attitude taken by the plastics experts typifies 
the approach adopted by the chemical industry 
in general – and the plastics industry in particular 
– during this period. Although the latter was 
reactive and prepared to adapt, it did so with a 
certain degree of reluctance. It complied with 
industry regulations on an ad-hoc basis and 
opposed any changes it regarded as being too 
far-reaching. 

In the Netherlands, the industry gradually started 
to change in the 1990s. Companies adopted an 
idea the seeds of which had been sown abroad 
and which boiled down to what is now called 
‘corporate social responsibility’ or ‘responsible 
corporate citizenship’. Environmental, health 
and sustainability issues were accepted as part 
and parcel of a company’s responsibility and 

11. The debate on plastics  
and sustainability  
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thus demanding an active and preventive policy 
response.

Today, this line of thinking is propagated 
by the Dutch Federation of the Rubber and 
Plastics Industry. It is supported in this respect 
by PlasticsEurope, an association of leading 
European plastics producers, and the Association 
of the Dutch Chemical Industry (VNCI). All three 
organisations perform research into plastics and 
sustainability, support sustainability campaigns 
mounted by companies, work together with the 
government and try to publicise their work. The 
image they seek to project is one of an industry 
that accepts its responsibility as a partner  
‘… to policy-makers and other pressure groups,  
in trying to find solutions to the critical problems 
of climate change, energy conservation, the 
efficient use of natural resources, consumer 
protection and waste management…’128 Plastics 
have a major – and indeed positive – role to play 
in relation to these issues. Plastics can help solve 
these problems.

The question is: can the plastics industry deliver 
on these claims? 

PVC, additives and health

A new and important topic of debate in the 1970s 
and 1980s was the risk posed by plastics to 
public health. The debate centred on PVC. Before 
then, there had been no controversy whatsoever 
surrounding the use of PVC. With PVC production 
on the rise around the world, PVC production 
volumes in the Netherlands shot up, too. Then, 
in the 1960s, the first stories began to surface of 
diseases affecting workers who had been involved 
in the production of the vinyl chloride monomer, 
i.e. VCM, the monomer used in the production  
of PVC.129 An investigation performed in the  
early 1970s (in part at the request of foreign 
plastics producers) established a link between 
VCM and various forms of cancer, notably liver 
cancer.

In West Germany, an article in Der Spiegel in 
December 1973 about ‘Gefährlicher Kunststoff’ 
(‘Dangerous plastic’) led to reports of illnesses 
among staff working on the production of PVC. 
In the following year, a Dutch newspaper called 
De Waarheid (‘The Truth’) reported 12 fatalities 
around the world. A Dutch daily, Nederlands 
Dagblad, claimed (together with various other 
newspapers) that there had in fact been 25  
PVC-related deaths.130 A Dutch journalist later 
wrote in a book on occupational disease that  
‘...the doctors and university researchers who were 
involved in the ‘discovery’ [of the carcinogenic 
properties of VCM] were kindly requested not 
to cause any industrial unrest by publicising 
their findings.’131 There were no reports of any 
fatalities in the Netherlands.132 In 1976, an interim 
report published by the then Minister of Social 
Affairs claimed that a study of over 700 workers 
employed by companies producing VCM and PVC 
had failed to identify any symptoms of disease. 
The report did note, however, that a number of the 
people examined had reported minor complaints, 
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but said that ‘it was impossible to say whether 
these were the result of their exposure to PVC’.133

Health risks affecting PVC production

In 1974, the Dutch government decided to reduce 
the maximum concentration of vinyl chloride to 
which workers were permitted to be exposed, 
initially from 200 ppm to 50 ppm. But when 13 
cases were identified in West Germany in which 
workers’ auto-immune system had been affected, 
it was decided to lower the upper limit even 
further, to 10 ppm.134 In response, DSM informed 
the staff of its PVC production plant that 
exposure levels were already under the new limit 
of 10 ppm, but that extra precautions (such as 
the use of gas masks) would be taken to protect 
any workers who might potentially be exposed 
to a level of more than 10 ppm. In the end, the 
government lowered the limit even further, to 
1 ppm. The leading PVC producers, such as 
AKZO-Zout Chemie, Shell and DSM, protested, 
claiming that the new limit was both unrealistic 

and financially unaffordable.135 Despite their 
objections, the exposure limit was lowered and 
companies were forced to adjust their working 
practices. Although this action remedied the 
initial problems surrounding PVC, the material’s 
image nonetheless suffered considerable damage. 

Health risks affecting PVC use

The debate then shifted from the production of 
PVC to the use of PVC.136 Although the plastics 
industry had insisted since the early 1970s that 
PVC did not pose any health risks and that there 
was no unpolymerized VCM in PVC, a fierce 
debate was sparked about the safety of foods 
wrapped in PVC. The US, Sweden and Denmark 
took the lead in this respect. Keen to arm 
themselves against a looming national debate, 
Dutch PVC manufacturers set up their own pro-
PVC lobby group.137

At the end of the 1980s, environmental activists 
launched an all-out assault on PVC, both as a 
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material in general and more specifically as a 
form of packaging. This was despite the absence 
of any irrefutable scientific evidence to suggest 
that PVC constituted an immediate threat to food 
safety.138 The packaging industry defended itself 
by pointing out that the levels of residual VCM 
were so low as to be totally incapable of causing 
any damage. In 1989, three pressure groups, the 
Dutch branch of Friends of the Earth, the Dutch 
Society for Nature and the Environment and the 
Dutch Consumers’ Association, joined forces with 
other consumers and environmental organisations 
in mounting a campaign against the use of PVC 
packaging. 

The campaign was a success.139 One of the big 
nationwide supermarket chains was one of the 
first to decide to stop using PVC packaging – not 
so much because they were convinced it was 
dangerous, but rather because they wanted to 
preclude any arguments and problems with their 
customers.140 For its part, the government kept 
a fairly low profile in the debate. The end result, 
however, was that the packaging industry felt 
compelled to reduce the use of PVC packaging by 
90% within a two-year period.141 

Today, PVC is seldom used as a packaging 
material. Thanks to its durability, it is however 
used in large volumes in a wide range of products, 
such as plastic window frames, sewage pipes, 
water pipes, cars and also – albeit in smaller 
volumes – in articles such as toys.

Dioxins

Another issue involving PVC also arose around 
the same time as the health concerns described 
above. In 1989, higher than usual concentrations 
of dioxin were found in milk originating from a 
cheese farm in the province of South Holland. 
It was decided that two incinerators in the near 
vicinity, one operated by a local waste processing 
company and the other by Akzo, were the likely 
sources of the contamination. Despite the fact 

that not much was known about the relationship 
between PVC and dioxin, commentators identified 
materials such as PVC, which were present in 
the incinerators, as being the main culprits. The 
waste processing company was forced to install 
filters on its two gigantic chimneys. A study 
performed by Marike Leijs in 2010 showed that 
the emission of dioxins (stemming in part, but 
not exclusively, from PVC) during the incineration 
of waste did indeed create health risks for local 
residents. She identified a number of effects on 
the health of children who had been brought up 
in the vicinity of the waste incinerators. However, 
even in the early 1990s, people were so anxious 
about the effects of dioxins that measures were 
immediately taken.142 These days, the flue gases 
from incineration are treated to prevent any 
dioxins from being emitted.143

Curiously, the debate about PVC has not been 
replicated in relation to any other plastic. 
There has not been any opposition to the 
production, use and processing of plastics 
such as polyethylene or polypropylene. Where 
there has been debate, it has been about 
plastics in general, with secondary debates on 
issues such as additives cropping up at regular 
intervals. Additives are used to give plastics 
special properties, such as a particular degree 
of hardness, a colour, resistance to a particular 
temperature, a certain degree of light-sensitivity, 
etc.

Additives

In the 1980s for example, Heineken was attacked 
by consumer organisations and environmental 
activists for its use of cadmium.144 Cadmium is 
a heavy metal that the brewing company used 
so as to ensure that its beer crates retained their 
bright yellow colour. Once it came under pressure, 
Heineken tried to find a suitable alternative – 
which it ultimately succeeded in doing in 1989, in 
collaboration with its supplier.145 
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To give another example: the Dutch Consumers’ 
Association first reported in 1974, based on a 
publication by its German sister organisation, 
that certain toys (such as monsters and mice 
made of soft plastic) could be dangerous when 
used by children. If a child swallowed a toy and 
if the toy then spent a number of days in the 
child’s stomach and bowels, this might debase 
the plasticiser (generally di-2-ethylhexyl phthalate 
or DEHP) in the toy to such an extent that the 
plastic could then become ‘as hard as glass’ 
and might also get sharp edges. The German 
Consumers’ Association had reported that a West 
German child had died in 1962 from a perforated 
bowel caused by swallowing one of these toys.146 
Although the Dutch authorities were aware of 
the risks, a study by the Consumer Products 
Inspection Department did not indicate there 
was any need to ‘ban these creepy animal toys 

as being unlawful’. However, the Department 
said that this did not necessarily mean that the 
plasticiser used in the toys was harmless.147 

The debate on plasticisers in toys still flares 
up from time to time.148 In 2004, for example, 
a controversy arose over the use of phthalate 
plasticisers in ‘Scoubidou’ strings, i.e. PVC 
threads and tubes that children knot together to 
form different objects. Once again, there were 
reports from West Germany that the strings 
contained too much plasticiser, i.e. over 30% 
by weight. The Dutch Food and Consumer 
Product Safety Authority published the findings 
of a study of its own, which concluded that the 
proportion of phthalates in the products was 
between 5% and 28% by weight and that the 
rate of emission of phthalates varied between 0.1 
and 3.2 µg/min/10cm²: ‘The National Institute 
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for Public Health and Environmental Protection 
has concluded that plasticiser emissions do 
not constitute a threat to children’s public 
health’.149 However, Michael Braungart, one of 
the originators of the cradle-to-cradle concept, 
has claimed that phthalates disrupt hormonal 
regulation and cause infertility and that, on these 
grounds, they should be banned outright.150

The use of lead in PVC is a final example. Rigid 
PVC may contain lead as a stabiliser. It is unclear 
whether the lead is dangerous: the PVC industry 
claims it is not, because the lead is bonded to 
the plastic and cannot therefore be released. 
The European Union has decided to play safe 
on account of lead’s toxicity and has demanded 
that PVC should be fully lead-free in the future. 
Dutch manufacturers of plastic piping decided 
a few years ago to stop using harmful heavy 
metals such as lead and zinc.151 European PVC 
manufacturers have promised to replace all lead 
stabilisers with safe alternatives, such as calcium 
salt, by 2015.152

The effects of the use of additives are clouded in 
doubts and disagreements. Michael Braungart153 
believes there is a ‘pernicious alliance between 
governments, the scientific community and 
industry ...As long as studies are performed, 
researchers get paid, no one needs to take action 
to implement solutions and companies do not 
need to take responsibility…’154 

At the same time, the plastics industry is doing 
its best to project an image of credibility. For 
example, manufacturers of plastic piping asked 
the Dutch Institute for Building Biology and 
Ecology (NIBE) and the Belgian research agency 
VITO (which plays a role similar to that played 
in the Netherlands by NWO) to assess the 
sustainability and environmental aspects of its 
piping systems.155 However, both users and the 
public at large find it hard to know exactly how 
much is true of all the claims and allegations 
made about plastics. 

Energy and the environment 

‘Most plastic products need less energy to be 
produced than other materials, especially in 
application areas such as transport, building and 
construction, packaging and electronic devices. 
If plastics had to disappear and be replaced by 
alternatives, the life-cycle energy consumption for 
these alternatives would be increased by around 
57% and the GHG emissions would be 61% 
higher,’ so the PlasticsEurope industry association 
claims.156 But is this true?

Back in the 1970s, shortly after the oil crises, 
Professor Anne Klaas Van der Vegt of Delft 
University of Technology asserted ‘… that the 
amount of energy required to produce a plastic 
product is virtually always smaller – and in some 
cases much smaller – than the amount needed to 
produce a similar article from another material, 
such as glass, metal or ceramics’.157 He did not 
provide any statistical evidence to back up this 
assertion, as did Pilz, Schweighofer and Kletze, on 
the other hand, in 2005, when they published the 
findings of an extensive survey, casting in doubt a 
number of Van der Vegt’s claims.158

Energy savings in production?

They concluded for a start that 19% of the 
plastic materials included in their study were not 
replaceable by other materials. Where alternatives 
were available, an examination of the energy 
consumption during the production process 
generated a wide range of results. For example, 
the production of thin, plastic piping required 
between 70 and 140 mega joules less energy per 
kg than comparable pipes made of alternative 
materials.159 In other cases, the production of a 
plastic product was more energy-intensive than 
the alternatives. The production of insulation 
for refrigerators, for example, required 68 
mega joules more per kg of plastic than if other 
materials were to be used. The authors of the 
study did not provide any data on the aggregate 
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energy savings. A study performed five years later, 
in 2010, suggested that the aggregate level of 
energy savings in the production process could be 
potentially around 25%.160 

However, plastics are capable of delivering major 
energy savings not just in the production process, 
but also during their actual use. Indeed, this is 
one of the main benefits of plastics in terms of 
their contribution to a sustainable future.161 Many 
plastics are extremely durable and relatively low 
in maintenance – plastic window frames being a 
good example.

Plastics are also much lighter than other 
materials. Cars can reduce their fuel consumption 
if certain components are made of plastic instead 
of metal. Plastic bottles consume more energy 
during production than glass bottles, but they 
are less energy-intensive in transport and use. 
The same applies to the refrigerator insulation 
to which we have already referred. However, the 
validity of these conclusions depends enormously 
on the way in which the products in question 
are used and reused, which makes them hard 
to quantify. Moreover, it is clear from practical 
experience that the purported degree of energy-
saving during usage is often nullified by extra 
consumption and functionality. For example, even 
though cars are becoming more fuel-efficient, 
they are now used more intensively and are more 
likely to be fitted with air-conditioning than was 
the case in the past.

Finally, energy is also generated from plastic 
when plastic waste is incinerated. In the 
Netherlands, almost 60% of plastic waste is 
reused, and just over 30% is more or less fully 
incinerated (generally in the form of household 
waste) in incinerator plants fitted with heat 
recovery systems.162 Obviously, CO2 is released 
during the incineration of plastic. On the other 
hand, filters are used to remove the vast majority 
of contaminants, which means that incineration 
these days is a fairly clean method of waste 
disposal.163 

The proponents of the incineration of plastic 
waste regard plastics as forming an intermediate 
stage between oil and gas as crude raw materials 
and the final phase in which they are used as a 
source of energy: the carbon atoms have been 
put to use in the form of plastic, but retain 90% 
of their calorific value as they have not been 
immediately incinerated. Many commentators 
regard reuse as the ideal method of waste 
management. Although it requires energy, it is 
still the most energy-efficient alternative.

Life-cycle assessment

While there is some evidence to support the 
plastic industry’s claim that the life cycle of plastic 
products is more energy-efficient than that of 
comparable products made of ‘conventional’ 
materials, it is probably not quite as watertight 
as the industry would like to make out. The range 
of products is simply too great and the matter 
too complex to allow simple conclusions to be 
drawn that apply across the board. Moreover, 
energy and the use of fossil fuels are not the only 
important factors in relation to product life cycles. 
A comprehensive analysis also requires that an 
assessment be made of environmental aspects 
such as land use, water contamination and the 
contribution to climate change. In other words, 
the status of plastics is even more complex than 
appears at first sight. A tool known as a life-cycle 
assessment (LCA) can help to clarify things.

However, even an LCA of something ostensibly 
so simple as a carrier bag can be a source of 
confusion. A press release issued by the Dutch 
Federation of the Rubber and Plastics Industry 
reports that ‘plastic carrier bags have the lowest 
environmental impact’, noting that this finding 
is in sharp contrast with their poor reputation. 
A closer examination reveals that the LCA in 
question was performed by an organisation 
called the ‘Netherlands Institute for Sustainable 
Packaging’,164 which examined bags made of 
a range of different materials. Admittedly, the 
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production of certain plastic bags has a low 
environmental impact. ‘I realise that this is 
something they are keen to stress,’ the institute’s 
director commented, ‘but they failed to take 
account of the fact that bags may end up as litter. 
Where this happens, plastic bags actually score 
badly, because they do not easily degrade – if 
at all.’165 The findings of the LCA show that two 
particular types of bag perform better than the 
rest: medium-sized bags made of recycled paper, 
and ‘big shopper’ bags made of jute. These are 
more easily degradable if they end up as litter in 
the natural environment.166

Biodegradable plastics, bio-
based polymers and recycling167

Litter is an old problem that has been around 
since the beginning of the previous century (see 
Part I). Paper packaging was initially the main 
culprit, but it was superseded by plastics after 
1970. This was one of the reasons behind the 
quest to find biodegradable plastics. One of 
the pioneers in this connection was a Canadian 
professor called James Guillet, who managed 
to find a solution to the dichotomy facing him: 
on the one hand, plastic packaging needed to 
protect its contents by resisting attacks from 
micro-organisms, while at the same time it had 
to be capable of being degraded by the very same 
organisms if it ended up in the environment.168 

Most plastics are resistant to micro-organisms. 
Neither the long carbon chains nor the crystalline 
structure of polymers provides organisms with a 
useful starting point for converting carbon atoms 
into CO2 and water. Although these footholds 
are to be found at the ends of the chains, they do 
not result in any meaningful degradation of the 
plastic, whether during or after use.169 

In other words, in order to make plastics fit for 
degrading, they first need to be divided up into 
smaller pieces. Professor Guillet found the answer 

in the form of sunlight – and more specifically, 
in the ultraviolet light emitted by the sun. By 
adding to the polymer certain additives that were 
sensitive to sunlight, he was able to break down 
both the molecular chain and the crystalline 
structure, so that micro-organisms could do their 
work better. The technology was patented by 
Guillet’s employer, the University of Toronto. A 
joint venture set up by a Toronto-based company 
called Eco-Plastics Limited and a Dutch firm 
called Royal Packaging Industries Van Leer took 
on the task of commercialising this degradable 
plastic, which was given the trade name of 
Ecolyte.170

Unfortunately, the results were disappointing. The 
plastic was only degradable in the presence of 
sunlight. It did not degrade if it was covered with 
earth or buried in a landfill site. Another problem 
was that the plastic did not actually degrade so 
much as crumble into tiny pieces. And it took 
micro-organisms a long time to degrade these 
tiny pieces – many years in some cases. 

Today, aliphatic polyesters account for the 
majority of biodegradable plastics. These are 
synthetic polymers that can be digested by 
micro-organisms thanks to their resemblance to 
certain natural polymers. However, digestion can 
take place only in ideal conditions that are seldom 
found in the natural environment. Moreover, they 
are relatively costly to produce, making them too 
expensive to replace bulk polymers in packaging 
materials, agricultural film and disposable 
articles. 

The situation today is that a biodegradable 
polymer has an added value only in certain 
niche markets such as packaging for organic 
foods. In short, it does not form a viable means 
of reducing the volume of litter. As an added 
problem, its often poor material properties make 
it unsuitable for higher-performance applications. 
Biodegradable polymers have failed to live up to 
their expectations. After 40 years of research and 
development, the global volume of production 
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is approximately 300 kilotonnes per annum, 
representing 0.13% of world output.

Bio-based polymers

A similar fate lies in store for bio-based polymers 
(see also Box 11: ‘The bio-based economy’). These 
include natural polymers such as cellulose, starch, 
proteins and gelatine, either obtained from crops 
or produced by micro-organisms or algae, as well 
as polymers based on bio-based building blocks 
obtained from renewable sources, such as sugar 
(from sugarcane or cane sugar), starch (from corn 
and wheat) and vegetable oil (from coleseed and 
rapeseed). The idea is that bio-based polymers 
should help both to replace fossil fuels with 
renewable energy sources and to solve the 
climate-change problem by reducing greenhouse-
gas emissions.

Peter Nossin, a Programme Area Coordinator 
at the Dutch Polymer Institute, believes that 

the technical potential of bio-based polymers 
is huge.171 In theory, around 90% of the plastics 
currently in use could be replaced by bio-based 
polymers. In practice, however, the results 
achieved to date have been discouraging. One 
of the main problems has been how bio-based 
polymers can gain entry to the polymer value 
pyramid (see Figures 10.1 and 11.1). 

Bio-based polymers inevitably need to compete 
with a rival in each segment. Among the bulk 
polymers, for example, bio-polyethylene has to 
compete with polyethylene, primarily in terms of 
its cost price. Bio-polyethylene loses just about 
every one of these battles. 

The cost price is also the determinant factor 
among commodity polymers, although there 
are certain opportunities for bio-based building 
blocks for plastics, so that there is some degree 
of partial substitution. This applies, for example, 
to the use of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) in 
PET bottles. 

 

figure 11.1   Entry of bio-based polymers in the polymer pyramid

source: P. Nossin, Biopolymeren in breder perspectief. Nut en noodzaak (n.p. 2012), 21 
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The cost price is less important in the segment 
of high-performance polymers. Here, functional 
properties such as a high temperature resistance 
and resistance to wear are the critical factors. 
Once again, the bio-based polymers tend to 
lose out to the competition, with one or two 
exceptions, such as polyethylene furanoate (PEF), 
which would appear to have better properties 
than PET. 

The uppermost segment, i.e. the speciality 
polymers, is the segment with the best 
opportunities for bio-based polymers. Here, 
bio-based polymers with certain specific 
characteristics are capable of meeting a market 
need that is not currently being catered to. A 
polymer that is used for making heart valves 
using cells from the patient’s body is a good 
example of a specialty polymer. The cells in 
question are grown on a plastic scaffold in a 
biogenerator, and the scaffold gradually degrades 
as the cells take on the shape of a heart valve.

As bio-based polymers tend to have a poor price-
quality ratio, they are seldom a viable substitute 
for synthetic polymers. The situation in the 
European Union is that biopolymers, i.e. both 
biodegradable and bio-based polymers, account 
for between 0.1% and 0.2% of the aggregate 
polymer output. Out of this relatively small 
amount (i.e. between 55 and 110 kilotonnes), 
65% is used in packaging (including padding), 
21% in rubbish bags, 8% in fibres and 6% in 
miscellaneous products.

The Dutch Polymer Institute believes that 
the role of biopolymers is unlikely to become 
much more important during the coming 
decades. Synthetic polymers have the backing 
of mature technologies, a wide range of fossil 
fuels (including shale gas and coal) and well-
established production chains offering plenty of 
scope for innovation. The technology of bio-based 
polymers, on the other hand, is in an embryonic 
stage; full production chains going all the way 
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from the farm to production and use are yet to be 
put in place. Most production facilities are still in 
the pilot stage. 

The centre for bio-based polymer research in 
the Netherlands, Food & Bio-based Research in 
Wageningen, is much more optimistic about the 
future. The centre believes that levels of interest 
in biopolymers are running high, and that the 
government and consumers alike are keen to 
invest in sustainability. The chemical industry 
is looking to replace more and more petroleum-
based raw materials – which are growing scarce 
– with biomass.172 

In economic terms, the best opportunities for 
bio-based polymers are to be found in countries 
such as Brazil, with its emerging economy 
and surfeit of renewable energy sources. From 

a technical viewpoint, a promising future for 
bio-based polymers beckons in biotechnology. 
Research into enzymes (proteins that act as 
catalysts for chemical reactions) for polymerising 
and functionalising biopolymers presents a big 
challenge for the future. Even so, the Dutch 
Polymer Institute has decided to discontinue its 
research programme for bio-based polymers. 
According to the institute, one of the reasons for 
taking this decision is that there is a completely 
different and more promising route for improving 
the sustainability of synthetic plastics: recycling. 

Recycling

The Dutch government’s ‘national waste 
management plan’ describes the way in which 
waste is to be processed.173 The plan states that 
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as much plastic waste as possible should be 
recycled and that, where this is not possible, such 
waste should be incinerated. Landfilling in the 
Netherlands has virtually ceased.

However, the recycling of plastic waste is 
complicated by the difficulty of separating and 
sorting the wide variety of plastics in use. One 
of the main reasons for this is the way in which 
plastic products are designed. Manufacturers and 
designers design products to be ‘fit for purpose’, 
and not to be ‘fit for recycling’. As a result, the 
cost of use is out of kilter with the environmental 
impact during the product’s life cycle; it is 
society at large that pays the environmental cost. 
Sustainable use requires a different approach to 
design, taking account of the costs and benefits 
of plastic products throughout their entire life 
cycle. Laws and institutions are needed to support 
this process. Slowly but surely, this is now the 
direction in which society is moving. 

As a further point, recycling cannot succeed 
without constant research into new technologies. 
Virtually all large flows of plastic waste produced 
during the course of industrial processing are 
now recycled. While this is the ideal method 
of disposing of plastic waste, it is restricted to 
flows of pure plastic waste, i.e. plastic waste 
that is not mixed with other types of waste. 
Mixed waste flows, as in the case of household 
waste, are generally incinerated instead of being 
separated.174 Consumers often find it difficult 
to separate plastic waste from other forms of 
household waste as they are not sure as to how 
it should be classified.175 Where mixed waste 
flows are recycled, this is generally confined to 
low-value applications such as boards for use in 
scaffolding, drainpipes, playground equipment 
and park benches. Research is currently 
being performed into ways of simplifying the 
separation of plastic waste, but the solutions 
under investigation are expensive and still in an 
experimental stage.176
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Plastic soup

Plastic waste in the sea is likely to become 
one of the main sustainability issues involving 
plastics in the coming decades. This is due to 
the unimaginable quantities of plastic that end 
up in the oceans every year: the effects of this 
problem are virtually incalculable and we are still 
a very long way from finding a solution to it. A 
recent article in Science reported on a study in 
which researchers had worked out that a total 
of 192 littoral states produced some 275 million 
tonnes of plastic waste in 2010. Of this amount, it 
was estimated that between 4.8 and 12.7 million 
tonnes ended up in the sea, a much larger amount 
than had previously been assumed.177 

A large part of this waste collects in five different 
places in the oceans. Known as gyres, these are 
spots where a number of ocean currents flow 
together in a spiral movement. The most famous 
of these gyres is the ‘Great Pacific Garbage 

Patch’, which was discovered by Capt. Charles 
Moore in 1997.178 The area of plastic rubbish 
is estimated to be between 1 and 15 million 
square kilometres, larger than the area of the 
United States. The issue hit the headlines in the 
Netherlands when Jesse Goossens published a 
book entitled Plastic Soep (‘Plastic Soup’) in  
2009. 

There are four aspects to the problem of plastic 
soup – or rather, plastic litter in the sea, to use 
a term with a broader scope. First, there is the 
visual problem: plastic littering the sea and the 
coastlines is an eyesore. Second, birds and other 
animals mistake plastic waste for food, so that 
it ends up in their stomachs. A small number 
of animals succumb straightaway, while others 
gradually weaken. An examination of dead 
fulmars found along the Dutch coast in 2009-
2013 showed that 94% of the birds had bits of 
plastic in their stomachs, the number averaging 
28 per bird.179 The researchers found that, in 52% 
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of the birds, the volume of plastic constituted a 
breach of ‘environmental safety limits’.180 

The two aspects described above involve 
relatively large pieces of plastic. However, the 
third aspect of the problem is the fact that, as 
it drifts in the sea, plastic is broken down into 
countless minuscule particles. These particles 
then provide a growth environment for organic 
matter, which is then consumed by fish. It is as 
yet unclear whether this has an adverse impact on 
fish stocks.

Finally, the presence of plastic particles in the 
sea may attract toxins such as dioxin. A certain 
proportion of these toxins then builds up in the 
polar ice or settles in the seabed. Again, very 
little is known at present about the effects of this. 
Another fraction of these toxins is ingested by fish 
and thus ends up in the food chain. Here too, we 

know very little about the effects this has on the 
natural environment and human health.

Various obstacles stand in the way of a lasting 
solution. One of the main hindrances is the status 
of the ocean as a ‘global commons’: accessible 
to everyone, its availability declines as more use 
is made of it. Or, as one headline writer put it, 
‘The sea belongs to everyone, so no one cleans 
it up’.181 Apart from environmental groups, both 
political organisations and organisations from 
the plastics industry such as PlasticsEurope, the 
Dutch Polymer Institute and the Dutch Federation 
of the Rubber and Plastics Industry are aware of 
the issue. However, the problem has no ‘owner’, 
which means there is no powerful party that 
is capable of instigating international action. 
Accordingly, most of the action taken to date has 
been in the form of national campaigns. In the 
Netherlands, for example, attempts have been 
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made to stem the flow of litter into the sea. The 
main polluters, however, are China, Indonesia, the 
Philippines and Vietnam,182 all countries in which 
the resolution of environmental problems does 
not figure prominently on their government’s list 
of priorities. 

There is also a big technical barrier hindering a 
solution. While it would be technically feasible 
to ‘fish’ the big pieces of plastic out of the sea 
(and one of the biggest clean-up campaigns in 
history, ‘The Ocean Cleanup’, was launched by 
Boyan Slat, a student from the Delft University 
of Technology),183 how on earth would it be 
possible to get rid of all the minuscule particles? 
This remains an intractable problem. The main 
strategy proposed thus far is one of prevention, 

the idea being that recycling and other measures 
should help to prevent plastic waste from ending 
up in the natural environment in the first place.

Plastic soup is likely to remain a problem for a 
long time to come. Drifting in the oceans is a 
massive legacy from the past to which present 
and future generations will only add even larger 
expanses of plastic. The debate will be clouded 
in all sorts of uncertainties and confusion: the 
scale of the problem remains unclear and studies 
are not always representative and do not always 
result in clear conclusions. What the world needs 
is a technical breakthrough and an adequate 
international context. There is a genuine risk that 
the problem of plastic soup will ultimately assume 
the same proportions as that of climate change.
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12. ‘A Toxic Love Story’

The history of plastic after the Second World War 
reads like a succession of superlatives. No other 
material has succeeded in conquering the world 
in such a short period of time. Following a series 
of inventions in the pre-war era – starting with 
Bakelite in 1907 and continuing with three vital 
basic plastics: PVC in 1912, polyethylene in 1933 
and nylon in 1935 – the production of plastics 
in the 1960s surpassed that of wood, glass, zinc 
and copper. These conventional materials had 
taken centuries to become commonplace product 
ingredients. Plastic, on the other hand, took just 
a few decades to complete the same journey. 
Ever since the 1930s right up to the present day, 
the rise in the production and consumption of 
plastics has been virtually unceasing – and indeed 
spectacular. The volume of plastics produced in 
the first decade of the 21st century was the same 
as in the entire preceding century.1

The pros…

The general impression conveyed by the story 
to date is that there is no other material that 
is as adaptable as plastic: no other material is 
capable of assuming so many different shapes, of 
possessing so many different properties and of 
serving so many different purposes – and is at the 
same time so comparatively cheap. No material 
has made life for the masses so easy, comfortable, 
safe and pleasant as plastic has. Plastic is 
everywhere and forms part of every human life. 

Plastic follows us from the cradle to the grave. 
Plastic has penetrated just about every single 
human culture in the world, every single economic 
system and each and every political regime. It is 
no exaggeration to describe the era in which we 
are now living as ‘the plastic age’.

…and cons

At the same time (and perhaps precisely because 
of its success), the history of plastic is also 
riddled with negative superlatives, even up to the 
present day. Plastic is quite simply a controversial 
material. The response to the large scale on 
which it is produced, coupled with its high degree 
of penetration into human society, has been 
ambivalent. The question is: what is the impact 
of these materials on our health and how do they 
interact with natural ecosystems? Frustratingly, 
the answer is clouded in uncertainty.

Not only are large tracts of the sea bed at risk of 
being covered in a layer of plastic, but big pieces 
of plastic can be found floating on the surface. 
What sort of impact is this having? Minuscule 
particles of plastic find their way into the 
atmosphere, the soil, rivers, the polar ice cap and 
also end up – in high concentrations – in swirling 
confluences of ocean currents called gyres. But 
do they damage the environment in this way? 
These plastic particles absorb dioxin and other 
substances that are toxic once they reach certain 
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concentrations. Given that they end up in the food 
chain, the question is: how and at what point do 
they pose a risk? And to which species of animal? 
How and at what point do they pose a risk to 
human health? The modern human body contains 
tiny but measurable quantities of plastic. Each 
one of us is ‘just a little plastic’, as the Washington 
Post wrote back in 1972.2 But what does this 
imply for human health and behaviour? 

A number of the adverse consequences have been 
indisputable. We tend to get worked up about 
the plastic bags, plastic bottles and the countless 
other forms of plastic litter we come across on 
beaches, in forests and on the streets. And yet the 
aesthetic problem is negligible compared with 
the direct damage caused by such litter. Large 
numbers of albatrosses and other marine animals 
in Hawaii are dying as a result of all the plastic 
products with which their stomachs are filled. The 
same phenomenon is also seen closer to home 
– along the Dutch coastline, where birds, seals 
and other animals are dying as a result of eating 
plastic waste. 

The issue of finite natural resources and the 
problems surrounding CO2 emissions are two 
more chapters of the same story. The raw material 
used in the production of plastic these days is 
either natural gas or petroleum (as opposed to 
coal, which was used in the old days). While it is 
true that the supply of fossil raw materials (coal in 
particular) could in theory last for centuries, their 
use would continue to exacerbate global warming 
– albeit not as the prime contributor.

A love-hate relationship

It was these two sides of the same coin, the 
two extreme faces presented by plastic, that 
prompted Susan Freinkel to entitle her brilliant 
book on plastics Plastic. A Toxic Love Story.3 Our 
attachment to plastic is clearly a sort of love-hate 
relationship. We are aware of the downside, but 
can’t live without the stuff. So how are we going 
to get out of this addictive love affair? 
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There are various possible ways of dealing 
with this relationship. Take the current debate 
on bisphenol A, a mass-produced synthetic 
compound that is employed to make a variety 
of plastics such as polycarbonate (a hard, 
transparent plastic) or which is used in synthetic 
resins that are used as protective coating.4 
Bisphenol A is found in medical devices, food 
packaging and a wide range of consumer 
products such as CDs and sunglasses. All these 
products are capable of emitting bisphenol A 
residues, which may then find their way into 
the human body as food, by means of dermal 
absorption (i.e. through the skin) or in the form 
of environmental pollution. The Dutch Health 
Council has stated that ‘the use of this substance 
has been the cause of a great deal of unrest 
in recent years, as it is suspected of posing a 
risk to human reproduction and development, 
metabolism and the immune system...’.5 The 
European Union has imposed an upper limit on 
the daily intake of bisphenol A and used this 
figure as the basis for setting standards for 
food packaging, for example. A Dutch medical 
journal concluded that ‘there is a growing body of 
evidence to suggest that bisphenol A, plasticisers 
and other substances that disrupt the hormonal 
balance pose a threat to human health. Given that 
these substances are used in medical devices 
such as drips, there is every reason for doctors to 
help get rid of them…’6

Groundless fears 

Some commentators have claimed that the 
stories published about bisphenol A have been 
tendentious. According to journalist and essayist 
Jaffe Vink, for example, publications such as that 
by the Dutch Health Council have led directly to 
newspaper headlines such as ‘Sunglasses and 
CDs may pose health risk to unborn babies’.7 By 
citing all sorts of applications of bisphenol A in 
its report, the Health Council is simply ‘…causing 
needless alarm among pregnant women … Should 
a pregnant woman now worry about bisphenol A  

leaking from her sunglasses? Should she be 
afraid that this might affect the nervous system of 
the child she is carrying? … Should it not be the 
Council’s duty to dispel groundless fears?’

In his book entitled Wie is er bang voor de 
vooruitgang (‘Who’s afraid of progress?’), Vink 
claimed that critics of modern technology often 
create groundless feelings of anxiety about  
issues such as the use of bisphenol A. They 
misuse the findings of poor scientific research, 
twist conclusions drawn by competent 
researchers, or present uncertain adverse effects 
as undisputed facts. In doing so, they create a 
climate of unease, anxiety and panic around 
scientific and social progress: ‘We are afraid.  
We distrust our food. We stand in fear of 
the climate. We are concerned about the 
untrammelled growth of the world population 
and we’re worried about the state of the natural 
environment…’8 At the same time, we are no 
longer able to acknowledge the unique quality of 
the age in which we live: the prosperity that has 
put an end to poverty and hard labour. We should 
count our blessings, Vink says. 

The precautionary principle

The precautionary principle takes a completely 
different angle.9 A common definition of this 
principle states that new technologies should 
not be used without taking certain precautions, 
where there is a risk of their causing serious or 
irreversible damage, even if there is a lack of 
scientific certainty about the risks. Although the 
precautionary principle is regularly encountered 
in relation to plastics, a strict interpretation 
rarely leads to sensible conclusions. For example, 
according to a 2011 report on plastic waste in 
the oceans, the application of the principle could 
mean ‘…blocking the launch of plastic products 
that could pollute the sea with plastic waste, 
fragments and particles, and their toxic, persistent 
additives.’10 While this could form an incentive 
for action on the part of the plastics industry, it is 
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unlikely to happen because a strict application of 
the principle would result in the bulk of plastics 
production being halted.11 

However, this is not the only problem with the 
precautionary principle. Not only is there never 
any scientific certainty, the degree of uncertainty 
is particularly great in the case of plastics. While 
there can be no doubt that massive quantities of 
plastics end up in the natural environment – and 
in the marine environment in particular – it has 
yet to be shown that this is capable of causing 
‘major’ disruption to the ecosystem or ‘major’ 
damage to public health. 

A time bomb?

So are we living on a time bomb? Even this 
is not a serious question – or not yet, at least. 
Admittedly, there is now greater clarity about 
certain aspects of the problem, such as the 
harmful effects of cadmium, phthalates and other 
additives, where we have seen an increasing 
demand for alternative chemicals. However, there 
are many thousands of chemicals currently in 
use whose toxicity has scarcely been researched, 
indeed if at all. Any closer examination means 
re-engendering further doubts and going through 
the whole process once again, right from the 
start. 

It was due to considerations such as these that 
Susan Freinkel (the author of the toxic love story) 
bemoaned our fate: we must navigate a world of 
imperfect choices. Markets are not the answer: 
as an instrument for warding off risks, they are 
unreliable. Our lives are so closely bound up 
with plastic that we can no longer escape the 
plastic world. Nor is public opinion sufficient as 
a means of pressurising companies into remedial 
action. There is not enough public support for the 
government to enact tough legislation. Each of 
us will have to negotiate the traffic of choice in 
plastics in his or her own way. There is no perfect 
choice.

Labyrinth of options

On the other hand, there are organisations 
that can analyse and explain decision-making 
processes on behalf of companies, government 
bodies and consumers.12 There is a wide variety 
of plastics, each with its own technical, economic 
and sustainability profile. Every plastic product 
scores differently on aspects such as the raw 
material on which it is based, the type of catalyst 
used, the additives utilised in the production 
process, the quantity of recycled plastic that 
the product contains, the risks that the product 
poses to the environment and public health, the 
availability of alternative plastics or materials, 
the price-quality ratio, and so forth. In any quest 
to find a sustainable product, such analyses 
can form valuable guides to the labyrinth of 
alternative options.

The question remains, though: how can we kick 
our addiction? The answer seems to lie in a 
less stringent application of the precautionary 
principle. In simple terms, as public concern 
builds, so it would appear to make sense from 
a social viewpoint to take up the challenge of 
devising new future scenarios for plastics – 
despite all the uncertainties with which they are 
surrounded. 

Bio-based economy

The chemical industry has already formulated one 
such scenario: bio-based materials as part of a 
‘bio-based economy’.13 The objective is to produce 
plastics from biomass, making use of additives 
that do not pose a risk to either human or animal 
health, and aiming for degradable plastics 
that can easily be broken down in the natural 
environment after use. Although the scenario 
builds on the research into biopolymers that has 
been performed in recent years (see Box 11:  
‘The bio-based economy’), there is still a long  
way to go.14 While bio-based plastics do exist, 
not all of these are biodegradable. And while 
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biodegradable plastics also exist, not all of these 
are bio-based. 

The main problem is that bio-based materials are 
not very competitive: they cannot compete, either 
technically or economically, with conventional 
plastics, which is why there has been very little 
investment in research and production.15 The need 
to adjust machinery and equipment is another 
problem: injection-moulding and other machines 
must be capable of processing the new bio-based 
plastics. Moreover, the use of bio-based plastics 
will create new waste flows, to which solutions 
will also need to be found.16 

Fortunately, the chemical industry has already 
acquired a great deal of knowledge about    
bio-based  feedstocks and additives such as 
vegetable oil, starch, flax and jute. There is 
already a lot of expertise on bio-based plastics, 
composites, adhesives, paints and coatings; 
and experience has been gained in processing 
bio-based plastics. Indeed, the Dutch chemical 
industry believes that, by 2050, the Netherlands 
could build a reputation for itself as the global 
leader of the green chemical industry. As far as 

plastics are concerned, although the bio-based 
scenario may well play a part in this, it will not be 
the sole success factor.

Replicating the ultimate closed loop

Another scenario involves trying to replicate the 
‘ultimate closed loop’ as seen in nature itself. 
For example, in natural photosynthesis, the sun 
provides the necessary energy, and water (H2O) 
and carbon dioxide (CO2) are the raw materials 
that plants, algae and bacteria convert into 
carbohydrates and oxygen. Carbohydrates are the 
ingredients in the formation, first of monomers, 
then of polymers and finally of plastics. Plastics 
can be either reused or incinerated. In the latter 
case, they supply energy and revert to water and 
CO2. One important aspect at the beginning 
of the loop is the need to make CO2 reactive, 
so that it can react with water, thus creating 
chemical building blocks for the formation of 
carbohydrates. 

The key question is: is it possible to design 
artificial processes that work in the same way as 
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natural processes, but are more efficient? The 
terms used to describe the research now being 
performed into these areas include ‘artificial 
photosynthesis’, ‘synthetic biology’, ‘solar fuels’ and 
‘artificial leaves’. Most of the research currently 
performed in the Netherlands is as part of the 
BioSolar Cells research programme, in which nine 
research centres and industrial companies are 
taking part.17 Imitating photosynthesis is proving 
to be a tough challenge. Key details of the process 
still need to be worked out. 

In the case of artificial photosynthesis, CO2 is 
regarded not as a waste product of combustion 
processes, but as a raw material for renewable 
plastics and fuels. Other research projects share 
the same principle. For example, the Dutch 
Institute for Fundamental Energy Research 
(DIFFER) is trying to use plasmas as an energy-
efficient way of making CO2 reactive. Microwave 
energy makes the CO2 molecule vibrate and break 
down. The carbon monoxide (CO) produced as a 
result then reacts with hydrogen (H2) to produce 
synthesis gas, which conventional process can 

convert into chemical building blocks that can 
be used to make fuels and plastics.18 It should 
be pointed out that synthesis gas can in fact 
already be produced in a sustainable manner by 
thermochemical means.

Artificial photosynthesis and the plasma 
technology needed to convert CO2 are still at an 
early stage of development. The scenarios based 
on this technology that should form part of the 
solution to the problem of our addictive love affair 
with plastic are not likely to prove effective in the 
short term. There is another scenario that offers a 
better hope for the future.
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Box 12 Life without plastic

Life without plastic

Plastic represents contemporary culture and a 
modern lifestyle. A wide range of plastic garden 
furniture, plastic beach gear and plastic games 
form part of our leisure culture; plastic caters 
for children in the form of countless plastic toys 
and gadgets; plastic has acquired a place in 
our eating culture through its use in a variety of 
kitchen appliances and in food packaging; plastic 
clothing, bags and shoes form part of our fashion 
culture; and short-life, fast-changing plastic 
consumer goods have become the cornerstone 
of our consumer society with its reliance on 
disposable goods. One of the intrinsic aspects of 
our contemporary culture is the problem of plastic 
waste. This is a modern problem to which equally 
modern solutions have been found – in the form 
of technology (i.e. recycling), management (i.e. 
waste collection) and psychology (i.e. training 
consumers to separate their plastic waste).

However, there is another, completely different way 
of tackling the problem: by living without plastic. 
In the US, this is a lifestyle championed by a group 
known as the ‘Zero Waste’ movement, whose 
main advocate in the Netherlands is Emily-Jane 
Lowe. One of the movement’s principal targets 
is plastic packaging. ‘There I stood, feeling a bit 
uncomfortable and slightly nervous as I stood 
in front of a market stall holding a glass jar in 
my hand … Half a pound of mixed nuts, please. 
Could you put them in this jar?’ is how her book 
entitled Leven zonder Afval (‘Living without Waste’) 
begins. ‘…This was the start of my new lifestyle. 
It was to be a life without unnecessary packaging 
and without feelings of guilt about the huge pile 
of rubbish my family and I used to leave out for 
collection each week. I had spent years agonising 
over climate change, plastic soup, deforestation …’

Nuts, biscuits, coffee and tea all go into jars 
and tins; loaves of bread are placed in cotton 

bags; fruit juices are poured into glass bottles; 
and cheeses are wrapped in cloths coated with 
beeswax. Shopping expeditions now follow a 
completely different routine which means that 
all sorts of things have to be taken along to the 
shops. Supermarkets are no-go areas as the vast 
majority of the products sold there are prepacked. 
Health food shops are not really a good 
alternative. In 2015, there was just one health 
food shop in the whole of the Netherlands that 
claimed to be entirely free of packaging materials 
and which sold all its products loose. Markets and 
farm shops are the best options. The result has 
been a sharp decrease in the volume of plastic 
waste thrown out by Lowe’s family.

Nor is this the only change in the family’s lifestyle. 
The family now makes its own peanut butter, 
crunchy muesli and ‘speculaas’ biscuits – all 
products that are not sold in unpackaged form. 
Another way of reducing waste is simply by 
consuming less. Aggressive cleaning agents have 
been barred, as have care products containing 
plastic particles, as well as plastic toys, plastic 
crockery and so forth. The ultimate aim of the 
Zero Waste philosophy is the creation of a ‘green 
household’, in which recycling and composting 
are the end of the road for the tiny quantity of 
waste that is nonetheless produced.

sources: 

Emily-Jane Lowe, Leven zonder afval (Amsterdam 2015). 

Quote to be found on page 9. Italics added by the authors.
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The other scenario is based on an assumption 
that the plastics currently in use, originating 
as they do from fossil fuels, will continue to 
dominate for the time being. This scenario does 
not aim to align the technology as closely as 
possible with the natural ecosystem, but rather 
to isolate plastics from the natural ecosystem as 
radically as possible. Principles such as ‘cradle 
to cradle’, ‘the closed loop’ and ‘the circular 
economy’ all tie in nicely with this scenario.19 
These all view plastics as part of a technical 
cycle of materials whose relationship with nature 
and the environment is a difficult one. From 
a technical perspective, a ‘closed plastic loop’ 
implies that there is hardly any need for the input 
of new materials and that the ‘leakage’ of plastics 
into nature and the environment is kept to a 
near-zero level. Energy – preferably generated 
from renewable sources – is the only element that 
needs to be brought in from outside the loop.

The current situation in the Netherlands is that 
93% of plastics are given a new use when they 
reach the end of their life cycle. Of this figure, 
around 60% is incinerated and thus acts as a 
source of energy, while the remaining 33% or so is 
reused.20 The remainder ends up either as waste 
in landfills or as production leakage. This means 
that many thousands of tonnes of plastics still 
find their way into the natural environment every 
year. The alternative scenario does not allow for 
any leakage or landfill disposal. 

Incineration

Incineration is a moot point here. On the 
one hand, the heat produced by the (clean) 
combustion of plastics can be used instead 
of heat from natural gas or coal to generate 
electrical power, for example. Plastics can thus 
be put to dual use: firstly in order to make useful 
plastic products (the lightness of plastics used 
in the production of vehicles, for example, saves 
far more petroleum as fuel than the amount 
consumed in making them) and secondly to 
put the calorific energy contained in them 
to productive use.21 On the other hand, the 
incineration of plastics requires a fresh supply of 
fossil raw materials and the fossil fuels needed 
to process the fossil raw materials. There is 
therefore every reason for keeping incineration 
to an absolute minimum. Ultimately, the decision 
will depend in part on the amount of energy 
needed to separate the various types of plastic 
waste. Incineration remains the logical solution 
for domestic plastic waste, for example, which is 
still proving difficult to separate.

Reuse

Reuse is a different story. Even today, the reuse 
of plastics often boils down to no more than the 
recovery of inferior materials. The principle of a 
closed loop implies collecting and dismantling 
products and recovering materials in such a way 

13.  The closed loop
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that new materials of identical quality can be 
made from the old materials. In order for this to 
happen, all the processes in the product life cycle 
must be designed with this in mind. This does 
indeed already work in certain cases, such as in 
the reuse of plastic ‘waste’ by plastic processing 
plants. The material is usually so pure as to be 
fit for reuse as an ‘original plastic’ once it has 
been heated and subjected to certain forms of 
processing.

Technically speaking, and despite the fact that 
a considerable amount of research still needs to 
be performed in order to separate and reuse the 
various types of plastics, a closed plastic loop 
could be achieved in the Netherlands within the 
foreseeable future – some commentators even say 
that it could be done by the year 2025.22 

Two types of reuse

Scientists are now looking more closely at 
two specific types of reuse.23 The first involves 
separating plastic waste and reducing it to 

monomers that can then be used to produce the 
original polymers. This is the procedure used for 
recycling PET bottles, for example. The second 
option is to break down the waste into two raw 
materials: carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen 
(H). These can be used as the basis for producing 
monomers and polymers. The main processing 
method in this case is the gasification or pyrolysis 
(i.e. heating in the absence of oxygen) of various 
forms of plastic waste. 

As we have already seen, micro-plastics are 
a problem in their own right. Research into 
potential solutions to this critical issue has yet to 
get off the ground.

Design

However, creating a closed plastic loop as part 
of a circular economy is more than simply a 
technical problem. Plastic products are designed 
primarily with the use-phase in mind. How can 
manufacturers and designers be encouraged to 
design products for the stage after use, i.e. the 
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reuse stage, and solve the problem of leakage? 
The various stages of the closed plastic loop 
are designed to create either economies of 
scale resulting from mass or bulk production 
or economies of scope resulting from the 
distribution of production and products over the 
widest possible area. They are not designed as 
part of an economic model in which sustainability 
considerations take centre stage. The latter 
means re-engineering plastic life cycles so that 
sustainability is no longer just one of many 
secondary criteria for production and use, but a 
vital prerequisite. 

Consumer behaviour

But does a closed loop not require a different 
type of consumer behaviour, i.e. a different way 
of dealing with plastics? Reuse was a normal 
aspect of consumer behaviour in the old days. 
However, the modern pattern is one of creative 
consumption: consumers constantly exchange 
one product for another, discarding one as they 
buy another. So is there a way of working the 
principle of creative consumption into a closed 
loop?24 What sort of culture change is needed in 
order to bring this about? 

Governments have a crucial role to play in this 
scenario. Just as they pursued policies in support 
of recycling in previous centuries, so they now 
have to break down the barriers that stand in the 
way of a modern, circular economy. How can they 
encourage manufacturers to innovate, traders to 
distribute products in a sustainable manner, and 
consumers to change their behaviour?

The scenario has the advantage of being able 
to mature in a favourable economic setting: 
the value of plastic waste is tending to rise 
(which means that waste is no longer just 
waste, but a valuable raw material). The large 
number of stakeholders involved in playing out 
the scenario is a big problem, though. They 
include manufacturers, processors, researchers, 
consumers, waste processors, government 
bodies, civil-society organisations and retailers, 
to list just the principal categories. And yet this 
is not a new element in the history of plastic. As 
we have seen, a key factor in the first plastics 
revolution in the Netherlands was the creation 
in the post-war period of an infrastructure that 
offered stakeholders an opportunity to work 
together in all sorts of different ways. The Dutch 
‘plastics platform’ proved to be a precondition 
for converting a lag into a lead on the plastics 
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market. The platform also engendered an institute 
that assumed the role of the self-appointed 
‘owner’ of the plastics revolution: the TNO Plastics 
Institute (which later became the TNO Plastics 
and Rubber Institute).

The closed loop scenario also needs platforms – 
and owners of certain aspects of the problem. As 
far as research is concerned, the Dutch Polymer 
Institute (DPI) could well take on the ownership 
role (see Box 13: ‘The future of the chemical 
industry and plastics’). The difficulty of creating 
a platform and designating an owner is neatly 
illustrated by the process of finding a solution to 
the problem of small PET bottles, one of the main 
forms of litter in the Netherlands. A partnership 
with the most directly concerned organisations 
failed to get off the ground. Even though each of 
the organisations claimed to pursue a policy of 
‘good corporate citizenship’, not one of them was 
prepared to take the lead, afraid as they were of 
being tainted as the cause of the problem. The 
idea of collecting and storing small PET bottles 
also had to be dropped, due to the level of cost 
that this was likely to impose on supermarkets. 
The fact that plenty of costs were incurred at 
other points in the chain just goes to show how 

little the parties were prepared to think in terms 
of the product life cycle as a whole.

There is an even bigger problem with the 
closed loop scenario, however, and that is the 
international dimension. Plastic flows do not stop 
at national borders. Plastic raw materials and 
products are exported and imported. The Dutch 
cannot keep track of the sustainability of plastic 
product life cycles in other countries. Although 
the issue figures on the EU agenda, there are 
very few international fora for discussing it. This 
is the main reason why we are such a long way 
from finding a solution to one of the most urgent 
problems, that of marine pollution and ‘plastic 
soup’. This is perhaps the biggest challenge 
facing the second plastics revolution.

The first plastics revolution created the world of 
plastics. Alongside a number of other countries, 
the Netherlands took the lead in this respect, and 
was one of the designers of this new world. A 
second revolution needs to take place in the near 
future so as to create a closed plastic loop as part 
of a circular economy. The Netherlands could 
uphold its tradition by being one of the leaders of 
this second revolution.
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Box 13 The future of the chemical industry and plastics 

The future of the 
chemical industry  
and plastics 
‘The chemical industry has a future in the 
Netherlands and the rest of Europe only if 
it can solve the problem of its international 
competitiveness and come up with an answer to 
the increasingly urgent issue of sustainability’. 

These are the words of Emmo Meijer, who chairs 
the Top Institute Food and Nutrition (TiFN) as well 
as the Agri&Food division of the Top Consortium 
for Knowledge and Innovation (TKI).  Meijer was 
responsible for technology and innovation at DSM 
and was also the vice-chair of the Dutch Polymer 
Institute (DPI). He subsequently went on to head  
the research and development wings of both  
Unilever and FrieslandCampina. 

Meijer’s argument is simple and clear: the price of 
fossil fuels in Europe is two to three times higher 
than in the Middle East or the US. Both these 
regions have large stocks of cheap raw materials, 
and that is reflected by energy and product prices 
– including the prices of plastic products. At the 
same time, however, the chemical industry is under 
fire. As a bulk consumer of petroleum and gas, it 
is one of the biggest sinners in the Netherlands 
in terms of depleting stocks of fossil fuels and 
fossil raw materials and also as one of the causes 
of climate change. Not only that, but the industry 
is also associated with many other environmental 
problems, including over-fertilisation and fine 
particulate matter. Finally, it is also at the centre of 
the controversy surrounding plastic soup and    
micro-plastics. 

‘If it wishes to survive, the chemical industry in the 
Netherlands will need to move swiftly in the next 
ten years towards a circular economy…’ Meijer 
goes on to summarise what exactly this means 

for the plastics industry: closing the loops for the 
production and use of plastics; putting an end to 
plastic litter; preventing micro-plastics from leaking 
into the natural environment; developing degradable 
bio-based plastics for key niche markets; making 
use of alternative energy sources for the energy-
intensive production of plastics; supplying residual 
heat to houses in the vicinity of chemical production 
sites; transporting raw materials and products by 
waterway and rail; and so the list goes on. Working in 
partnership with nine other organisations, Meijer has 
drawn up a plan for putting these ideas into practice 
at the Chemelot industrial park in southern Limburg.

What is the role of the Dutch Polymer Institute (DPI) 
in this process?

DPI has a vital role to play in this process. It is 
unquestionably a leading technology institute that 
is regarded as unique by industrial companies 
and knowledge institutes all over the world. As an 
organisation, it is currently undergoing a transition 
since the Dutch government, which used to be its 
main partner, has taken a back seat in the wake of its 
new policy on ‘top industrial sectors’. The institute is 
now in the process of bringing together parties in the 
plastics value chain:  plastics producers, processors 
and users from all over the world. 

For those organisations that join DPI, participation 
means gaining access to information on the 
entire knowledge and product chain. In this sense, 
entering into partnership with DPI is a critical step. 
The institute is a platform for business leaders, 
policy-makers, engineers and researchers to 
think about and discuss the challenges in plastics 
research. Provided that DPI survives into the future, 
and provided that its members feel a sense of 
responsibility for solving the sustainability problems, 
the institute will be able to play a vital role. 

sources: 

Emmo Meijer, interviewed by Harry Lintsen, 24 May 2016

Visie Chemelot 2025: De meest competitieve en duurzame 

chemie- en materialensite van West-Europa (Chemelot 2016).
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Industrial design in a
circular economy

In a circular economy, products are not thrown 
away once they reach the end of their useful 
lives, i.e. they are not incinerated or consigned 
to a landfill. Instead, they are reused. To this 
end, various components or materials need to 
be separated so that they can lead a new life 
in which they serve a new purpose. However, 
modern products tend to be so complex as to 
make this fairly difficult to do. Many products 
consist of a number of different materials that 
are difficult to isolate from each other. The 
process is made even more challenging by the 
tremendous diversity of plastics which cannot be 
distinguished by the naked eye. That’s why it’s so 
important to start thinking about how a product 
can be recycled not at the time it reaches the end 
of its economic life, but much earlier – during the 
design stage.

Under EU legislation on ‘ecodesign’, 
manufacturers are obliged to start thinking during 
the design stage about how to restrict their 
products’ energy consumption during use. Even 
though not much legislation has been enacted 
specifically on the post-use stage, the first EU 
Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic 
Equipment (WEEE) did enter into force in 2003. 
The amended version adopted in February 2014 
contains the following passage in the section on 
‘product design’: 

‘Member States shall [...] encourage 
cooperation between producers and recyclers 
and measures to promote the design and 
production of EEE, notably in view of 
facilitating re-use, dismantling and recovery 
of WEEE, its components and materials...’

The Directive thus goes no further than simply 
promoting the design of products with a view 

to facilitating the reuse, dismantling and 
recovery of waste. It does not contain any 
mandatory regulations. The EU leaves it to the 
member states to decide how this directive is 
implemented.

Another plan for encouraging product reuse 
is the SPI resin identification coding system 
launched by the US Society of the Plastics 
Industry (SPI, now renamed Plastics Industry 
Association) in 1988. The system is intended 
to help identify the main types of plastics. 
Although no EU regulations exist at present that 
prescribe a similar form of product identification, 
manufacturers all over Europe are encouraged 
to use the system. Indeed, virtually all plastics 
products and forms of plastic packaging used or 
sold in Europe display the familiar logo enclosing 
a number (see illustration). The arrows that cycle 
clockwise to form a triangle show that the product 
in question is made of plastic. The number 
enclosed in the triangle, i.e. from 1 to 7, designates 
the type of plastic. 

Design in a circular economy is about more than 
simply identifying materials and types of plastic, 
however. Designers need to develop long-life 
products that are also fully recyclable once they 
reach the end of their useful life. A book entitled 
Products that last. Product design for circular 
business models, published by a research team 
from Delft University of Technology in 2014, 
proposes six strategies for circular product 
design. The basic assumption is that the useful 
lives of products can be extended by designing 
them in such a way that they remain both 
attractive and functional for a longer period of 
time. At the same time, products also need to be 
designed for easy dismantling, in order to allow 
for the reuse of components and materials. This 
means, for example, that certain materials may 
not be glued together. Instead, screws or ‘click’ 
systems should be used.

A number of companies, including Philips, 
are already doing their best to apply this 

Box 14 Industrial design in a circular economy
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philosophy as much as possible to their product 
design process, although there remain certain 
components for which it simply does not work. 
They are also trying to simplify the separation of 
materials by using just one type of plastic in each 
product.

While the examples of products that are fully 
compliant with the demands of ‘design for 
disassembly’, ‘design for disposability’ or the 
‘cradle-to-cradle’ principle are few and far 
between, they do exist. One of them is the 
Ahrend 2020 office chair, which is designed for 
disassembly, does not contain any glue or screws 
and is 100% recyclable.  

source: 
EU Directive on Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment: 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/

HTML/?uri=CELEX:32012L0019&from=EN, retrieved  

15 June 2015. The text continues as follows: ‘… In this context, 

Member States shall take appropriate measures so that the 

ecodesign requirements facilitating re-use and treatment of 

WEEE established in the framework of Directive 2009/125/

EC are applied and producers do not prevent, through 

specific design features or manufacturing processes, WEEE 

from being re-used, unless such specific design features or 

manufacturing processes present overriding advantages, for 

example, with regard to the protection of the environment 

and/or safety requirements.’

Box 14 Industrial design in a circular economy
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1   ‘Plastic, Promises of a Home-made Future’. Exhibtion at 
Het Nieuwe Instituut, Rotterdam, 16 January 2015 - 6 April 
2015.

2   This and the following quotes are from the written and 
spoken texts at the exhibition. An exhibition catalogue 
does not exist.

3  The quotes are from Innovatiecontract 2012-2016. 
Topsector Chemie (n.p. 2011) [first page of the summary].

4  To put it more precisely: plastics are made up of a 
specific type of polymer combined with additives, such 
as plasticisers, UV stabilisers and fillers (e.g. calcium and 
sawdust) and sometimes mixed or blended with other 
types of polymers or reinforcing materials.

5 The programme comes under one of the Top Consortia for 
Knowledge and Innovation (TKI) set up in the Netherlands. 
Each of these consortia is a collaboration platform for 
companies, universities and public research institutions, 
which brings together activities extending across the 
entire chain from research all the way to the market 
introduction of new or improved products and processes. 
The social relevance of the TKI Smart Polemeric Materials 
is defined as follows: TKI Polymeren is meant to accelerate 
the transition from plastics based on fossil materials to 
plastics based on renewable resources. It should lead to 
plastics which are sustainable and reusable and which 
can be produced and processed in a sustainable way. The 
aim is to develop plastics that will replace materials that 
are becoming scarce. Eventually, the Netherlands should 
be able to generate income from ‘smart’ and ‘superior’ 
materials. Innovatiecontract 2012-2016. Topsector Chemie 
(n.p. 2011).

6 J.P.J. de Jong en A.P. Muizer, De meest innovatieve  
sector van Nederland. Ranglijst van 58 sectoren  
(Rapport EIM Onderzoek voor Bedrijf en Beleid, 
Zoetermeer 2005)

7 A. E. Schouten and A.K. van der Vegt, Plastics. Hoofdlijnen 
van de huidige kennis en toepassing van de synthetische 
macromoleculaire materialen (Utrecht 1966, Fifth edition 
1974), 278, table 11.4.

8 R. van de Kasteele, Het kunststoffengebied. Chemie, 
 grondstoffen en toepassingen (Amsterdam 1949), 159-181.

9 J. Goossens, Plastic Soep (Rotterdam 2009), 15-17.

10 H. Lintsen, Made in Holland. Een techniekgeschiedenis van 
Nederland [1800-2000] (Zutphen 2005), 255-266, 346-349.

11 The following is based on: J.L. Meikle, ‘Materia Nova: 
Plastics and Design in the U.S., 1925-1935’, in: S. 
Mossman and T. Morris (eds.), The development of plastics 
(Cambridge 1994), 38-45.

12 Quote from Meikle, ‘Materia Nova’, 41.

13 For other countries, see: C. Williamson, ‘Victorian plastics. 
Foundation of an industry’, in: S. Mossman and T. Morris 
(eds.), The development of plastics (Cambridge 1994), 2-3.

 For the Netherlands, see e.g.: Van de Kasteele, Het 
kunststoffengebied, 13-18

 J.C. Derksen, Plastica. De moderne organische synthetische 
materialen (The Hague 1947), 9-11

 Schouten and Van der Vegt, Plastics. Hoofdlijnen van de 
huidige kennis, 13-14.

14 S. Mossman, ‘Parkesine and Celluloid’, in: S. Mossman and 
T. Morris (eds.), The development of plastics (Cambridge 
1994), 10-25.

15 The difference between semi-synthetic and synthetic is 
that semi-synthetic products contain macromolecules 
from biomass, whereas synthetic products contain 
polymers whose building blocks are monomers derived 
from fossil raw materials.

16 Hyatt and his brother together set up the ‘Alany Dental 
Plate Company’.

17 B. Berendsen, ‘Polystyreen: voorbeeld van geleidelijke 
evolutie’, in: H. Brüggeman, Kunststoffen 1986. Terugblik 
en toekomst (Delft 1986), 34-39.

18 C. Freeman and L. Soete, The economics of industrial 
innovation (Third Edition, London 1997), 111-121.

19 Ibid. 121-123; C. Blanjean, ‘Polyvinylchloride’, in: H. 
Brüggeman, Kunststoffen 1986. Terugblik en toekomst 
(Delft 1986), 40-46.
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20 Initially, PVC served as a solution to another problem: 
 it was a simple way of binding the toxic chlorine gas 

resulting from the production of lye (caustic soda) from 
sodium chloride (common salt) to ethylene to form a solid 
that could easily be stored or landfilled. The problem 
with the processing of PVC is that it is not completely 
amorphous in character. Due to the presence of a limited 
crystallinity, PVC only melts at high temperatures. Given 
the material’s limited thermal stability, which can result 
in the emission of hydrochloric acid, it could only be 
processed at low temperatures and consequently it did 
not melt completely. Because of this, the material was 
highly viscous and generated a lot of frictional heat during 
processing, which in turn entailed the degradation of 
the PVC and – again – the emission of hydrochloric acid. 
This made it necessary to apply all sorts of lubricants 
and stabilisers, both externally and internally, to 
minimise mechanical shearing and thermal loading of 
the material during processing. Also, special (counter-
rotating) twin-screw extruders were developed. Once the 
processing problems had been solved, PVC proved to be 
an excellent and, above all, cheap material that was also 
very versatile. For example, with the help of plasticisers it 
could be transformed into imitation leather and flexible, 
transparent packaging material or material for sheathing 
cables. The plasticisers used for this purpose included 
DOP, dioctyl phthalate. Later on, PVC became a suspect 
material because of the hydrochloric acid resulting from 
its incineration and because of the (carcinogenic) lead 
stabilisers used. Also a subject of debate was the health 
hazard that the plasticisers in PVC posed when the 
material was used in pacifiers, bottles and toys for babies. 
See Part II of this book.

21 Freeman and Soete, The economics of industrial 
innovation, 123-126; P. Pols, ‘De drie polyethenen’, in: H. 
Brüggeman, Kunststoffen 1986. Terugblik en toekomst 
(Delft 1986), 22-28.

22 P.J. Knegtmans, ‘Michels, Antonius Mathias Johannes 
Friedrich (1889-1969)’, in Biografisch Woordenboek 
van Nederland. URL:http://resources.huygens.knaw.nl/
dagboekenaalberse/BWN/lemmata/bwn5/michels [12-11-
2013].

23 D. Hounschell and J. Smith, Jr., Science and corporate 
strategy. DuPont R&D, 1902-1980 (Cambridge 1988), 236-
248, 257-274.

24 F. van der Most, E. Homburg, P. Hooghoff and A. van Selm, 
 ‘Nieuwe synthetische producten: plastics en wasmiddelen 

na de Tweede Wereldoorlog’, in: J.W. Schot, H.W. Lintsen, 
A. Rip and A.A. Albert de la Bruhèze (eds.), Techniek in 
Nederland in de Twintigste Eeuw (Zutphen 2000) Part II, 
361.

25 For more information, see: E. Homburg, Speuren op de tast. 
Een historische kijk op industriële en universitaire research 
(Inaugural Lecture, Maastricht 2003).

26 Van de Kasteele, Het kunststoffengebied, 13.
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NOTES TO PART I

1 A.G. Wansink, ‘De Nederlandse kunststoffenindustrie in 
1963 en enige toekomstaspecten’, Plastica 17 (1964), no. 
9, 452.

2 H.B. Sprietsma, ‘De betekenis van de Nederlandse 
kunststoffenexport’, Plastica 19 (1966), no. 12, 570.

3 The data for 1963 and 1970 can be represented in the 
following table: 

Estimated  
consumption
per capita
(kg/year)

1963

Consumption
per capita
(kg/year)

1975

US 18 40.4

West-Germany 20 67.1

France 10 41.6

Netherlands 10 34.4 (25)*

 Source: A.G. Wansink, ‘De Nederlandse 
kunststoffenindustrie in 1963 en enige 
toekomstaspecten’, Plastica 17(1964), no. 9, 453, table 
IV. Estimated per capita consumption is based on the 
estimated domestic consumption shown in table 3.1 of 
this chapter. 

 For 1975, see ‘Enige internationale statistische gegevens 
over kunststoffen’, Plastica 31(1978), no. 1, 2, table 4.

 The question is, however, how reliable these data for 
1975 are. The domestic consumption reported for 1975 is 
335 kilotonnes. The population in that year amounted to: 
13,653,000. This translates to a per capita consumption 
of 25 kg and not 34.4. On the other hand, the latter figure 
is about the same as that shown in table 3.3 of this 
chapter. That would mean that the figure quoted in the 
article for domestic consumption is too low. 

 The following data are also available for the Netherlands:

Year Kg/per capita

1938   0.2

1950   1

1960   9

1970 25

 Source: F. van der Most, E. Homburg, P. Hooghoff and 
 A. van Selm, ‘Nieuwe synthetische producten: plastics en 

wasmiddelen na de Tweede Wereldoorlog’, in: J.W. Schot, 
H.W. Lintsen, A. Rip and A.A. Albert de la Bruhèze (eds.), 
Techniek in Nederland in de Twintigste Eeuw (Zutphen 
2000) Part II, 360-361.

4 R. van de Kasteele, Het kunststoffengebied. Chemie, 
grondstoffen en toepassingen (Amsterdam 1949), 29. The 
data for the various markets are not consistent. Van de 
Kasteele provided two different statistics for 1949. In one, 
the biggest markets were Electrical appliances (27%), 
Household articles (10%) and Trinkets and toys (13%). 
Textiles were not included. In the other set of data, the 
biggest market was Electrical appliances (43%), followed 
by Packaging (20%), Textiles (14%) and Construction 
materials (10%). 

5 The data in table 3.6 should probably be understood as 
a rough indication. The figures are taken from ‘Enige 
internationale statistische gegevens over kunststoffen’, 
Plastica 31(1978), no. 1, 1, table 6. It seems no uniform 
standards were used for the different catagories. It is 
unclear, for example, under which category synthetic 
fibres for textiles and clothing have been included. And, 
likewise, whether in some countries domestic appliances 
come under household articles.

6 See: A. E. Schouten and A.K. van der Vegt, Plastics. 
Hoofdlijnen van de huidige kennis en toepassing van de 
synthetische macromoleculaire materialen (Utrecht 1966, 
fifth edition 1974), 240-272.

7 Ibid., 241. According to Schouten and Van der Vegt, at the 
beginning of the 1970s the building construction sector 
constituted the biggest market for plastics internationally.

8 For polypropylene, see: J. Choufoer and R. van 
Steenbergen, ‘Polypropeen’, in: H. Brüggeman, 
Kunststoffen 1986. Terugblik en toekomst (Delft 1986), 
29-33.

9 ‘Eerste productiestatistiek van het CBS over de 
Nederlandse kunststofverwerkend industrie’, Plastica 
23(1970), no. 10, 528-529. The designation ‘plastics 
processing industry’ covered companies that used basic 
raw materials and semi-finished products to manufacture 
plastic semi-finished products or end-products by means 
of processing techniques such as extrusion, injection

 moulding, stamping, deep drawing, calendering and
 foam moulding. Companies engaged in both plastics  

processing and other industrial activities provided
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 separate data on their plastics processing activities. If 
a company could not provide this data, it was grouped 
under the heading plastics processing industry if plastics 
processing accounted for 50% or more of its activities. 
Companies that manufactured plastics-based products 
such as footwear, clothing, carpeting and yachts did 
not come under this category but were included in the 
categories shoe industry, carpeting industry, clothing 
industry, ship building, etc.

10 D.J. Bartoo, ‘De proeffabriek’, Plastica 9 (1956), 528.

11 Van der Most, Homburg, Hooghoff and Van Selm, 
‘Nieuwe synthetische producten: plastics en 
wasmiddelen na de Tweede Wereldoorlog’, 364.

12 Unlike earlier plastics, which were discovered or invented 
by scientists such as Parkes (Parkesine), Hyatt (celluloid) 
and Baekeland (Bakelite). Parkes and Hyatt were the 
kind of inventors commonly found in the 19th century. 
Having had no formal education, they were self-made 
men whose inventions were largely the result of their 
own initiative. They had countless patents to their name 
and sought to earn money as inventors-entrepreneurs. 
Baekeland, on the other hand, represented the transition 
to a new type of inventor. While he too was an inventor-
entrepeuner, he had had a university education, at 
Ghent University in Belgium. It was here that Baekeland 
conducted the first experiments that would later lead to 
the discovery of Bakelite.

13 A chain made up of a single type of monomer is called 
a polymer. A chain composed of multiple types of 
monomers is called a copolymer.

14 J.C. Gerritsen, ‘Research in de Nederlandse industrie’, 
Plastica 15(1962), no. 1, 10-11. Data on the plastics 
industry as a constituent of the chemical industry were 
not available.

15 H. Meijer, ‘Kunststofverwerking’, in: H. Brüggeman, 
Kunststoffen 1986. Terugblik en toekomst (Delft 1986), 
134.

16 ‘Over plastics gesproken met de heer B.D. Alewijnse, 
directeur van C. Alewijnse & Co’s N.V., Afdeling 
Nederlandsche Omnite Fabriek te Nijmegen’, Plastica 9 
(1956), 546-547. 

17 J. Kohlwey, Kunststoffen. Fabricage. Eigenschappen. 
 Verwerking. Toepassing (Amsterdam 1971), 124.

18 J.C. Derksen, Plastica. De moderne organische 
synthetische materialen (The Hague 1947), 81-82.

19 P. Spierings and A. Vos, 80 jaar Draka 1910-1990 (Utrecht 
1990), 40.

20 Plastica 8 (1955).

21 Plastica 9 (1956).

22 ‘Over plastics gesproken met de heer B.D. Alewijnse, 
directeur van C. Alewijnse & Co’s N.V., Afdeling 
Nederlandsche Omnite Fabriek te Nijmegen’, Plastica 9 
(1956), 546.

23 The following is based on: E.M.L. Bervoets and F.C.A. 
Veraart with the assistance of M.Th. Wilmink, ‘Bezinning, 
ordening en afstemming 1940-1970’, in: J. Schot, H. 
Lintsen and A. Rip, Techniek in Nederland in de twintigste 
eeuw (Zutphen 2003), Part VI, 222-224. 

24 M. Davids, H. Lintsen and A. van Rooij, Innovatie en 
kennisinfrastructuur. Vele wegen naar vernieuwing 
(Amsterdam 2013), 145-149.

25 See, for example:  J. van de Ven, ‘Kunststoffen en het 
technisch onderwijs’, Plastica 17 (1964), 2, 74-78; A. 
Wildschut, ‘Techniek, technicus en kunststoffen’, Plastica 
17 (1964), 2, 4-14 and ‘Cursus construeren in kunststoffen 
en rubbers’, Plastica 22 (1969), 3, 108-109.

26 J. van Leeuwen, ‘Kunststofverwerking en automatisering’, 
Plastica 19 (1966), 1, 2-6.

27 See J. Deuten and R. van Est (eds.), De kracht van platformen 
(The Hague 2014). Deuten and Van Est are staff members 
of the Rathenau Institute. It is one of the first organisations 
in the Netherlands to study the topic of ‘platforms’.

28 Plastica 5 (1952), 101. The underlining is by the authors of 
this book.  

29 E. Homburg, A. van Selm and P. Vincken, ‘Industrialisatie 
en industriecomplexen: de chemische industrie tussen 
overheid, technologie en markt’, in: J.W. Schot, H.W. 
Lintsen, A. Rip and A.A. Albert de la Bruhèze (eds.), 
Techniek in Nederland in de Twintigste Eeuw (Zutphen 
2000) Part II, 380.

30  This section is based on: A. van Rooij, The Company 
 That Changed Itself. R&D and the Transformations of 
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DSM (Amsterdam 2007). See also: H. Lintsen (ed.), 
Research tussen vetkool en zoetstof. Zestig jaar DSM 
Research 1940-2000 (Zutphen 2000).

31 Van Rooij, The company that changed itself, 82

32 DuPont took out patents on all kinds of nylon (even the 
high-melting PA46, which is now a rich source of income 
for DSM), but the company overlooked the simplest 
nylon: PA6. This probably had to do with the fact that 
before World War II, under Carothers, something had 
accidentally gone wrong with the synthesis and the lab 
had not discovered this nylon type. Although DuPont was 
already earning a lot of money from its nylon patents 
and products, it missed a lot of money by not having this 
patent in its portfolio.

33 E. Homburg and A. van Rooij, ‘Die Vor- und Nachteile 
enger Nachbarschaft. Der Transfer deutscher chemischer 
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